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Abstract
C heckpoin ting can be used to adapt resource u tiliza tion  in heterogeneous d is tribu ted  en­
vironm ents. In checkpointing, the state o f a process is captured and la te r restored on a 
com puter to restart execution from  the po int where the state cap tu ring  had occurred. Such 
capab ility  can be applied to process m igra tion  for which resource u tiliza tio n  is adapted 
toward high-performance by moving a runn ing process from  one com puter to another.
For a heterogeneous environm ent, problems in checkpointing can be categorized in to  
three domains regarding mechanisms to  capture and restore the execution state, memory 
state, and com m unication state o f a process. A lthough a few solutions have been proposed, 
a well-defined solution is not yet exist.
This thesis presents a practical solu tion to  capture and restore the process state in het­
erogeneous d is tribu ted  environments. The solution is based on three novel mechanisms: 
the data transfer mechanism, the m em ory space representation model and its associated 
data collection and restoration mechanisms, and the reliable com m unication and process 
m igra tion  protocols. These mechanisms define the machine-independent repres'entat/ons o f 
the execution state, the memory state, and the com m unication state. They work in coor­
dination  to  perform  process m igra tion  in  a heterogeneous environm ent. A software system 
is designed and implemented to  autom atica lly  m igrate a process. A number o f process 
m igra tion  experiments are tested on sequential and co llabora tive  processes. Experim ental 
results advocate correctness and p rac ticab ility  o f our solution.
x i
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
The construction o f na tiona l high-speed com m unication networks, or the so-called " in fo r­
m ation highway” , marks the beginning o f a new era o f com puting in which com m unication 
plays a m a jo r role. U n til recently, com puting resources on networks remain separate units. 
Now. while the W orld W ide Web and electronic m ail are changing the way people do busi­
ness, heterogeneous networks o f computers are becoming commonplace in high-performance 
com puting.
The emergence o f world-w ide in ternetw orking and high-speed network allow d is tribu ted 
applications to  collaborate large number o f computers e ffic iently for the ir execution. For 
years, enormous power o f large-scale collective com puta tion  resources has been noticed. 
N ationa l efforts such as the Globus [18] and Legion pro jects [21] have been funded to  create 
large-scale d is tribu ted  com puta tion  environment, or com puta t iona l grids. The grids provide 
efficient and reliable accesses to  the com putation resources in the global-w ide netw-orks o f 
computers.
A lthough physical high-speed networks provide fast access to  resources, the development 
o f a software in fras truc tu re  to govern the u tiliza tion  o f resources in the com puta tiona l grids 
is a significant challenge. Heterogeneity poses an in it ia l d iff icu lty  in such a ttem p t. Resources 
in the com puta tiona l grids are heterogeneous by nature. Moreover, network interconnections 
on d ifferent parts o f the grids, can also be o f different types. Despite diversity, the software 
in fras truc tu re  o f the com puta tiona l grids is required to  iden tify , access, and utilize the 
resources in efficient manner. A no ther d ifficu lty  lies on the dynam ic nature o f com puta tiona l 
activ ities. The bigger the grid  size, the more dynam ic the activ ities. Due to  numerous 
partic ipa tions o f users in  the environm ent, the creation and te rm ina tion  o f activ ities are
1
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•2
unpredictable. O vertim e, th is can cause imbalance in resource u tiliza tio n . To alleviate 
this problem , adap ta b ility  in resource u tiliza tion  is needed in the g rids ’ in frastructure. 
A lthough  the abilities to  handle heterogeneity and adap ta b ility  are key points tow ard high- 
performance. the construction o f the software in fras truc tu re  to  support them is quite a 
challenging task.
1.1 R esearch  C o n tr ib u tio n s
Checkpointing  is a mechanism to  capture a process state and resume the process execution 
using the state previously captured. A lthough checkpointing is com m only used for fault 
tolerance, another im po rtan t application o f checkpointing is for acquiring high performance: 
to adapt resource u tiliza tion  in a d is tribu ted  environment by means o f process m igration.
M ost research in process m igra tion  is focused on homogeneous environm ent where a 
process can on ly m igra te  between the same kind o f computers. On the o ther hand, process 
m igra tion  in heterogeneous environm ent (o r heterogeneous process m igration)  where the 
m igra tion  is conducted between different kinds o f computers is more com plicated. Many 
questions on how to  carry a process’s functionalities across machines arise alm ost immedi­
ate ly w ith  the research issue. A t the current tim e, l it t le  research has been a ttem pted and 
there is no well-defined solution to the problems.
Problems o f checkpointing in heterogeneous environm ent arise due to  possible differences 
o f com puting  p la tform s when a process is checkpointed and resumed. D ifficu lties in the de­
sign and im plem enta tion  o f checkpointing mechanisms for heterogeneous d is tribu ted  envi­
ronm ent occur in three domains. F irs t, differences in hardware such as machine instruction 
sets and da ta  representation make it  impossible to reuse b inary  code across incompatible 
machines. Second, most opera ting  systems provide d ifferent m em ory management. This 
makes it  impossible to  transfer da ta  structures o f a process s im ply by copying memory im­
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
ages across machines. Finally, process m igration makes da ta  com m unication in a d is tribu ted  
system more complicated. Since processes can be relocated while passing messages among 
each o the r, fa ilure o f d is tribu ted  com putations may occur when the transm itted  messages 
cannot find the ir destinations.
To overcome these problems, a new perception on the process state as well as practica l 
mechanisms for checkpointing are presented. There are three m a jo r con tribu tions in this 
work.
1. D a ta  transfer mechanism
The da ta  transfer mechanism is the mechanism to  capture execution location and 
run tim e  stack content o f a process and represent them  in a machine-independent 
fo rm a t. The mechanism takes a m ajor role in managing the sequence o f data collection 
and restoration o f functions in a process. As a resu lt, the checkpoint is created in a 
h igh ly s truc tu ra l manner which open ways for sophisticated m anipu la tion  inc lud ing 
the process state collection and restoration in heterogeneous environm ent.
2. M e m o ry  space representation and its associated mechanisms
The M em ory Space Representation (M SR) model is a graph model to  logically rep­
resent data in a snapshot o f process memory space. M em ory blocks and pointers 
are represented in the fo rm  o f nodes and edges in the MSR graph, respectively. We 
have invented the associated da ta  structures and a lgorithm s to  the MSR model to  
machine-independently capture  and restore complex da ta  structures in the process 
m em ory space.
3. R eliab le  data com m unication and process m igratio n  protocols
The reliable data com m unication and process m ig ra tio n  protocols w ork in coopera­
tio n  to  guarantee correctness o f po in t-to -po in t message passing in d is tribu ted  envi­
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
4ronm ents. A lgo rithm s are introduced to  perform  reliable send and receive operations, 
which guarantee no loss o f messages and preserve the correctness o f com m unication 
semantics. To capture a process com m unication state, we invent a process m igra tion  
pro toco l to work in cooperation w ith  the data  com m unication a lgorithm s. The m i­
g ra tion  protocol also defines an a lgo rithm  to perform  overall process state transfer 
(execution, memory, and com m unication states) and a lgorithm s to  schedule process 
m ig ra tion  in d is tribu ted  environments.
As a result, a software system for heterogeneous process m ig ra tion  is designed and 
im plem ented. The system involves the com pile-tim e and run tim e systems which work in 
coord ina tion . In the com pila tion system, we augment the data transfer mechanism in to  
source codes. The process generated from  such source codes is said to  be "m ig ra tab le ". 
The run tim e  systems consist o f libraries to access process memory space and to perform  
message passing. The process is linked w ith  these libraries which w ill capture and restore 
its m em ory and com m unication states on an event o f process m igra tion .
There are a number o f issues tha t are not the current focus o f th is work. F irs t, the mech­
anisms to  capture and restore the 1 /0  state o f a process in heterogeneous environm ent is an 
in teresting  research issue. The problems on how to  m ainta in correct and reliable accesses 
to local or remote da ta  in a m igration environm ent is an open research topic. A no ther in ­
teresting issue is the effects o f compiler op tim iza tion  on the "m ig ra tab le ”  process. Since we 
augm ent the data  transfer mechanism to  the program  source code, ou r fu tu re  research w ill 
consider the problem o f how to prevent the augmented mechanism from  being elim inated 
by com piler op tim iza tion  when the b inary code is generated. There are o ther research is­
sues such as accesses to  dynam ic libraries and OS system calls which have been considered
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
extensively in homogeneous process m igration. The problems on how to im plem ent them 
on heterogeneous environm ent, however, need fu rthe r investigation.
1.2 M o t iv a t io n
O ur m otiva tion  in employing checkpointing for high performance com putation includes the 
follow ing:
1. D ynam ic changes in resources utilization
In the national-w ide d is tribu ted  com puting environment such as the com putational 
grids [19]. com putation resources may jo in  o r leave the environm ent at any moment. 
Since applications running in such large-scale environm ent are usually o f highly im ­
portance. process m igration is necessary for adap tab ility  o f the applications to the 
constant changes in resource u tiliza tion .
2. Load balancing
When load-imbalance occurs in a d is tribu ted system, processes on overloaded com put­
ers can be m igrated to under-loaded computers for load balancing. In a non-dedicated 
environm ent, computers tend to  be heterogeneous and priva te ly  owned. This means 
the priva te ly owned machines may only be used for collaborative processing on an 
available basis. C om petition  for com puting resources does not lead to  guaranteed 
high performance. “ Stealing" o f com puting cycles, instead o f com peting for comput­
ing cycles, is a more reasonable way to achieve parallel processing in a non-dedicated 
parallel and d is tribu ted  environm ent. Previous work [24] shows tha t process m igration 
is a prom ising solution to the cycle “ stealing" concept. Recent research shows process 
m igra tion  is also efficient for u tiliz ing  idle machines for collaborative processing [22].
3. Locality accesses to data
Process m igra tion  allows a process to  move closer to sources o f data o r to  aquire a
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specific device. In many cases, moving data to  the process is not cost-effective when 
the data size is very large. M oving the process to the sources o f da ta  could be a 
better a lte rna tive  in such circumstances. For example, in a large enterprise or even 
the in te rne t, da ta  is h ighly d is tribu ted. It could be more cost-effective to have a 
process m igrate to  data ra ther than having a ll the data transm itted  for processing on 
one com puter.
1. Accesses m ore pow erful resources
Processes can be m igrated to more powerful computers to seek faster com putation 
or higher qua lity  com m unication services. For example, a process can m igrate from 
a personal com puter to a w orkstation server w ith  higher CPU speed and physical 
memory to solve com puta tion  intensive problems.
5. M obile  com puting
In a mobile com puting environm ent, a process in a mobile com puter can move to a 
more powerful server com puter at a cellular hub. Another example is tha t a mobile 
com puter may issue a request to a server com puter at the hub while it is moving 
to another cellu lar area. Instead o f spending more tim e in com m unication between 
the previous server and the mobile client due to  ind irect message rou ting , the server 
process may m igrate to the server machine at the new hub covering the area where 
the client cu rren tly  resides.
Checkpointing is also an im po rtan t mechanism in o ther areas. Mechanisms to  checkpoint a 
process in heterogeneous environm ent could also be beneficial to the fo llow ing applications.
Fau lt-to le rant com puting  is a common app lica tion  o f checkpointing. Checkpointing 
enables the execution o f the code to be resumed from  a previously saved process state 
(i.e .. execution state, m em ory state, and external s ta te ) ra ther than its  beginning: thus.
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the damage caused by the fau lt can be lim ited  to  a tolerable degree. Since a checkpointed 
process can be restarted at o the r machines in a d is trib u te d  environm ent, fau lt-to lerance can 
be achieved by e ither resuming the process at the same machine a fte r the fault is recovered 
o r resuming at a new machine via network. The a b ility  to checkpoint and restart process 
among heterogeneous machines can significantly expand resource u tiliza tions.
O ther applications o f checkpointing which are not for performance are fault-resilience 
and system adm in is tra tion . Checkpointing is applied for fau lt-res ilien t when the current, 
host o f a process has pa rtia l fa ilure and then the process is checkpointed and m igrated 
to  somewhere else. In case o f system adm in is tra tion , system adm in is tra to rs  can m igrate 
processes on a com puter to  o the r computers when they want to  upgrade or reconfigure the 
com puter the processes is residing on.
1 .3  P ro b lem s  D o m a in s
Efficient process m igra tion  in a heterogeneous d is tribu ted  environm ent is a subject o f great 
challenge. Problems in the design and im plem entation o f such mechanisms lay in three 
problem domains: mechanisms to m igrate execution state, m emory state, and com m uni­
cation state o f a process. In a heterogeneous environm ent, the execution state o f a pro­
cess cannot s im ply be transferred by copying program  counter registers across machines. 
Machine-independent mechanisms are required for transfe rring  the execution state. For the 
m em ory state, problems arise due to different in m em ory configura tion  and memory man­
agement among heterogeneous computers. M em ory storages on different computers could 
have different data form ats, addressing scheme, etc. Mechanisms to  capture in fo rm ation  in 
a process memory space as well as to  m igrate them to  a new com puter are needed. F inally, 
correctness in data  com m unication should be m ainta ined during  process m igra tion . In in ­
te rne t and enterprise netw ork com puting, processes are most like ly  com m unicating w ith
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one another. Correct data com m unication must be guaranteed. Mechanisms to  m igrate the 
com m unication state have to  be carefu lly developed to w arran t the correctness and. in the 
meantime, m inim ize the overhead.
To im plem ent mechanisms for heterogeneous process m ig ra tion , we have to  deal w ith  
the fo llow ing problems:
1. H o w  to capture and restore execution state o f a process?
Since the execution state o f a process cannot sim ply be transferred by copying the 
program  counter register across machines, we need a mechanism tha t can represent 
the "p o in t"  o f execution o f a process in a machine-independent fo rm at. We should 
note th a t the process o f our interests are those w ritte n  in im perative , stack-based 
languages such as C. Pascal, and FO R TR AN . The mechanism must be able to keep 
tracks o f the current location o f program execution and its function call behavior.
2. H ow  to capture and restore m em ory state o f a process?
A lthough  data marshalling technology such as X D R  have been used to  collect and 
restore da ta  for remote procedure call [11]. it is not general enough to  recognize 
complex data structures in process memory space. Most o f data com plexity  are results 
o f the uses o f pointer. Moreover, data in a process can reside on various memory 
segments which, in tu rn , effect the ir life tim e in m any ways. Efficient mechanisms to 
collect and restore data in heterogeneous environm ent are needed.
3. H o w  to capture and restore com m unication state o f a process?
The a b ility  to capture and restore com m unication state o f in te raction  between a pro­
cess is crucia l for d is tribu ted  com putation . In a message passing environm ent, such 
mechanism must guarantee no lost o f messages and preserve com m unication semantics
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9such as message ordering. I t  must not corrupt the logic o f d istribu ted  com puta tion  
or cause deadlock.
4. H ow  to  transfer process state efficiently during a m igration?
A fte r the process state is captured, it  must be transferred to  a destination com puter 
for restora tion . Since the process state is usually very large, mechanisms for efficient 
process state transfer must be considered.
5. H ow  to m aintain  scalability in d istributed environm ents?
When a process is m igrated in a d is tribu ted  environm ent, we have to consider its 
effect to  o ther processes in the environm ent. For examples, how to update new lo­
cation in fo rm a tion  o f the m igra ting  process to other processes in the environment'.’ 
Broadcasting such in form ation is not a good solution because the environm ent could
be vary large. A scalable technique must be applied for process management.
1.4 D es ig n  P rin c ip le s
Based on the problem statements, we designed our solution based on the fo llow ing princi­
ples:
L. H eterogeneity
Process m ig ra tion  is required to  perform  in heterogeneous environment w ith  correct­
ness despite complex execution behavior and data structures o f the m ig ra ting  pro­
cess. In a heterogeneous environm ent, the execution sta te o f a process cannot sim­
ply be transferred by copying program counter registers across machines. Machine- 
independent mechanisms are required for transferring the execution state. For the 
m em ory sta te, problems arise due to different in memory configuration and memory 
management among heterogeneous computers. M em ory storages on d ifferent com put­
ers could have different data form ats, addressing scheme, etc. Mechanisms to  capture 
in fo rm a tion  in a process memory space as well as to  m igra te  them to a new com puter
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are needed. Moreover, precisions o f data  values should be m ainta ined at a m in im um  
level offered by data  representations among the source com puter, the communica­
tion media, and the destination com puter. F ina lly , in  term  o f da ta  com m unication, 
i f  a message is transm itted between heterogeneous computers, the data  com m unica­
tion p ro toco l has to  convert message contents in to  a da ta  form at o f the ir destination 
computers.
2. Responsiveness to process m igratio n  requests
In our design, process m igration is performed w ith in  a certain am ount o f com puta tion  
after a m ig ra tion  request have been intercepted by the m ig ra ting  process. Instead o f 
allowing a process to perform process m igration at any tim e, we believe tha t the 
process should be allowed to m ig ra te  only after every certain am ount o f works have 
been perform ed. We also believe th a t a process should be allowed to m igrate itse lf 
under a p a rticu la r circumstance.
■I. Efficiency
In non-m igra tion  situations, the augm entation o f process m ig ra tion  capab ility  should 
not incur high execution overheads to a process. When the process m igrates, the 
transfers o f execution state, m em ory state, and com m unication sta te  o f a process 
must also be performed in an effic ient manner.
4. Correctness o f d istributed com putation
Most im p o rta n tly , the m igration software system m ust preserve the logic o f d is tribu ted  
com puta tion . A dd itiona l ac tiv ities  which may occur due to process m igra tion  must 
not co rrup t the execution o f program s tha t have correct com puta tion  logics. These 
activ ities include mechanisms to  transfer the process state and manage process m i­
gration in  heterogeneous d is tr ib u te d  environments. For co llabora tive  processes, the
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m ig ra tion  software system must guarantee no loss o f messages and does not in troduce 
deadlocks.
5. S c a la b i l i ty
S ca lab ility  in process m igra tion  can be measured in many respects [27]. F irs t, process 
m ig ra tion  should operate regardless o f the number o f computers in the environm ent. 
Second, during  a process's life tim e, there should be no lim it the number o f m igrations. 
T h ird , process m igration must be scalable in heterogeneity .i.e.. the com plexity in m i­
g ra ting  a process does not depend on the number o f different com puta tion  p latform s 
in the environm ent. Fourth, process m igration should not require global synchroniza­
tion  to  update location in fo rm a tion  o f a process. F ina lly, it  should not block other 
processes from  sending messages to the m igra ting  process or o ther processes in the 
environm ent during  process m igra tion , 
fi. N o  re s id u a l d e p e n d e n c y
A fte r process m igra tion , a process should be independent from its previous host: no 
fu th u r access to resources or com m unication from the previous machine are needed.
1.5 S o lu tio n  O v e rv ie w
We propose mechanisms and a software system for carry ing  process m igra tion  between 
computers in a heterogeneous d is tribu ted  environm ent. The target applications o f our 
process m ig ra tion  mechanisms are sequential and parallel programs w ritte n  in stack-based 
languages such as C' and FO R TR A N . They are com puta tion  intensive applications requiring 
high perform ance com puta tion  resources. We assume processes communicate each o the r via 
message passing.
Mechanisms have been proposed to  solve the three fundam ental problems on how to 
m igrate execution state, memory state, and com m unication state in heterogeneous process
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m igra tion . They have been implemented in to  our pro to typ ica l com pila tion  and runtim e 
systems.
E x e c u tio n  S ta te
In order to transfer execution state o f a process in a heterogeneous environm ent, we have de­
veloped a software, namely the pre-compiler, to analyze program source codes and augment 
process m igration operations in to  the source codes in the form o f program m ing macros. A t 
the program analysis stage, the pre-compiler first checks whether the source code is valid 
for process m igra tion . In languages such as C. certain language features are highly depen­
dent on underlying com puta tion  p la tform s and may not be safe fo r heterogeneous process 
m igra tion  [32]. These language features w ill be transformed to  equivalent features during 
the pre-com pilation process.
A fte r the source code is verified, mechanisms to  capture, transfer, and restore execution 
state o f a process are im planted in to  the source code. In doing so. the pre-compiler first 
determines appropria te  locations in the source code, namely the "p o ll-p o in ts " . which allow 
a process to m igrate. The selection o f such locations can either base on autom atic program 
analysis or user-directive. We call a poll-point where process m ig ra tion  occurs at runtim e 
as the "m ig ra tion  p o in t" . The mechanism for autom atic  selection o f po ll-po in ts is called the 
"m ig ra tio n  point analysis". Then, at each m igra tion  poin t, the pre-com piler applies "live 
da ta  analysis" to  determ ine a m in im a l set o f variables whose values need to be collected for 
fu tu re  com puta tion  a fte r a m igra tion  completes. F inally, the pre-com piler inserts macros at 
the poll-points in the source code. These macros contain a lgorithm s which work collectively 
to  collect, transfer, and restore process state during process m ig ra tion . We name such 
cooperation the "d a ta  transfer mechanism". A "buffered data trans fe r" (B D T ) mechanism 
is designed to ca rry  the data transfer effectively and w ill be discussed in Chapter 4.
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M ig ra t io n  E n v iro n m e n t
In a process m igration environm ent, we assume tha t the augmented source code is dis­
tribu ted  to  every com puter which may involve process m igra tion , and executables are gen­
erated by native compilers on different platform s. D uring the com pila tion , the source code 
is linked w ith  libraries to handle memory state transfer and reliable data com m unication, 
which w ill be discussed in Chapter o and (i. respectively.
In our design, a runtim e system for process m igration consists o f a v irtua l machine, 
runtim e libraries, and a scheduler. The v ir tu a l machine consists o f daemon processes co­
operating each o ther for process management in P V M 's style [20]. The runtim e libraries 
contain routines to perform  process state transfer and message passing. The scheduler is a 
process which m onitors resource u tiliza tion  and assigns application processes to computers 
in the environm ent.
A t runtim e, a fte r determ ining the m igra ting  process, source, and destination computers 
for process m igra tion , the scheduler sends a signal to invoke an executable (on a destination 
com puter), which is generated from  the same annotated source code as that o f the m ig ra t­
ing process, to  wait for process state transfer. Then, it  sends a m igration request to the 
m igra ting  process which, a fte r in tercepting the request, w ill continue execution u n til the 
nearest po ll-po in t is reached. A t the m igration po in t, the annotated macros em bark the 
data transfer mechanism to coordinate process state transfer between the two machines. 
F inally, program execution is resumed on the destination machine after the m ig ra tion  is 
completed.
M e m o ry  S ta te
Generally, in a process memory space, every variable occupies a piece o f memory conta in ing 
data values o f a certain type. We refer to th is piece o f m em ory as a "m em ory b lock". A
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memory block may reside in any part o f a program m em ory space: global, stack, or heap 
segments. The  data type could be p rim itive  data types such as character, integer, and 
pointer, or it  could be com positional types such as a rray o r structure . In case o f po in ter, 
the data value is a memory address. The pointer is considered as a p rim itive  da ta  type 
which allows a referential re lationship among memory blocks to  be created.
To m igrate a process across heterogeneous p la tfo rm s, da ta  structures in the process 
memory space must be correctly collected, transferred, and restored. Data values in mem­
ory blocks as well as the referential relationships among them  must be preserved in the 
m igration. In ou r approach, we perform  the followings:
L. We define a logical memory model, namely the "M e m o ry  Space Representation" 
(.MSR) model, to represent process data structures machine-independently. The model 
is based on graphical notations in which a memory block is represented by a vertex 
and a referentia l relationship between two memory blocks (generated by a po in te r) is 
represented by a graph edge. A diagram in F igure l . l  shows the basic idea behind 
our mechanisms where the machine-specific data s tructu res are mapped in to  the MSR 
model and then converted to the physical memory fo rm a t o f the destination com puter.
computer A The MSR logical computer B
memory model
MSR Lookup 
table (MSRLT)
MSR Lookup 
table (MSRLT)
Logical
memory
address
Use
machine-
specific
memory
address
Use
machine-
specific
memory
address
The mapping The mapping \
Memory space table from fable from Memory space
of migrating computer A MSR model of a new
process to MSR to computer B process
Figure L .l: Relationships between logical and physical memory models
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In our im p lem enta tion , data structures and a runtim e lib ra ry  th a t provide such map­
ping mechanisms are created. The MSR Look up tab le  (M S R LT ) data structures 
are bu ilt to  m atch physical and logical representations o f m em ory blocks in process 
memory space. On the other hand, the “ MSR graph M a n ip u la tio n " (M SR M ) runtim e 
lib ra ry  contains routines for da ta  collection and resto ra tion . The lib rary is linked to 
the annotated source code during  the platform -specific code generation for different 
com puting p la tfo rm s.
2. When a m ig ra tion  occurs, the data collection operation on the  m igrating process starts 
collecting values o f live variables at the m igration po in t. T he  annotated macro at the 
m igration po in t contains calls to  routines in the M SRM  lib ra ry  that perform  data 
collection and restoration.
Since the variables’ storages are associated to the MSR graph nodes, the data collec­
tion operation traverses the MSR graph in a depth-first-search manner and collects 
in form ation in memory blocks. F inally, the collected da ta  from  visited graph nodes 
and edges is converted in to  a machine-independent fo rm at and sent to the destination 
machine.
3. A fte r receiving the machine-independent m igration in fo rm a tio n , the new process on 
the destination machine employs the M SRLT data s tructu res and the MSRM lib ra ry  
routines to map graph nodes in the MSR model back to  physical memory blocks in 
memory space o f the destination computer.
4. Then, the resto ra tion  operation extracts data values from  the transm itted  m igra tion  
in fo rm ation , converts them to  machine-specific fo rm at, and stores the ou tpu t data 
values at appropria te  memory block locations in the m em ory space o f a process on 
the destination com puter. We discuss detailed mechanisms in Chapter 5.
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C o m m u n ic a tio n  S ta te
In a process m ig ra tion  environment, messages may be in tra n s it while the ir sender or 
receiver processes m igrate. Mechanisms to  guarantee no message loss and correct message 
ordering must be developed for correct da ta  com m unication.
In our design, we have developed a da ta  com m unication and process m igration p ro to ­
cols for such purposes. The com m unication protocol involves a lgorithm s for sending and 
receiving messages, while the process m igration protocol concerns algorithm s to coord i­
nate a m igra ting  process and its com m unication peers. Bo th  protocols work collectively to 
support correct da ta  comm unication. The protocols is discussed in details in Chapter 6.
Our protocols are suitable for process m igration in large-scale d istribu ted  environments 
due to the fo llow ing properties. F irs t, they make process m ig ra tion  scalable. D uring the 
m igration, the protocols only coordinate a m inimal set o f peer processes, only those d i­
rectly connected w ith  the m igrating process. Second, the p ro toco l is nonblocking i.e.. they 
allow other processes to  send messages to  the m igrating process simultaneously du ring  a 
m igration. T h ird , the protocols do not create deadlock. The process m igration pro toco l 
prevents c ircu lar w a it while coord inating a m igrating process and its peers for process m i­
gra tion . F inally, the protocols can be implemented for heterogeneous environm ent. We 
have implemented them  in a pro to type message passing lib ra ry  runn ing on top o f the P V M  
com m unication system.
1.6  O rg a n iz a tio n
The rest o f this d isserta tion is organized as follows. C hapter 2 discusses related w ork. We 
give the overview o f software systems for process m igration in  C hapter 3. Chapter 4 presents 
the com pilation system which annotates mechanisms for heterogeneous process m ig ra tion  
in to  source code. We address techniques o f m igration po in t analysis, live variable analysis.
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and source code annota tion  in details. Chapter 5 presents the MSR concept and software 
system to collect and restore process memory state. Chapter 6  discusses com munication 
state transfer in process m igration and presents the reliable da ta  com m unication and process 
m igra tion  protocols. We discuss experim enta l results in C hap te r 7. Finally. Chapter 8  
discusses conclusions and future work.
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Chapter 2 
R elated Work
Various approaches for process m igra tion  have been proposed. We consider them  in four 
categories: OS kernel support, user-level checkpointing, application embedded, and mobile 
agent. O ur approach can be classified as a user-level checkpointing technique and has its 
detailed discussion in section '2.1. For process m igration at OS level, many projects such 
as M O S IX , V , Sprite, and Accent [27] have been implemented. These systems are highly 
dependent on OS im plem entation and underly ing hardware. They are hard ly  possible to 
extend to  support process m igration in heterogeneous environm ents. In the application 
embedded approach, programmers have to  in tegra te  process m ig ra tion  operations as a part 
o f the ir codes. A lthough  this approach is simple and can support heterogeneous m igration, 
it  is application-specific and not transparent to  users. Process m ig ra tion  under the mobile 
agent approach, on the other hand, can support heterogeneity and user transparency. Their 
m ig ra tion  mechanisms are based on in te rp re tive  languages such as Java and Telescript. 
However, while provid ing a satisfactory so lution for many in te rne t applications, mobile 
agent may not be an appropria te choice for com puta tion  intensive applications.
2 .1  U s e r-le v e l C h e c kp o in tin g
User-level checkpointing is a mechanism to  capture process state using tools available for 
users w ith o u t acquiring special privilege from  OS. Condor [25] is well-known software that 
uses the checkpointrestart mechanism to  im plem ent process m ig ra tion . The Condor lib ra ry  
is linked to  the object code o f a process so th a t checkpointing is perform ed when the process 
intercepts a m ig ra tion  request . Since C ondor checkpoints b inary images o f a process, it only 
supports process m igra tion  between homogeneous computers. C ondor does not support 
reliable inter-process com m unication d u ring  process m igration; i t  on ly  provides process
18
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m igra tion  services for sequential processes. A lthough our approach and Condor are both
implemented in user space, they are different in the followings:
1. Like Condor, we em ploy the checkpointrestart technique to  capture and restore pro­
cess state in fo rm a tion  in user space. However, the checkpoint generated by our ap­
proach is different from  tha t o f Condor in tha t it is machine-independent and contains 
com m unication sta te  o f the m igra ting  process.
2. In our approach, process m igra tion  mechanisms are augmented to user applications 
during  software development. Unlike Condor where the m igra tion  mechanisms are 
linked to app lica tions ' object code, our technique annotates the mechanisms to source 
code before passing it  to a compiler.
3. O ur approach allows heterogeneous m igration to  perform  at m ig ra tion  points. W ith ­
out a concern fo r heterogeneity. Condor. 011 the other hand, can perform process
m igra tion  im m edia te ly a fte r the m igration request signal is intercepted.
A lthough the process m igra tion  mechanisms are parts o f the executable, they are user trans­
parent and do not depend on a specific knowledge about the app lica tion . As mentioned 
earlier, program analysis and augm entation can be performed au tom a tica lly  by the com pi­
la tion system, which, in tu rn , distinguishes our techniques from  the application level process 
m igra tion  where specific knowledge about an application program is required [28].
2.2 H e te ro g e n e ity
Heterogeneity has increasingly been addressed in d is tribu ted  com puta tion  w ith  the grow th 
o f the network com m unity. Heterogeneous process m igra tion  is an im po rtan t func tiona lity  
tha t can enable users applications to  explo it enormous amount o f resources on the network. 
Early w ork o f The irm er and Hayes [36] proposes the use o f debugger to  access runtim e data, 
in tegrate them to  program  source code, and recompile the program . This design pioneers 
the source code m an ipu la tion  to  achieve machine-independent state transfer. However, the
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da ta  in tegra tion  and recom pilation could be tim e consuming and may create unacceptable 
m igra tion  overheads especially for large-scaled applications.
The work o f von Bank. Shub. and Sebesta [37] defined the theoretical fram ework for 
language system to  support heterogeneous m igra tion . T he ir work indicates th a t a program 
can transfer its state among different machines only at locations where its machine codes has 
equivalent process state. O ur approach also follows the ir concepts. We define the equivalent 
locations for process state transfer using po ll-po in ts.
Recent w ork o f the T U I system [32] by Sm ith and Hutchinson investigated features of 
high-level languages tha t is com patib le w ith  process m igra tion  and developed a prototype 
to  m igrate C applications. The ir de fin ition  o f "m ig ra tab le " features in C helps iden tify  a 
class o f C applications tha t can be m igrated in a heterogeneous environm ent. In the ir pro­
to type  im plem entation, process m igra tion  is controlled by the m onitoring  agents, m ig ro u t 
and m ig in . for da ta  collection and restoration, respectively. The compiler must be modified 
to  provide debugging in fo rm ation  and to  insert preem ption points and call points to in te r­
mediate code to  capture and restore process state. Our work differs from  the T U I approach 
in three aspects.
1. Instead o f em ploying external agents and a debugger to perform  process m igra tion , we 
augment the m igra tion  operations in to  source code and let a process conducts process 
m igration by itself. We believe our design is more portable and less dependent to 
external processes.
2. In T U I approach, the needs to  m od ify  front-end and back-end o f a com piler may 
lim it p o rta b ility  to various com puter p la tform s since the compiler has to  be modified 
for every com puting p la tfo rm  in the environm ent. Our approach elim inates such 
lim ita tio n  by means o f program  analysis and source code augm entation.
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3. T U I transfers a ll data in process memory space during m igra tion , w hile  our approach 
only transfer live data during process m igra tion .
The o ther research using program annota tion  technique to support process m igration 
is the Process Introspection (P I) approach proposed by Ferrari. C hap in , and Grimshaw 
[14]. The PI annotates source code so tha t the m igra ting  program can m on ito r, collect, 
and restore its execution state and memory state. In terms o f software design and software 
development, the ir approach is s im ilar to ours. However, the PI and ou r work are quite 
different in th e ir fundamental mechanisms to  m igrate execution state and memory state o f 
a process, which may lead to different process m igra tion  performance.
In the PUs design, the mechanisms to capture and restore execution state is s im ila r to 
our early work [8 ]. On the o ther hand, our current work has improved the previous design 
for be tte r efficiency. Due to source code annota tion , macros are inserted to  various functions 
in source code. A t runtim e, these macros w ork collectively and perform  the data transfer 
mechanism (in troduced in Chapter I).
According to  the PI and the work in [8 ]. the ir data transfer mechanism work in stack-like 
manner. The mechanism starts collecting process state from the innerm ost function and 
retreats to  the main function, while it restores the state in form ation in reverse order. As a 
result, the state restoration can only s tart a fte r the collection finishes.
On the o the r hand, our new design accommodates process m ig ra tion  via network by 
perform ing the collection and restoration o f the process state in the same order. This 
design makes i t  possible to  perform  process state collection and resto ra tion  in a pipelin ing 
manner. Nevertheless, performance consideration is subject to fu tu re  investiga tion .
In terms o f memory state, the P I collects and restores a ll data in  g loba l, heap, and stack 
segments o f a process, while our technique on ly  transfers live data at a m ig ra tion  po in t. We
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should note here tha t neither T U I o r P I support com m unication sta te  transfe r in process 
m igra tion .
2 .3  C o m m u n ic a tio n  S u p p o rt
Mechanisms to  support correct data com m unication can be classified in to  tw o different ap­
proaches. The firs t approach is using the existing fau lt-to le ran t, consistent checkpointing 
technique. To m igrate a process, users can "crash" a process in tensiona lly  and restart the 
process from  its last checkpoint on a new machine. Since global consistency is provided 
by the checkpointing protocol, safe da ta  com m unication is guaranteed. Projects such as 
CoCheck [33] follow th is approach. On the o ther hand, mechanisms to  m a in ta in  safe data 
com m unication during process m igra tion  can be implemented d irec tly  in to  the data com­
m unication protocol. When a process m igrates, process m igra tion  operations coordinate 
w ith  data  com m unication operations on o ther processes for re liab ility . O ur work and the 
M P V M  pro ject [6 ] are along the second d irection . We choose the second d irection  because 
the la tte r is more scalable and less costly than th a t o f the form er. Process m igra tion  is 
im p o rta n t enough to  receive an efficient mechanism on its own righ t.
Theoretica lly, our protocol designs are based on the classic work o f Lam port [23]. which 
considers process execution as a sequence o f events, and on the d is tr ib u te d  snapshot algo­
r ith m  o f C'handv and Lam port [10]. which coordinates processes in d is tr ib u te d  com putation 
for consistent checkpointing. A survey on consistent checkpointing can be found in [12. 31].
As mentioned earlier, we do not in tend to  make process m igra tion  a by product o f any 
fau lt-to le ran t mechanisms but its own. Therefore, we customized the classic a lgorithm s 
in  [23. 1 0 ] and in tegrated them to the design o f ex isting message passing software such 
as P V M  [20] and M P I [17]. As a resu lt, we have designed the da ta  com m unication and 
process m ig ra tion  protocols contain ing a lgorithm s for reliable message de livery and process
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coord ination during a m igra tion  event. In our current im plem entation, the two protocols are 
bu ilt on top o f the P V M  system. An im plem entation for M P I is our fu rth e r consideration.
There are a few user-level process m igra tion  systems tha t support com m unication state 
transfer in a d is tribu ted  environm ent. By our knowledge, however, none supports hetero­
geneity. M P V M  [6 ] is designed to  support transparent process m igra tion  for PV M  applica­
tions. It supports both connection-oriented and connectionless com m unication based on the 
P V M  direct and ind irect com m unication modes, respectively. A m a jo r difference between 
M P V M  and our work is in the connection establishment issue. The M P V M  design does 
not m ainta in  au tom atic  connection establishment in po in t-to -po in t com m unications. A fte r 
the m igra tion , some messages can only be routed via P V M  indirect com m unication , which 
can severely degrade com m unication performance. More im portan tly , process m igration 
under the M P V M  system is homogeneous. In the M P V M  design, the process is m igrated 
by invoking a new process on a destination com puter and transferring run tim e  in form ation 
in data and stack segments o f the m igra ting  process to  appropria te memory addresses o f 
the new process.
A nother system, called CoCheck [33], is designed to support coord inate checkpoint­
ing for fault-to lerance in the P V M  environm ent. It implements a consistent checkpointing 
p rotocol based on C’handy and Lam port's  a lgorithm s [10]. CoCheck can also be used to 
support process m ig ra tion . However, we should note forcefu lly here th a t the main purpose 
o f CoCheck is to support fau lt-to le ran t not process m igra tion . As a result, the CoCheck 
design suffers two drawbacks which can be alleviated by the specifically optim ized systems 
for m igra tion  purpose. F irs t, i t  requires coord ination o f all processes d irec tly  and ind i­
rectly  connected to  the m ig ra ting  process. Second, some processes must be blocked from 
sending messages du ring  checkpointing to m ain ta in  consistency. Since CoCheck uses the
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checkpointing a b ility  o f Condor [26] to  save the state o f a process, it  on ly  supports process 
m igra tion  in homogeneous environment. Both M P V M  and CoCheck do not consider the 
s itua tion  when an unconnected process in itia tes  communication w ith  the m igra ting  process 
during  the m igra tion .
O ur protocols are designed to support dynam ic, heterogeneous d is tr ib u te  environments 
and remove these known drawbacks. In ou r protocols, the autom atic  com m unication estab­
lishment is m aintained throughout program  execution. During a m ig ra tion , only processes 
d irec tly  connected to the m igrating process are coordinated. O ur protocols do not block 
o ther processes in the system from sending messages to the m ig ra ting  process. They also 
allow unconnected processes to make connections and send the ir da ta  to  the m igrating 
process transparen tly  to  a m igration occurrence.
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Chapter 3 
Software Structure
Based on our design principles, the software system fo r heterogeneous process m igra tion  
involves both com pila tion  and run tim e systems.
3 .1  C o m p ila tio n  S ystem
In our design, users have to pass the ir source code to  a pre-compiler  to  generate the 
m igration-supported code. We define the pre-compiler as a source-to-source transfo rm a­
tion  software which performs program analysis and augm enta tion. Figure 3.1 illustra tes 
basic steps for software development in the m igration environm ent. The pre-com piler gives 
two ou tpu t files, a map file (M A P ) and a M ODified file (M O D ). The M A P  file shows loca­
tions o f po ll-po in t, while the M O D  file is an annotated source code for process m igra tion . I f  
the users do not like the selected poll-po ints, they can reconfigure the M A P  file and let the 
precompiler generate a new M O D  file. A fte r the users satis fy  w ith  the po ll-po in t selection, 
we assume tha t the M O D  file is d is tribu ted to every possible destination computers o f pro­
cess m igration. Then, i t  is passed to  a native compiler to  generate a m igra tion-supported 
executable. A t th is  step, the executable is also linked to  a checkpointing and a message 
passing libraries.
3 .2  R u n tim e  S ys te m
The runtim e system supports process management, process state transfer, and reliable 
message passing in  process m igra tion  environments. I t  consists o f the fo llow ing software 
components:
I.  T h e  M S R M  lib ra ry
The M SR M  lib ra ry  contains novel mechanisms to  transfer the memory sta te  o f a 
process in heterogeneous environments. During process m ig ra tion , the augmented
25
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Figure 3.1: Software development for heterogeneous process m igra tion .
code invoke routines in th is lib ra ry  to collect data  values o f live variables at a m igration 
poin t.
In program m ing languages w ith  presence o f pointers such as C. data collection and 
restoration are not tr iv ia l. In our solution, we invent the MSR model and its asso­
ciate lib ra ry  routines to  collect and restore com plicate data structures in the process 
m emory space. The collected state in fo rm ation  is converted to  a machine-independent 
form at and then transm itted  to be restored on a destination com puter.
In the restoration process, a new process on the destination com puter first transfers 
program  execution to the m igration po in t, converts the machine-independent state 
in fo rm a tion  to a machine-specific data fo rm a t, and restores the data values (including 
the ir associated da ta  structures) o f the live variables before resuming execution. This 
lib ra ry  is linked to  the m igration-supported process during  the executable generation 
as shown in Figure 3.1.
2. Message passing lib rary
The message passing lib ra ry  contains routines to  perform  reliable da ta  com m unication 
and process m ig ra tion  protocols. The reliable data com m unication pro toco l includes
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send and receive operations which guarantee correct message passing in process m i­
g ra tion  environm ents.
Due to unpredictable com m unication behaviors and process relocation in  m igra tion  
environm ent, the process m igra tion  protocol have to  coordinate w ith  the com m uni­
cation protocol to preserve semantics o f po in t-to -po in t com m unication inc lud ing no 
message lost and message ordering. The process m ig ra tion  protocol also controls 
the transfers o f execution state and memory state and makes sure tha t new location 
in fo rm a tion  o f the m igra ting  process is known by com m unication peer processes af­
te r the relocation. The message passing lib rary is linked to the m igration-supported 
executable as shown in Figure 3.1.
3. V ir tu a l machine daemons
The daemons cooperate one another on top o f a network o f workstations and comprise 
a v i r tua l  machine. Figure 3.2 shows the v irtua l machine environm ent. The v ir tu a l ma­
chine provides process iden tifica tion  and process management functiona lities includ­
ing process creation, m ig ra tion , and term ination. We also use the v ir tu a l machine for 
carry ing  contro l messages and in te rrup t signals among processes in the environm ent. 
From the figure, the v ir tu a l machine functions as a m iddle software layer provid ing 
methods for schedulers, application processes, and o the r software components in the 
environm ent to  com m unicate one another.
4. Scheduler
The scheduler is a process or a number o f processes th a t contro l environm ental-w ide 
resource u tiliza tio n . Its functiona lities include bookkeeping u tiliza tion  in fo rm a tion  
o f resources and managing resource allocation in a d is tribu ted  environm ent. From
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Figure 3.2. the scheduler uses tools provided by the v ir tu a l machine to  m on ito r and
perform  resource and process management.
Scheduler
‘Daemon
r \ ~■
i
Computer \
'Migration-supported‘Process
Figure 3.2: The v irtu a l machine environment.
G iving an example process m igration s ituation, when load imbalance occurs, process m igra­
tion  may be employed to  solve the problem. To m igrate a process, the scheduler determines 
a m igra ting  process in a d is tribu ted  environment and choose one o f the idle or ligh tly  
loaded machines to be a destination computer. Then, the scheduler remotely invokes an 
executable which is generated from the same M O D  file as that o f the m igra ting  process. In 
a heterogeneous environm ent, these executables exh ib it identical functiona lities since they 
are generated from the same source code. The remote invocation service is one o f the tools 
provided by the v ir tu a l machine. Due to its specific purposes, we call the invocation for 
process m igration as process ini t ial izat ion.  Following the augmented macros in the MOD 
file, the in itia lized process w ait for a connection from  the m igra ting  process.
Usually, the in itia liza tio n  is performed when the scheduler want to  m igrate a process. 
In our model, the process can also be in itia lized at anytim e before the m igra tion  is needed. 
This s itua tion  is called pre- ini t ial izat ion which may help reduce process m igra tion  overheads
'V irtua l machine
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because the executable is already loaded to  memory o f the destination computer by the 
time process m ig ra tion  is needed. The strategies to  manage p re -in itia liza tion  depend on 
the design o f the scheduler. A lthough scheduling policies are not the focus o f this work, 
p re -in itia liza tion  is recommended.
A fte r the in it ia liz a tio n , the scheduler sends in fo rm ation  o f the in itia lized process to  the 
m igrating process. Then, the m ig ra ting  process performs state collection and send its state 
in form ation  to  the destination machine. Details o f mechanisms to  m igrate the execution 
state, memory sta te , and com m unication state are to  be discussed in the following chapters. 
Finally, the m ig ra tin g  process term inates, while the in itia lized process resumes com puta tion  
on the destina tion  machine.
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Chapter 4 
Pre-Com pilation System
Th is  chapter presents the design o f the com pila tion  system to  support heterogeneous process 
m igra tion . We define the pre-compiler as a source-to-source transfo rm ation  system which 
perform  program  analysis and augm entation. The ob jective  o f the pre-compiler is to  trans­
form  a source program  w ritten  in high-level program m ing language such as C m igra tab le  
in a heterogeneous environm ent. There are three m a jo r functiona lities in the pre-com piler 
design: m igra tion  po in t analysis, data analysis, and insertion o f m igration macros based 
on our da ta  transfer mechanism. Figure 4.1 shows s truc tu re  o f the pre-com pilation system. 
M ig ra tion  operations could be generated au tom atica lly  by the pre-compiler. For efficiency 
and debugging purposes, however, user interfaces are also provided so that experienced 
users can customize m igration operations in the ir applications.
4 .1  M ig ra t io n  P o in t A nalysis
A m igra tion  po int is a location in the body o f a program  where the process can be m igrated 
safely and correctly. F inding efficient m ig ra tion  points is no n -tr iv ia l. The m ig ra tion  cost 
and transparency may be affected based on where the m igra tion  po in t is chosen. C learly, i f  
the program m er can specify these points in  the source code, then th a t is the most s tra ig h tfo r­
ward m ethod for iden tify ing  m igration points in a program . For experienced program m ers 
this may be re la tive ly  easy since they usually know the s truc tu re  and workload in  various 
parts in  the app lica tion . However, in general, th is can be undue burden on the program m er. 
Th is can be especially d ifficu lt in the fo llow ing cases:
•  legacy applications,
•  large applications where many programmers are involved in  the development, and
•  complex applications where any system atic program  analysis is a challenging task.
30
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Figure 4.1: The pre-compiler for heterogeneous process m ig ra tion .
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The pre-compiler adopts a new approach for m ig ra tion  point analysis. The placement o f 
m igra tion  points is based on the following considerations: ( 1 ) the p ro x im ity  o f two adjacent 
m igra tion  points. ( 2 ) the size o f the live data and contro l structure  th a t defines the in ternal 
state, and (3) the a b ility  to  capture the external state. Heuristics are developed to take 
in to  account each o f these factors. The p ro x im ity  o f two adjacent m ig ra tion  points, or 
the frequency o f m igra tion  points in a program , is governed by the tolerance to  the actual 
process m igration cost. In general, this cost (usually in terms o f tim e) should not exceed 
a certain fraction o f the tim e spent on useful work done by the process since the last 
m igra tion . For this, work performed by the program  is estimated by com pile tim e analysis. 
The pre-compiler views each statement in the program  as an instruct ion.  Each instruction  is 
weighted by the number o f floating-po int operations involved in its execution. The number 
o f floa ting-po in t operations under all possible branches o f execution as specified by the 
program structure  is used as an approxim ation for the computat ion workload  o f a portion 
o f code. Further, in ou r analysis currently  users have to specify the m axim um  number o f 
process m igrations allowed per unit o f work. This is referred to as the est imated frequency o f  
process migrat ion,  which is defined as an inverse o f the estimated floa ting -po in t operations 
between any two consecutive m igration points.
We note here th a t, since process m igra tion  is allowed only at a m ig ra tion  po in t, the 
frequency o f process m ig ra tion  gives an upper bound on the response tim e  for the process to 
begin m igra tion  after a m igra tion  signal is issued to  the process. Thus, the frequency serves 
the dual purpose o f ( 1 ) lim it in g  the a b ility  o f resource owners or schedulers to  in te rrup t the 
runn ing process for m ig ra tion , as well as. ( 2 ) con tro lling  the responsiveness o f a process for 
m igra tion .
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To lim it the size o f the live data to  be transferred during  a process m ig ra tion , the pre­
com piler is biased towards choosing locations w ith in  the main function or those invoked 
earlier in a function  calling sequence and locations w ith in  the body o f the o u te r loop in a 
nested loop. The ra tiona l is tha t such points tend to involve small number o f variables.
Moreover, the m igra tion  point insertion should also take in to  account the  extent to 
which the state external to  the process would be affected by m igra tion . T yp ica lly , this is 
determ ined by the interactions o f the process to  be m igrated w ith  I/O  and com m unication 
subsystems, as well as its in teractions w ith  the kernel and shared system resources. A lthough 
the data com m unication protocol can guarantee re liab ility , choosing the loca tion  w ith  less 
pending I/O  or message passing operations can help reduce costs o f process coord ination  
and message forw ard ing o f the process m igra tion  protocol. C urrently , the pre-com piler does 
not make any special provisions for handling these interactions.
In our current so lu tion , the follow ing observations are made as a guideline in finding 
appropria te m igra tion  points.
1. In a sequence o f instructions excluding the I /O . message passing, and con tro l flow 
instructions, the pre-compiler counts number o f floa ting  point operations and inserts 
a m igra tion  po in t according to the estimated frequency o f process m ig ra tion . Once 
a m igra tion  poin t is inserted, the counting is restarted. A sequence o f ins truc tions is 
the simplest component in the program structure : i t  may appear as a part o f a branch 
ins truc tion , a loop ins truc tion , o r a function.
2. W hen the pre-com piler encounters a branch ins truc tion , it  assigns d iffe rent counters 
to  each branch. The pre-com piler assigns its accumulated number o f ins truc tions  to 
each counter and continues its counting on each branch separately. The c rite r ia  for 
m ig ra tion  po int insertion for sequential code is applied to  each counter. A t  the end
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o f the branch instruction , the counter w ith  m axim um  value among branches is used 
in fu tu re  analysis.
3. In the case o f a nested loop, we consider the innerm ost loop firs t. I f  the loop body 
can have at least a m igra tion  po in t according to  the calculation on to ta l amount o f 
work inside the loop and the frequency o f process m igra tion , we select the m igration 
points where the number o f live variable is sm allest. O therwise, the pre-compiler 
tries to  estimate the number o f iterations and to ta l amount o f works in executing the 
loop, and use them as a part o f the m igration po in t calculation for the outer loop. 
I f  there is no outer loop, the pre-compiler accum ulate the am ount o f works as a part 
o f sequential code. Recent researches in Symbolic Com piler Analysis [13. o] can be 
employed to estimate the number o f ite ra tion .
4. For a subroutine call ins truc tion , i f  there is no m igra tion  points inside the subrou­
tine. the to ta l amount o f works o f the subroutine is accumulated to  the current work 
counter. Otherwise, the pre-com piler assumes th a t at least one process m igration 
may occur during the call and. thus, the counting is restarted im m ed ia te ly  a fte r the 
subroutine call.
5. In the course o f program execution. I /O  and com m unication la tency costs can often 
be significant in the overall com plexity o f the application. An estim a tion  on their 
cost is not easy due to the dependency on the am ount o f invo lv ing da ta  and external 
factors such as network contention and resource availab ility .
In our model, these instructions are clustered according the ir loca tiona l p roxim ity. 
Then, we put m igration points to  separate those clusters from each o the r. To avoid 
message forwarding overheads during  process m ig ra tion , we choose not to  insert m i­
g ra tion  points among these instructions when they are closely located.
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4 .2  D a ta  A n a lys is
The goal o f da ta  analysis is to m inim ize the data transfe r tim e during  process m igra tion . 
In Figure 4.2. a m igra tion  point (M p ) and its data analysis are given. In this example the 
sets would be {a . b. x } and {x . b. c. y } .  respectively. The intersection o f these two sets. {x . 
b }. gives us the m in im al set o f data needed to be m igrated at a m igra tion  point Mp.
int a. b. c , x. v, z; 
mainO(
Referred variablesAssigned variables
= a + b;
M p:
= C ♦  X X
a = 5. Necessary set of variables at Mp is { x, b |
I
F igure 4.2: A simple example o f live da ta  analysis.
However, in real applications data analysis is much more com plicate than in the given 
example. Complex user-defined data type and pointers are always used in the applications. 
Also, m em ory can be dynam ically allocated during program  execution. In dealing w ith  
these problem , we employ both com pile-tim e and run -tim e  systems in our solution.
A t com pile-tim e, the pre-compiler determines a set o f live variables and their data types 
at each m ig ra tion  po in t. Then, it  annotates function calls to a run tim e lib ra ry  for data  
collection and restoration. We w ill discuss this runtim e lib ra ry  in the next chapter.
4 .2 .1  L iv e  V a r ia b le  A n a lys is
The key idea o f data analysis is to  find a m inim al set o f variable for which the ir value 
need to  be transfer du ring  process m igra tion . Live variable analysis can be applied for th is  
purpose. To do so. the pre-compiler firs t generates a func tion  call graph and a contro l flow 
graph fo r every function in  the program . Then, it  defines de f  and use sets o f instructions
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and apply the follow ing data flow equation to  find a set o f live variables at every m igra tion  
po in t.
Supposed th a t B  is a basic block, we define:
•  in [B ]  as the set o f live variables at the point im m ediate ly before the basic block B.
the m igra tion  point o f our interest
•  out [B]  is the set o f live variables im m ediate ly at the end o f the block B
•  d e f [B \  is the set o f variables tha t are assigned values before any uses o f them in B. 
and
•  u.se[B] is the set o f variables whose values may be used in B before any assignment 
to the variables.
Accord ing to  a lgorithm s given in [1. 16]. the backward analysis on the data flow equation
in [B]  =  U {out[B} -  d e f [B } )
— U s  >i s u c c e s s o r  o f  f lZZi ] .S]
can be applied for our purpose.
4 .2 .2  T h e  D e f  and U se Sets
In the language such as C' where the uses o f pointers are com m on, we have to address 
the defin ition o f d e f  and iz.se set. We classify variables in such language in to  two types: 
the non-pointer  and pointer  variables. For examples, the non-po in ter variables are those 
whose reference are made to single memory storage th roughout its life tim e. They are. for 
example, those declared at lines 1 . 2. 3. 7. 10. and 11 in Table 4.1. On the o ther hand, the 
variables whose reference can dynam ically change to d ifferent m em ory storages at run-tim e 
are po in ter variables. Since the po in ter stores the address o f a m emory storage, its address 
content can be changed during execution. T he ir examples are those at lines 4. 5. and 9 o f 
the Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Examples o f C language statements and th e ir  d e f  and use sets.
No. Variables Instructions (I) def( I) use(I)
1 in t a. b. c: a =  b +  c: {« } {6 ,c }
2 in t d[ 10]. f[ 10]: d[i] =  a +  f [ j \ : { d } { i . j . a . f }
3 s tru c t... g, h: g.x  =  h.y +  2 : { 9 } {h }
4 in t *p; p =  t d [  0] +  o: M { * }
5 s tru c t... *q: * ( p +  I ) =  *( ({— > x); M {p-q}
6 * (q ~  >  x)  =  * { p +  1): { 9 } {p-q}
i in t *r[10 j: r[0 ] =  d: { r } u n
8 *r[0 ] =  d[ I]: M { r . d }
9 in t ( *s )[ 10]: s =  t: { * } {#}
10 in t t[2 ][ 10]: cII
JOo’ M {s.rz}
11 in t u[2 ][ 10]; s — u: {» } { " }
12 •-[0] [0] =  b: { - } {s .b}
Each kind o f variable has d ifferent de fin ition  to the d e f  and use sets. We apply the 
follow ing rules. For an assignment statem ent, i f  pointer dereferences occur on left-hand side 
o f the operation, the variable name is defined in both the d e f  and iz.se sets. O therw ise, the 
variable name on the left-hand side o f the operation is added to  the d e f  set only. In case 
o f expression every variable name involved is assigned to the zz.se set.
We show the application o f those rules in the fo llow ing examples. From Table 4.1. 
the assignment statem ent at line 1 involves non-pointer variab le  a. b. and c. The array 
and structure  variables used at lines 2 and 3 are also non-po in te r. Therefore, no pointer 
dereference would occur to  the left-hand side o f these exam ple instructions. On the o ther 
hand, variables p and q declared at lines 4 and 5. respectively, are pointer variables. Due 
to  po inter dereferencing on the left-hand side o f the in s tru c tio n  at line 5. p is assigned to 
both the d e f  and use sets. S im ilarly, q is assigned to  bo th  sets at line 6 . A t line 7. r 
is declared as an a rray o f pointers. A lthough , there is an a rra y  (o r subscript) dereference 
in th is ins truc tion , i t  is not po in te r dereferencing. Thus, we assign r to the d e f  set. On 
the o the r hand, the ins truc tion  at line 8  shows a different scenario. There is a po in te r
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dereference occurred to  one o f the element o f r. Because o f the dereference, the pointer 
content on the le ft-habd side o f the ins truc tion  must be evaluated before the assignment 
operation . Therefore, r is defined in both d e f  and use sets. From line 9 to  1 2 , s is declared 
as a pointer to an integer array o f size 10. Since s is a pointer variable its  address content 
could be assigned to  various storages o f the same type as shown in ins truc tions  at lines 9 
and 1 1 . Therefore, s is assigned to both the d e f  and use sets o f ins truc tions  in line 10 and 
12  due to po in ter dereferences.
In case o f subroutine  calls, we use param eter passing evaluation and interprocedural 
data-flow  analysis to  determ ine the use and d e f  set. In case o f parameter passing evaluation, 
we apply the fo llow ing  rules. I f  a memory address is passed as an actua l parameter, we 
define the actual param eter variable in both d e f  and use sets o f the in s tru c tio n . This rule 
covers the ca ll-by-po in te r and call-by-reference parameter passings [15]. On the other hand, 
i f  the value is not a memory address, the param eter variables is assigned to  the put to the 
use set only.
Interprocedural data-flow  analysis is used to  determ ine a set o f g loba l variables whose 
value may be changed during  the subroutine call. Well-established a lgorithm s for this 
problem are given in  [ I ,  40], The results o f the analysis are included to  the d e f  set o f the 
subroutine call in s truc tion . S im ilar analysis can also be used to ob ta in  a set o f a ll global 
variables used du ring  a function call. The results are put to the use set.
4 .3  Source C o d e  A n n o ta tio n
A fte r  defining m ig ra tion  points and the ir live variables, the pre-com piler annotates global 
variables and macros to  source code to create a M O D  file. These global variables and macros 
are reserved on ly  fo r source code annota tion  and must be different from  those defined by
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a user. The main purpose o f the source code annotation is to  im plem ent a mechanism to 
transfer execution state and live da ta  across machines.
Data transfer mechanism is the cooperation o f macros to manage the data collection, 
transm ission, and restoration in a process m igra tion . In our early w ork [7]. we have in tro ­
duced a data transfer mechanism, namely the Stack-l ike Data Transfer (SDT)  mechanism, 
applying stack-based operations (i.e .. push and pop) to collect and restore the execution 
state and memory state o f a process. The SDT mechanism is discussed in Section 4.3.1.
However, in our current design, a novel technique called the Buffered Data Transfer 
( B D T )  mechanism has been invented to  accommodate efficient netw ork process m igration. 
The B D T  mechanism allows the collection and restoration o f the process state on the 
source and destination computers to  be performed in parallel, w h ile  having the process 
state in fo rm a tion  transm itted  between them in pipelining fashion. Detailed discussion o f 
the B D T  mechanism is given in Section 4.3.2.
4 .3 .1  S ta c k -lik e  D a ta  T ra n s fe r M e c h an is m
Under the SDT mechanism. Figure 4.3 shows example source code and its corresponding 
M A P  and M O D  files. A fte r generating a M A P  file, the pre-compiler inserts global variables 
and macros to  generates a M OD file. The global variables include a Contro l Stack (CS). 
a Data Stack (D S). an Execution Flag (E F ). and other variables such as those for data 
com m unication. The CS is used to keep track o f function calls before process m igration. 
During a m igra tion , the name o f the po ll-po in t where the m ig ra tion  occurs and the names 
o f po ll-po in ts associated to every function  in a function calling sequence are pushed in to  
the CS. Live da ta  associated to every po ll-po in t in  the CS are stored in the DS.
The EF variable indicates execution status o f a process. Its values are normal (N O R ), 
restoring the process (RES), m ig ra ting  the process (M IG ), and collectingrestoring data in
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w b tiH  
<»ll «ib2o
I
w b2i)( 
o i l  tu b li)  
*•11 «ub2l>
MO : « N \ L  ta d  SVC 
M I : < SVX tnrf SV (i
a ll «abl()
)
nubltK
< NVL ta d  SVC 
call «ib2l)
M2 V
»
•ibbR
MJ : < NVL ta d  SV (i 
rad « *b ll)
M4 « S V L » o d S V < , 
rad «ib20 
M i « SV I. and SVC 
)
N V L: S n v + * ry  Set o f  Local Variable* 
NV(J: Nccrwary Set o f G lobal V a ru b ir*
O i : CaotraI Stack;
D S : Data Stack;
L f : EunidM F lic
•mtMH
W .M T.M ACRO 
JM P .>L lC R O | MO . M l  l
MS : M IC  .M AC R O ! S V L and S V C  i
M l : M IC . MACRO! S V L and S V C  >
rad wbllt
sT K .M A C R l*  S V L  I
I
wbliH
JMP.NLVt-'R lX M2 >
M 2 . M il l .M A lK O l N VL and SV C  )
rail wb2l)
JfTK.MACRtR S V L )
JM P.M .M TUH  M i . VM . M 5
M J M IC .M A t'H O i S V L and SVtS 
ra il a ib lo
S T K .M A tH tR  S V L i
M 4 M IC .M A t'R tX S V L  and SVC  
call «ib2l)
VTK .M A C R lR  S V L l 
MS M IC .M A C R O ! S V L and SVC
Figure 4.3: An example source code annotation under SDT mechanism.
the stack segment (S T K ). NOR is a defau lt ind icating normal execution. RES is set for the 
in itia lized process upon creation. It te ll the in itia lized process to  w a it for the connection 
from the m igra ting  process. M IG . on the o ther hand, notifies the m ig ra ting  process to s ta rt 
the m igra tion  at a m igra tion  point. F ina lly . STK  is used for collection and restoration o f 
data in the stack segment in case a nested function call is made du ring  process m igration.
A fte r inserting variables, the pre-com piler augments macros at various locations in the 
source code. During a process m igra tion , these macros collect CS and DS stacks, transfer 
data across machines, and restore data to  the appropriate variables in the destination pro­
cess. These macros are W A IT -M A C R O . JM P -M A C R O . M IG -M A C R O , and S TK -M A C R O  
as shown in  Figure 4.4. The pre-com piler puts W A IT .M A C R O  at the beginning o f main 
function to  wait for the connection and the contents o f CS and DS from  the m igrating 
process. J M P M A C R O  is put right a fte r W A IT .M A C R O  in  the m ain function  and at the
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w a it _m a c r o  j m p . m a c r o
- gel EF value from Scheduler,
if (EF == RES)( if (EF =  RES)(
• accept TCP connection and - pop Mp name from CS;
receive CS and DS from the - Jump to that Label m
migrating process. the function;
MIG_MACRO
if I EF == M1G)|
- push current Mp name to CS; 
-push NV to DS;
- if t the Mp label is in muinO ){
- request TCP connection and 
send CS and DS to the new 
process.
- exit!) the program;
I
else)
- set EF to STK;
- retumt) to the caller function;
I
1
else iff EF == RES ){
- pop NV set;
- iff size of CS is zero >|
- set EF from RES to NOR;
1
1
* * •  Note that NV stands for Necessary
STK.MACRO
if t EF =  STK){
- push current Mp name to CS;
- push NV to DS;
- if t the Mp label is in maim) l(
- request TCP connection and 
send CS and DS to the new- 
process;
• exitt) the program;
1
else(
- retuml) to the caller function;
1
Figure 4.4: Macros for the SDT mechanism.
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beginning o f the body o f o ther functions. M IG -M A C R O  is inserted at every m igration po in t. 
In case the m igra tion  poin t was inserted before the function call to  keep track o f subroutine 
calling instructions, a S T K .M A C R O  is inserted righ t after the func tion  call associated to  
those m ig ra tion  points.
A t a m igra tion  event, the scheduler in itia lizes a process on an id le machine. The EF flag 
o f the new process is set to RES. The new process waits for transm ission o f process state 
from the m ig ra ting  process. Then, the scheduler sends a signal to  the m igra ting  process to
start process m igra tion .
O ritina i Process :
/ \ ]  : abandoned code.
: CS and DS dau flow 
   : Control flow
«ubln(
iub2o(
STK MACRO
S j
Sew Process :
mainiH 
►  W AfT.MACRO 
—  JMP.MACRO
M , —  : M IG.MACRO 
coil tu b lo
M, '
call iu b i>
STK MACRO
2
i
•  « u b ln {
<— JM P,\IACRO
^  M IG .M ACRO  
call «ub20
STK MACRO
•  tub ln { 
f— JMP.MACRO
* MIG.MACRO 
call subio
M ,  MIG.MACRO
I
r— JMP.MACRO
S
: M IG.MACRO
(T>»
Figure 4.5: An example process m igra tion .
To illu s tra te  the m igra tion  operation, we refer to  the M O D file in  F igure 4.3 and consider 
a process m igra tion  s itua tion  in Figure 4.5. A t ( I )  the process s ta rts  its execution from  
m a in f) and then invokes sub L(). sub2(). and sub2() again. W hile  executing instructions
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between A/4  and A/5 . the scheduler signals the m igrating process to  change the EF flag from 
NOR to  M IG  (2). The process continues its  execution u n til reaching A/5 . The execution 
enters M IG -M A C R O  there. Because the EF flag is M IG . the process push the label A/g to 
the C'S stack and push live data at A/ 5  to the DS stack. Then, it changes the EF flag to 
STK and abandons the rest o f sub2() by re turn ing to its cailer function (3). A t the caller 
function, the process enters S T K A IA C R O  and saves .1/.} and associate live data to  CS and 
DS. respectively. The execution then returns to s u b lf) .  the caller function. The process 
perform  s im ila rly  un til the execution reaches m a in f) func tion . In m a in f). instructions in 
S T K -M A C R O  are executed. A t this po in t, after the label A /1 and its live data are collected 
to CS and DS. the in fo rm ation  in both  stacks are transm itted  to  the destination machine 
( 1).
On the destination computer, the new process first enter W A IT -M A C R O  to  wait for 
process state transfer. A fte r receiving the CS and DS contents, the new process enter 
•IM P -M A C R O . Then, the label name ( M i )  is popped from  the CS stack. The execution 
flow is then transferred to the location o f A /t by executing a goto  statement ( 5 ). A t the 
m igra tion  point M i .  the process enters M IG -M A C R O  w ith  the EF value o f RES. Then 
the process pops appropria te  values and assigns them to  live variables at the m igration 
point location. A fte r th a t, the process calls s u b lf)  as in ( 6 ). In s u b lf ) .  the ins truction  
in J M P —MAC'RO pop A/> from the CS stack, and then ju m p  to the A/ 2 label. A t A/-2. 
the data values o f live variables are popped from DS. Then, the process calls sub2 (). The 
J M P A IA C R O  in sub2 () transfers the execution to A/4 . A fte r  th a t, the process pop DS 
stack and then call sub2() again. In the new sub2(). the execution flow pop the m igra tion  
point from  C’S. jum p  to  A/g. and then pop values o f live variables from  DS. F ina lly, the EF 
flag is set to  NOR and normal execution resumesf?).
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4 .3 .2  B u ffe r  D a ta  T ra n s fe r M e c h an is m
In our current work, we have developed a more efficient mechanism, namely the Buffer  
D ata Transfer ( B D T )  mechanism, whose design is better supportive  to the data collection 
and restoration software in a network environm ent. The B D T  mechanism has an advantage 
over the SDT mechanism in tha t its design allows the da ta  collection, transm ission, and 
restoration operations to be overlapped during  process m ig ra tion . W ith  a small number 
o f m odifications to the macros used in the SDT mechanism, the B D T  mechanism can be 
implemented under the program  analysis framework presented in [S. 7]. Detailed program 
analysis and m igra tion  macros are given la ter in this section.
Basic Idea
F irs t, we want to show basic ideas o f how the B D T mechanism is employed for da ta  collec­
tion  and restoration. Figure 4.6 shows an example o f the B D T  mechanism when a sequence 
o f function calls s ta rtin g  from function m a inO  t o f i ( )  are made p rio r to process m igra tion . 
The follow ing functiona lities o f the B D T  mechanism are illu s tra te d  in areas 1 . 2. and 4 in 
Figure 4.6. respectively.
Ml.-.U Mir. I I AREA I
f  :  l
•e
-  -  s j v e i l ; v e  o f  tZ  1 r e s t o r e  (1 : v e  o f  f l )
s a v e ( . i v e  : f  f . )  r e s t o r e ( l i v e  o f  f i t
i a v e t  1 i v e  o f  » * » >  A R E A  2  ^ s t o r e . - v e  o f  » t r . i  A R E A  3
* e r r a ; r . a t e  p r o q r a r .
J_ _ _ _ i
. o v e  f -  .  i v e  ' .  .  i v e  a a i r .
Figure 4.6: An overview example o f the B D T  mechanism.
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L. When process m igra tion  occurs at the m igra tion  point mpi, the B D T  mechanism w ill 
send in fo rm a tion  about the execution state o f the m igrating process to a new process 
on the destination machine o f process m igra tion . The in fo rm a tion  w ill be used by the 
new process to  create a sequence o f function  calls identical to  th a t o f the m igrating 
process and ju m p  to  the m igra tion  poin t m pi. Then, the B D T  mechanism o f the new- 
process w ill in it ia te  data restoration operation to  wait for live data o f the function 
f i ( )  th a t w ill be transm itted  from  the m ig ra ting  process.
2. A fte r sending the in fo rm ation  about the execution state to the new process, the m i­
gra ting  process w ill s ta rt saving live data o f the innermost function in the calling 
sequence to a buffer and return to  its caller function. The same operation w ill be 
performed u n til the main function is reached. The data collection operation w ill give 
us the result buffer as shown in F igure -I.(5. Before te rm ina ting  the m igra ting  process 
the B D T mechanism w ill send the stream o f in form ation stored in the buffer to the 
new process on the destination machine.
3. A t the destination machine o f process m igra tion , the new process w ill read and restore 
live data from  the transm itted  in fo rm ation  stream. The B D T  mechanism w ill restore 
live data o f the function f  i ( )  and let the function execute u n til the end o f its  execution. 
A fte r the function  re tu rn  to its caller, the B D T  mechanism w ill again read the content 
o f the in fo rm a tion  stream and restore live data o f the caller function. A fte r the 
restora tion , the B D T  mechanism w ill again let the function  work u n til the end o f 
its execution. The B D T  mechanism w ill manage the order o f data restoration in 
th is manner u n til the main function is reached and its live da ta  are restored. A fte r 
th a t, the new process w ill continue execution t i l l  its te rm ina tion  or another process 
m igra tion  is met.
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In terms o f im p lem enta tion , the BDT mechanism allows perform ance improvem ent for 
both performance-driven and fault-driven process m igra tion . In case o f performance-driven 
where the buffered in fo rm a tion  stream is sent v ia  network, a po rtion  o f saved live data o f 
the m igra ting  process can be transm itted to the new process firs t. The new process can 
restore its memory space simultaneously while the m igrating process is saving the next 
portion  o f data from its  memory space. In o the r words, the operations illus tra ted  in areas 
2 and 3 in Figure 4.6 can be performed simultaneously. The high potentia l o f the BDT 
mechanism in the aspect o f concurrence can be realized by new technologies o f network 
interfaces and protocols such as Active Messages [38] and Fast .Messages [30] th a t allow ef­
ficient overlapping o f com m unication and com puta tion . For fau lt-d riven  process m igration, 
assuming that the source and destination machines o f process m igra tion  are sharing the 
same network file system, the benefit o f the B D T  mechanism is th a t the new process on the 
destination machine can s ta rt reading the checkpoint file and restore its memory space while 
the m igra ting  process w rites inform ation to the checkpoint file du ring  the data  collection 
operation . The B D T  mechanism seems to have real potentia l. In th is study, we focus on 
basic da ta  collection and restoration mechanisms and their data structures. O verlapping o f 
data collection, transm ission, and restoration is not performed in ou r im plem entation. 
D etailed  Description
We illus tra te , in F igure 4.7. the annotated variables and macros o f the B D T  and their 
functions. Figure 4.7 shows examples o f a source file, and its M A P  and M O D  files under 
the B D T  mechanism. In the Figure. G denotes the global declaration segment o f the source 
code. Px  where x  6  {0 . 1 .2 } is a set o f form al parameters o f a function . Likewise. L x  where 
x  € {0 .1 .2 }  represents the local variable declaration section o f a function . In the body o f
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source code M A P M O D
mainl  PO i {
LO
BO
c a l l  s u b l I .
B l
}
s u b l i  P I i i
u
B2
c a l l  s u b 2 (.
BJ
}
s u b l P2 M 
L2 
B4
c a l 1 s u b l I .
BS
c a l l  s u b l ( .
B6
G
mam ( PO I (
LO
BO
mdMpO: c a l l  s ub l
< liveO >
B l
\
s ub l  ( / * / ' (  |
u  !
B2
tndMpI: c a l l  s u b - {- - -) : j
< Iivel >  j
BJ  !
!
s u b l ; P2 ) t i
L2
B 4.I  ■
slMp4: < live 4 >
B4.2 \
mdMp2: c a l l  s u b l i . . . :  |
< Iive2 > i
BS  !
mdMp3: c a l l  s u b l i . . . i ;
< Iive3 >
B6
\
CB : Control Buffer 
DB : Data Buffer 
EF : Execution Fiae
ma m  ( PO ) { 
LO
W ail_Macro
Jump_Macro(0)
BO
mdMpO: Entry_.Vlacro(0)
C a l l  S U b I
Stk_Maero( liveO I i 
B l
s u b l . P I '• (
LI
Jump_Macro( 1) 
B2
mdMp I : Entry _Macrcn I )
SUb^ i
Stk_Macro( Iivel
BJ
s u b : .  P2 
L2
Jump_Macro(4.2.3)! 
B4.1
slMp4:
mdMp2:
I Mig_Macro( live 4 1 
B4.2
Entrv_Macro<2)
c a l 1 s u b l (.
Stk_Macro< Iive2 )
BS
mdMp3: 1 Entry _Macro(3)
c a l l  s u b 2 ( . .
Stk_Macro( Iive3 )
B6
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.7: An example o f source code annota tion for the B D T  mechanism.
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the functions. Bx  where x  6 {0 . I . - .6 }  denotes a sequence o f ins truc tions. Note tha t the 
sequence o f ins tructions B 4 can be sp lit in to  two parts. 54.1 and 54 .2 .
The pre-com piler employs the m igra tion  point and live variable analysis to the source 
code. The M A P  file is generated as shown in F igure 4.7(b). In th is example, we assume that 
the pre-com piler has selected the m igra tion  po in t slMp4  in the firs t phase o f the m igration 
point analysis. Then, the m andatory m igra tion  points mdMpO. m d M p l .  md.\[p2. and 
r t idMpd  are inserted in the second phase. The insertion o f a m andatory m igration point is 
d ifferent from  the selected one in tha t the m igra tion  point is inserted before its corresponding 
subroutine call but live variable analysis is performed at the poin t im m ediately after the 
call. For instance, the m igra tion  po in t mdMpO  is inserted before the subroutine call to 
s u b 2 (. . . )  but its corresponding set o f live variables liveO is defined a fte r the call. For the 
selected m igra tion  po in t, live variable analysis is performed at the the insertion location. 
In the Figure, the live variable set l ive4 is defined at the insertion o f slMp-l.
To generate a M O D file, global variables and macros are annotated to  the source code 
as shown in Figure 4.7(c). The global variables include a C on tro l Buffer (C’B). a Data 
Buffer (D B ). an Execution Flag (E F ). and o ther variables such as those for reliable data 
com m unications at the top o f the file. The C'B keep track o f function  calls before the 
m igra tion . D uring  a m igra tion , a name o f the m igra tion  poin t where the m igration occurs 
and names o f m ig ra tion  points associated to  every function called before the m igration w ill 
be added in to  the buffer. We also need to  m ainta in  the DB to  store live data at the point 
where m ig ra tion  occurs as well as those o f the m igra tion  points stored in CB.
Every macro annotated to  the source code, as illus tra ted  in F igure 4.9 and 4.8. works 
according to  value o f the EF variable. The EF represents the execution status o f the process 
at a certa in  po in t o f program  execution. Its a lte rna tion  is perform ed by signaling between
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the process and the scheduler and by operations inside the B D T  macros. E ight types o f EF 
values, norm al (N O R ), w a iting  (W A IT ), m ig ra tion  (M IG ), m ig ra tion  o f activa tion  record 
stack (S T K _M IG ). ju m p  (JU M P ), restoration (RES), and restora tion  o f activa tion  record 
stack (S T K .R E S ) are defined.
1. The NOR flag, the default value, represents normal execution o f the process.
2 . The W A IT  flag is assigned to the EF o f the in itia lized process by the scheduler to  
wait for a com m unication connection from  the m igra ting  process.
4. The M IG  flag tells the process to s ta rt its  m igration at the nearest coming selected 
m igration po in t.
4. In case nested function calls occur at a m igra tion , the EF is set to  STK .M 1G  during  
the data collection operation o f the caller functions.
o. The JU M P  flag is set in the in itia lized process a fte r CB and DB are transm itted . It 
causes the process to transfer its execution to a pa rticu la r m ig ra tion  point using a 
sequence o f g o to  statements.
6. The RES flag is set when the execution o f the in itia lized process is transferred to the 
m igration poin t tha t cause process m ig ra tion . This triggers the restoration o f live 
data o f the function  tha t the m igra tion  po int belong.
7. The S TK .R E S  is set in the in itia lized process when live da ta  o f the caller functions 
is restored in presence o f nested function  calls during the m igra tion .
A fte r inserting variables, the pre-compiler inserts m igra tion  macros at various locations 
over a source program . D uring a process m ig ra tion , these macros w ill coLIect the C’B and D B . 
transfer them across machines, and restore them  to appropria te  variables in the destination 
process.
Figures 4.9 and 4.8 show macros used by the B D T  mechanism. They are E n try  .M acro . 
M ig-M acro . Stk_M acro. W ait .M acro, and Jum p .M acro. The pre-com piler inserts W ait_M a­
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cro at the beginning o f the main function to  wait fo r the connection and the contents o f 
C’ B and DB from  the m ig ra ting  process. Jum p_M acro is put right a fte r W ait_M acro in the 
m ain function and at the beginning o f the body o f o ther functions. M ig_M acro is inserted 
at every m igra tion  po in t. In case o f the m andatory m igration po in t, the E n try  _ \lacro  is 
inserted im m eduately before the function call associated to the m ig ra tion  point and the 
S tkJd a c ro  is inserted righ t a fte r the function call.
Entry _\facro( .Up >
I Put Mp to CB based on function call sequence.
Stk_.Uacro( Live Data )
I if (E F  = STK_MIGH
I  Save Live Data in DB.
3 if < The Macro is in mam function ){
4. Request connection from the initialized process.
5 Write CB and DB to the communication link.
6. Exit the program.
\
7. else Return to the caller function.
1
S else if < EF = STK.RES ){
9. if  ( Local.Rcsiorc.flag = FALSE >{
10. Restore Live Data from DB.
I I  Set Local_Restorc_flag to TRUE.
12. if ( size of CB is zero >
13. Set EF to NOR.
.Uig_.Uacro( Live Data)
I . Put Mp to CB based on function call sequence 
1 if t EF = MIG H 
3 Save Live Data in DB.
4. if i The Macro is in main funcuon ){
5 Request connection from the initialized process
6. Write CB and DB to the commumcauon link.
7 Exit the program.
I
5. else {
9. Set EF to STK.MIG.
10 Return to the caller function.
}
}
)
11. else if i EF = RES )|
12. if ( Local.Restorejlag = FALSE i{
13. Restore Live Data from DB
14. Set Local_Restorc Jlag to TRUE.
15. if (size of CB is zero)
16. Set EF to NOR.
17. else Set EF to STK.RES.
I
F igure 4.8: The E n try  .M acro. M ig_M acro. and Stk_Macro macros.
A n  Illu s tra tiv e  Exam ple o f the B D T  M echanism
To be tte r understand the B D T  mechanism, we give an example circum stance o f a process 
m ig ra tion . The annotated code in Figure 4.7 are used in this illu s tra tio n .
A t a m igra tion  event, the scheduler in itia lize  a process on an id le  machine. The EF 
flag o f the new process is set to  W A IT . The in itia lized  process waits fo r a connection from 
the m ig ra ting  process. Then, the scheduler send a signal to the m ig ra tin g  process to  start
m ig ra tion  operations.
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W ait _Staero
I. Get the EF value from the Scheduler.
1 if( EF = WAIT >{
3. Accept connection from the migrating process.
4. Read CB and DB from the communication link.
5. Set Call.Depth to length of CB.
6. Set CalLCount to zero
7 Set EF to JUMP
I
Jump_,\facro< Stp ... >
1. if t EF = JUMP ){
1 Set LocaI_Restore_flag to FALSE
3. Increase CalLCount by I
4. if ( CalLCount = Oll_Dcpth t
5. Set EF to RES.
6. else if t Ca!l_Count < CalLDepth i 
7 SetEFtoJUMP
S. Ettruct the front Mp from CB
I 9. Jump to that Mp.
Figure 4.9: The \Vait_M acro and Jum p.M acro macros.
Original Process : Area A Save CB
subld
mdMpO: Entr\_Macro ,
call sublf...I /  mdMpl: Eniry_Macro 
call sub l^ . i mdMp3: Hntry_Macro 
call sub2( ...)
sIMpA: Mig_Macro • ■
Stk.Macro
Stk_Macro
Sik_Macro
: Abandoned Code
Area B : Save DB
: Normal Program Execution
Figure 4.10: An example BD T mechanism.
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Figure 4.10 shows the B D T  mechanism on the m igra ting  process. In the Area A o f the 
Figure, the process execute the main function and enter subroutines su b l  ( . . . ) .  sub2( . . . ) .  
and sub2(. . . )  respectively. A t each entrance the Entry_ \Iacro  associated to those sub­
routine call instructions are performed. The macro put identifica tion  o f each m andatory 
m igra tion  points for each function call to the CB. W hile executing the innermost func­
tion  sub2(. . . ) .  the o rig ina l process get a m ig ra ting  signal from  the scheduler. The signal 
handler change EF to M IG  meaning the embark o f process m ig ra tion  upon reaching the 
nearest selected m igration po in t. In our example, the m igration po in t slMp4 is reached and 
the B D T  operations in the M ig „\Ia c ro  are performed. In the M ig_M acro. since the EF is 
M IG . live data o f sub2(. . . ) at slMp4 is saved to  the DB. Because the execution is not in 
the main function, the F.F is set to S T K .M IG  and the execution is re turned to  the caller 
function.
In the Area B o f Figure 4.10. the execution flows from the func tion  su b 2( .  . . )  to its 
caller and enter the S tk „\Ia c ro . According to  the functiona lity  o f the m acro, live data o f the 
caller function is saved and execution is returned to  a caller function in the calling sequence. 
This same operations are perform ed un til the main function  is reached. A  connection request 
is sent to  the in itia lized process. The contents o f CB and DB are sent to  the in itia lized 
process once the com m unication link  is established. Then, the process is free to  term inate.
mdMpO mdMpl mdMp3 slMp4 live 4 live3 Iive l liveO
CB DB
Figure 4.11: The ou tpu t o f the B D T  mechanism.
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The ou tpu t o f the B D T  operation on the m ig ra ting  process is given in  F igure 4.11. 
Th is ou tpu t is sent to  the new process. It stores contents o f C'B fo llow ing by th a t o f DB. 
The C'B contains a sequence o f identifica tion  o f m ig ra tion  points representing a sequence 
o f function  calls at a m igra tion  event. The C’ B is a production  o f the subsequent calling of 
the Entry-M acros in the m igra ting  process. On the o ther hand, the content o f the DB is 
the result o f the consecutive performance o f the S tk-M acro.
New Process: Area C : Restore CB
mainO( t
Wait_Macro 
—  Jump_Macro f  sublo{
/ —  Jump_Macro ,  sub2(){
7 ;   /  ,------ Jump_Macro
, «-------» /  \  A  , j ^ sub2( 11
mdMpO: E niry.M acro /  i / \ j , /  | j \ / |  /  —  Jurop.Macro
call subl! . . . )7 * /  ! i / \ i  / ---------------,.-------,
mdMpI: Entry .Macro /  * /  // ■ ■call sub2(.. i '  mdMp3: Entrv_Macru /  /  \ !
call sub2(. ..)7  t _____
slMp4: Mig_Macro
\  o — .A  A .
! t  ^  V / '  i ; \ Stk-Macro
'  '  Slk_Macro ij
Slk_Macro A i
U \ \
I
Area D : Restore DB
Figure 4.1*2: The B D T  mechanism on the in itia lized process.
Figure 4.1*2 displays the B D T  restoration operation on the in itia lized process. Note tha t 
the EF flag o f the in itia lized  process is in it ia lly  set to  W A IT , w a iting  for a connection from 
a m igra ting  process. As described in the W ait-M acro  in Figure 4.9. upon the acceptance o f 
connection the C'B and DB are read from the established com m unication. The EF flag is 
set to  JU M P. The Area C in Figure 4.1*2 shows the restoration o f execution state follow ing 
the content o f C'B. The Jump_Macro keeps jum p ing  to  the m igration points stored in the 
C’ B. D uring the jum ps, the EF is set to  JU M P. As illu s tra ted  in the F igure, consecutive 
operations o f the Jum p-M acro  create a sequence o f function  calls s im ila r to  th a t previously
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occurred in the m ig ra ting  process. A t the last ju m p  to  the m igra tion  po in t slM p4 in the 
innerm ost function su b 2 (. . . ) .  the EF is set to  RES. As the result, the execution enter the 
M ig_Macro where the live da ta  at the m igra tion  point slM p4 is restored and the EF is set 
to S T K J IE S .
The Area D in Figure 4.12 illustrates the B D T  operation to restore live data o f the 
process. A fte r ex iting  the M ig-M acro. we let the process continue its execution on the 
ins truc tion  im m ediate ly a fter the m igration po in t. A fte r re tu rn ing  from  s u b 2 ( . . . ) .  the 
execution flow in to  S tk-M acro and restore live data o f the caller function . Likewise, the 
ins truc tion  righ t a fte r the macro is executed norm ally  un til the function fin ish. The restora­
tion  sequence goes on like this u n til live data  o f the main function is restored. Then, the 
EF is set to  NOR.
In case o f m ultip le  process m igration where the new process need to be m igrated again 
while the EF is S TK .R E S . the B D T  model can also accommodate the circum stance effi­
ciently. Because o f the design o f the E ntry  .M acro  to keep track o f CB during  execution, 
old and new contents o f C’B and DB can be m anipulated for la te r process m igra tion  w ith  
shorter tim e.
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Chapter 5 
Memory Space Representation
In th is chapter, we present a new m ethodology o f data collection and restoration, enabling 
sophisticated data structures such as pointers to  be m igrated appropria te ly  in a heteroge­
neous environment. T h is  methodology analyzes the pre-stored o r current program state for 
heterogeneous process m ig ra tion  and can be used for both  fau lt-d riven  and performance- 
driven purposes.
O ur approach is h igh ly  independent o f com puter hardware, operating system, and com­
p ila tion  tools and can reduce costs o f process m igration by transfe rring  only live data (i.e. 
data  needed for fu rthe r com putation beyond the point where process m igration take place) 
during  process m ig ra tion . I t  has also been applied and im plem ented to m igrate applications 
w ritte n  in C language. I t  is an im portan t step toward the search for a general solution to 
network process m ig ra tion . This study may also benefit to  strengthening performance o f 
mobile languages, such as Java.
Fundamentally, there are three steps th a t enable process m igra tion  in a heterogeneous 
environment on existing code.
1. Identify the subset o f language features which is m igration-safe, i.e., features which 
theoretically can be carried across a network
2. Choose a m ethodology to  perform heterogeneous process m igration. We define a 
process which can be m igrated using the chosen m ethodology as the “ m igratable’’ 
process
3. Develop mechanisms to  m igrate the ‘"m igratable”  process re liably and efficiently 
Sm ith  and Hutchinson [32] have identified the m igration-unsafe features o f the C language. 
W ith  the help o f a com piler, most o f the m igration-unsafe features can be detected and
55
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avoided. A lthough there exist a few approaches for heterogeneous process m ig ra tion , we 
have invented a new methodology in which procedures and data  structures are given for 
transfo rm ing  a high-level program in to  a m igra tab le  fo rm at via a precom piler. The trans­
fo rm ation  process includes m igra tion-po in t analysis, da ta  analysis, and the insertion o f 
m igra tion  macros, etc. [S. 7]. The basic ideas o f this m ethodology are discussed in Section
5. L.
The focus o f this study is on the last step, mechanisms for ca rry ing  out m igration
correctly  and efficiently. O ur mechanisms include:
L. Recognize the complex data structures o f a m ig ra ting  process for heterogeneous pro­
cess m igration
2. Encode the data structures in to  a machine-independent form at
4. T ransm it the encoded in form ation to  a new process on the destina tion  machine
-1. Decode the transm itted  in form ation stream and rebuild the da ta  structures in the
memory space o f the new process on the destination machine 
As the results, we have designed and im plem ent the data  collection and restoration
mechanisms to  support process m igration o f applications w ritte n  in any stack-based pro­
gram m ing languages w ith  the presence o f pointers and dynam ic da ta  structures. A pro to­
type run-tim e lib ra ry  is developed to  support process m ig ra tion  o f m igration-safe C code 
in  a heterogeneous environm ent. The p ro to type  and experim enta l measurements w ill be 
presented in Chapter 7.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.L gives discussions on process m igration 
environm ent including the overview o f mechanisms for execution and m em ory state transfer. 
Section 5.2 discusses a logical model representing data elements in  process m em ory space 
and operations associated to  the memory m odel. In Section 5.4. an illu s tra tiv e  example is 
given to  describe the da ta  collection and res to ra tion  mechanisms.
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5.1 O v e rv ie w
In our design, a program must be transform ed in to  a "m ig ra tab le ”  form at. As introduced 
in the previous chapter, we apply source code annotation to insure the program is m igra tion  
capable. In the annota tion  process, we firs t select a number o f locations in the source code 
on which process m igra tion  can be perform ed. We call such a loca tion  a "p o ll-p o in t” . A t 
each po ll-po in t. a label statement and a specific macro conta in ing  m igration operations 
are inserted. Everytim e when the process execution reaches the po ll-po in t. the macro w ill 
firs t check whether a m igration request has been sent to the process. I f  so. the m igra tion  
operation is executed. Otherwise, the process continues normal execution. We refer to the 
po ll-po in t where the m igration occurs as the "m igra tion  po in t” . The  m igration operations 
include the operations to  collect execution state and live da ta  o f the m igrating process 
and the operations to  restore them on the memory space o f a process on another machine. 
The selection o f poll-points as well as the macro insertion are perform ed autom atica lly  by 
a source-to-source transform ation software (a pre-compiler). Users can also select the ir 
preferred po ll-po in ts i f  they know suitable m igra tion  locations in th e ir source codes.
In process m igra tion  environment, we assume that the source program has been pre­
d istribu ted  and compiled on potentia l destination machines. We model a d is tribu ted  en­
vironm ent to  have a scheduler which perform s process management and sends a m igra tion  
request to  a process. The scheduler conducts process m igration d ire c tly  via a remote invo­
cation and netw ork data transfers. F irs t, the process on the destina tion  machine is invoked 
to  wait for execution state and live data  o f  the m igrating process. Then, the m ig ra ting  
process collects those in form ation and sends them to the w a iting  process. A fte r successful 
transm ission, the m ig ra ting  process term inates. A t the same tim e , the new process restores
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the transm itted  execution state and live data, and resumes execution from  the point where 
process m ig ra tion  occurred.
5.1 .1  D a ta  C o lle c tio n  and R e s to ra tio n  Sequence
The data transfe r mechanism is a mechanism th a t governs the collection, transfer, and 
restoration o f execution status and memory contents o f a process when m u ltip le  o r nested 
function calls are made. The collection and restoration o f variables in each function are the 
s ta rting  points o f the collection and restoration o f the overall complex data structures o f 
the process, which w ill be discussed in the next section. A m igra tion  point can be inside 
a nested function  calls o r a recursion during a m igra tion  s itua tion . Based on the BD T 
mechanism, we collect and restore live data o f the innermost function first and those o f its 
callers subsequently. For example, a function call sequence m ain — f l  — f2  means the 
function m ain calls f  1 and f  1 calls i2 .  Figure 5.1 shows the example process m igra tion  from 
a source to a destina tion  computers. Suppose a m ig ra tion  occurs w ith in  f2 .  the live data are. 
then, collected in the order o f function f2 .  f  1. and m ain accordingly. From the figure, when 
program execution reaches the m igration point in f 2 ( ) .  the annota ted m igra tion  operations 
recognize the sequence o f function calls as the execution state and then collect live data 
o f f  2 before re tu rn ing  to its caller function, f l .  Note tha t the rest o f the execution in f2  
is abandoned. In f  1. live data is collected and the execution re tu rn  to  the m ain function. 
Finally, the m ig ra tion  operations collect live data in m ain, send the execution state and the 
collected live d a ta  to  the destination com puter, and te rm ina te  the m igra ting  process.
A fte r receiving the execution state and live da ta  from  the m ig ra ting  process, the new 
process at the destination machine restores the execution state by executing a series o f 
"g o to "  and func tion  calls to  reconstruct the nested function  calls identica l to  th a t o f the 
m igra ting  process. Then, it  restores the live da ta  for the innerm ost function  and subse-
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source com puter
m ain Q{
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live in m ain
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©
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migration point 
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mem ory state - - - -  goto
X ab a n d o n e dexecution
Figure 5.L: An example process m igra tion .
i|uently for its callers after the innerm ost function term inates. From the m ain — f  1 — f2  
example, live data o f f2  w ill be restored firs t, following by f  1. and then m ain. Note tha t 
after restoring live data on each function , the process continues normal execution un til the 
function returns to its caller. The restoration o f live da ta  on the caller function is then 
performed as depicted in Figure 5.1.
To collect and restore live da ta , special purpose interfaces are applied to collect and 
restore values o f live variables. Live variables at every po ll-po in t are defined based on 
live variable analysis performed by the pre-compiler. We have been developed the fo llow ­
ing four interface routines. The S a v e .p o in te r  and R e s to re .p o in te r  routines are devel­
oped to  collect and restore contents o f pointer variables, while the S a v e _ v a r ia b le  and 
R e s to re _ v a r ia b le  routines are employed for non-pointer cases. These routines are placed 
inside the inserted m igration macros in  such a way tha t live variables at each poll-point are 
collected and restored in the same order.
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5 .1 .2  Process M e m o r y  Space
Generally, in a process memory space, every variable occupies a piece o f m emory contain ing 
d a ta  values o f a certain type. We call this piece o f m emory a memory block. A memory 
block may reside in any parts o f a program memory space: g lobal, stack, or heap segments. 
I t  consists o f an array o f data values w ith  the same type. The da ta  type could be p rim itive  
da ta  types such as character, integer, and pointer, or com positiona l types such as array or 
s truc tu re . Pointer is a memory address. It is considered as a p rim itive  data type which 
a llow  referentia l relationships to  be created among memory blocks.
Despite the common uses o f pointers and the ir well-known benefits, the referentia l ca­
p a b ility  o f po in ter posts d ifficu lties in data collection and resto ra tion . It is easy to  transfer 
non-po in te r data values across heterogeneous computers. The da ta  values can be converted 
to  netw ork form at such as X D R  [ I  l] for data transmission, o r they can be converted d irec tly  
from  source to  destination com puters' form ats. On the o ther hand, transferring po in te r val­
ues is non -triv ia l. Since a po in te r is a platform-specific m em ory address, the po in te r values 
in one machine do not make sense to  others. Moreover, pointers could represent referentia l 
re la tionsh ip  among memory blocks crossing different m em ory segments (e.g. from  memory 
blocks in stack segment to heap segment and vice versa). The po in ter variables can also have 
th e ir po in ter values changed dynam ica lly  at runtim e (by po in te r assignment or a rith m e tic ). 
In complex program  data structures, the circu lar referentia l relationships among memory 
blocks can also be created. A scheme to  m igrate data in  m em ory space w ith  presence o f 
pointers must be able to handle these complexities.
As an overview to  our so lu tion , the process m igra tion  mechanism is s trong ly  based 
on a logical memory model, namely the M em ory Space Representation (M S R ). machine- 
independently representing m em ory blocks and pointers in  process memory space. Based
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on the model, the transfe r o f memory space contents can be described in four stages, con­
sequently corresponding to  areas A, B, C, and D in Figure 5.1. F irs t, during  norm al ex­
ecution. the m ig ra ting  process bookkeeping the m em ory blocks' properties in special data 
structures. This da ta  structures work as a m apping table between the conceptual MSR 
model and physical representation o f the process m em ory space. They also give a logical ad­
dressing mechanism which allows the memory blocks to  be machine-independently accessed. 
Second, during process m igration, operations in  m ig ra tion  macros invoke Save_pointer  and 
Save_variab le  routines to collect data from live variables. The routines scan the logical 
mem ory model to collect contents o f memory blocks as well as th e ir logical addresses in to  a 
machine-independent fo rm at. T h ird , a fte r the m ig ra tion  in fo rm ation  is transm itted  to the 
destination com puter, the new process rebuild the mapping data structures while executing 
series o f goto's to resume the execution state. F ina lly , data resto ra tion  operations are per­
formed by invoking R estore_pointer  and R e s to r e .v a r ia b le  routines to  extract memory 
blocks' contents and the attached logical address ou t o f the tra n sm itte d  m igra tion  in fo r­
m ation. Then, the da ta  contents are assigned to  memory space o f the destination process 
at the physical locations corresponding to given logical addresses. N ote tha t such physical 
locations can be derived from the logical addresses using the m apping table data structures.
5.2  M e m o ry  Space R ep resen ta tio n
This section describes the logical model, the M em ory Space Representation (M S R ). and 
its associated operations for data collection and restoration for process m igra tion  in het­
erogeneous environm ent. We model a snapshot  o f  a program m em ory space as a graph G. 
defined by G =  (V. E )  where V  and E  are the set o f vertices and edges, respectively. It is 
called the M em ory Space Representation ( MSR)  graph. Each vertex in  the graph represents 
a m em ory block, whereas each edge represents a relationship between two m em ory blocks
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when one o f them contains a pointer, which is an address tha t refer to  a memory location 
o f any memory block node in V .
We first describe properties o f memory block nodes in the MSR graph. One o f the 
most im portan t properties o f the memory block node is its data type. Based on the type 
in fo rm ation , we construct the Type Information ( T I )  table contain ing necessary inform ation 
includ ing functions to  save and restore the m em ory block nodes. Then, we present special 
data structures, namely MSR Lookup Table ( M S R L T )  data structures, to  keep track o f 
memory block nodes o f the MSR graph and to generate the memory blocks' logical addresses. 
The M SRLT data structu res surve as the m apping table between the physical and logical 
memory addresses o f a process on each com puting  p la tfo rm . A fte r th a t, we discuss the 
representation o f pointers in a machine-independent fo rm at. And fina lly , we illus tra te  the 
data collection and restora tion  operations w ith  an example.
5 .2 .1  R e p re s e n ta tio n  o f M e m o ry  B lo cks
A memory block is a piece o f memory allocated during  program execution. It contains an 
object or an array o f objects o f a particu lar type. Every object element in a memory block 
must have the same type. Each memory block is represented by a vertex e in the MSR 
graph. The follow ing term inologies are used in o u r study.
•  hend(v)  : the s ta rtin g  address o f the m em ory block r
•  type(v) : type o f the object stored in the m em ory block
• elem(v)  : N um ber o f objects o f type type ( c) in the memory block
W hen we refer to  the address o f  a memory block, we mean any address w ith in  the memory 
block. The predicate A dd re ss .o f (x .  c) is true  i f  and only i f  head(v) <  x <  head(c) 4- 
(( u n i t s i z e  x elem( v))  where u n i t s i z e  is the size o f an object o f type type( v). For the sake 
o f bravity . we use an example to  illustra te  the M S R  graph concept.
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Given a sample program  in Figure 5.2(a). Figure 5.2(b) shows all m em ory blocks in the 
snapshot o f the program  memory space righ t before the execution o f the m em ory allocation 
ins truc tion  at line 20 o f function fo o . assuming tha t the for  loop at line 12 in the main 
function had been executed four  times before the snapshot was taken. Each memory block 
in Figure 5.2(b) is represented by a vertex t’,. where 1 <  i <  12. The associated variable 
name for each memory block is shown in parenthesis. Let adclr be an address in the program 
memory space, addr,  where L < ; <  4 are addresses o f a dynam ically allocated memory 
blocks created at runtim e. We also use addr l as a memory block's name in th is example.
= •: *' p » m y  • 
i r s t  = p  d  m y  
j a t  : p a r r s y ,
;  r a “  • >1 ; r . <  - 1 a s :  : 
i i ; > : i
carr-jy. s parr.iy;
1}: f tc (  3tr-;c*: node * * p .  . r . t  ) •
20t *p ■ (a tru c e  noda *)
■ a l lo c  ( a ix a o f t  aeruce ooda ) )t
- 1 : i * p )  - > d a c a  s : .  T :
f q l  ;
v*<parray) i
v|!<p>
vi : ,q»
_ i " .
vI: ( id2r4'
Figure 5.2: An example program  and its  memory blocks.
The memory blocks can reside in d ifferent areas o f the program m em ory space. I f  a 
memory block is created in the global data  segment, it  is called a global  m em ory block. I f  it 
is created in the heap segment by dynam ic memory a llocation , we name it  the heap memory
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block. In case the m em ory block resides in the activation area for a function  /  in the stack 
segment, it  is called the local memory block o f  function f .  Let G m . H m .  L m „ uun. and 
L m j 00 represent sets o f global memory blocks, heap memory blocks, local memory blocks 
o f function main, and the local memory block o f function fo o .  respectively. From Figure 
•5.2. we can define G m  — { .  V2 }. H m  =  { 1:7 . cs. c9. t’10} . L m rna,n =  { r 3. i\|. 1:5 . and 
Lmjoo  =  { i ’ l l -  >'1 2 }-
Figure 5.3 shows the MSR graph representing a snapshot o f memory space o f the sample 
program in F igure 5.2(a). The edges e, where I < i <  12 represent the relationships 
between the po in te r variables and the addresses o f the ir reference m em ory blocks. General 
representation o f po in te r w ill be discussed in Section 5.2.4.
Figure 5.3: An example o f the MSR graph.
5 .2 .2  D a ta  T y p e  o f M e m o ry  B locks
A memory block consists o f one or more objects o f a p a rticu la r type. Each type describes 
a set o f properties fo r the same kind o f da ta  and associates a set o f functions to m anipulate
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the data objects. To support data collection and restoration, add itiona l in fo rm a tion  and 
operations have to  be provided to recognize and m anipulate data value o f m emory blocks. 
T y p e  In fo r m a t io n  T a b le
A t com pile-tim e, we assign a unique number, namely the Type Ident i f icat ion (T id )  number, 
to every da ta  type. The Type Information ( T I )  table is a data s truc tu re  to store in form ation 
o f every da ta  type. I t  also includes a number o f type-specific functions to encode and decode 
data and to  transfo rm  data between machine-specific and machine-independent form ats. We 
define the T I  table g lobally so tha t process m ig ra tion  operations can access it from  anywhere 
during program  execution. The T I table is indexed by the T id  number and contains the 
fo llow ing fields:
L. U n i t  s ize . Size in bytes o f an object o f a pa rticu la r type. In case o f array, the unit 
size is the size o f a un it member o f the array.
2. N u m b e r  o f  e le m e n ts . Number o f a rray elements.
■i. N u m b e r  o f  c o m p o n e n ts . Number o f components o f s truc tu re  or record da ta  s truc­
tures.
4. A  p o in te r  to  co m p o n e n t.la yo u t ta b le .  The com ponen t_ layou t table contains 
in fo rm a tion  about the form at o f a s truc tu re  type. Each record in the table supplies 
in fo rm a tion  for a component o f the s truc tu re . This table is used to transla te the offset 
o f any po in te r address relative to the beginning address o f the memory block to  the 
machine-independent form at and vice versa. Each record in  the component . la y o u t  
table contains the follow ing in fo rm ation :
(a) The beginning ofFset (in  bytes) o f the corresponding component re la tive to  the
beginning position o f the structure
(b ) The T id  number o f a component u n it.
(c) Num ber o f elements o f an a rray-typed  component.
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5. O b je c t  T id  n u m b e r .  The T id  number o f contents o f an array or the T id  o f an 
ob ject being referenced by a pointer.
6 . S a v in g  fu n c t io n .  A  function to save contents o f a m em ory block into a stream o f 
machine-independent in fo rm ation . It is used during the da ta  collection process.
7. R e s to r in g  fu n c t io n .  A function to  extract memory block contents from the trans­
m itted  in fo rm ation  stream and rebuild the memory block in memory space. It is a 
basic method for da ta  restoration.
M e m o r y  B lo c k  S a v in g  a n d  R e s to r in g  F u n c tio n s
The saving and restoring function are the most im portan t functions for data collection and 
restoration. Pointers to these functions are included in the T I table. Once we start m igra ting  
a process, the data collection function w ill search for memory blocks to  be collected. Then, 
the saving function is invoked according to types o f the m em ory blocks to encode the ir 
contents to  machine-independent fo rm at, and save them to an o u tp u t buffer.
A fte r the buffer is transm itted  to a new machine, the restoring function extracts con­
tents o f memory blocks, decode them to a machine-specific fo rm a t, and store them in to  
appropria te  memory locations.
For a memory block tha t does not contain any pointers, we can apply XDR techniques 
[ I I ]  to  save and restore. For a memory block contains pointers, the function S a v e .p o in te r(  
p o in te r  .c o n te n t , t i d  ) and R e s to re _ p o in te r (  t i d  ) w ill be used, where p o in te r .c o n -  
t e n t  is a m emory address stored in a po in ter variable and t i d  is its T id  number. S a ve .p o in - 
t e r  in itia tes  a dep th-firs t traversal through connected components o f the MSR graph. It 
examines memory blocks th a t are referred to by pointers and then invoke type-specific saving 
functions to  save the ir contents. D uring the traversal, visited m em ory blocks are marked so 
th a t they are not saved again. A t the destination machine, the func tion  R e s to re .p o in te r  is
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called recursively to rebuild memory blocks in memory space from  the o u tp u t o f S a v e .p o in - 
t e r .  A ll the functions. S a v e _ p o in te r. R e s to re .p o in te r  and others, are implemented and 
included in our data collection and restoration lib ra ry . An illu s tra tive  example o f these 
functions w ill be given in Section 5.4.
5 .2 .3  M S R  L o o ku p  T a b le  D a ta  S tru c tu re
The MSR Lookup Table (M S R LT ) data structure is in troduced to:
1. Keep in form ation for the conversion o f machine-independent fo rm at. Properties o f
the memory blocks such as T id  number, un it size o f its  data value, and number o f 
elements are needed for data  conversion.
2. Support memory block search during data collection. As mentioned in Section 5.2.2. 
the saving functions traverse nodes o f the MSR graph and collect the ir contents in 
a depth-first manner. Every MSR node has a corresponding variable in the MSRLT 
data structure , which w ill be marked when the node is visited. Since a visited node 
w ill never be saved again, duplication in collecting and transferring o f a memory block 
is prevented.
Provide machine-independent identifications o f m em ory blocks. M em ory blocks are
usually identified by the ir address in a process. However, because different memory
addressing schemes are used on different com puter architectures, a logical technique to
iden tify  the memory blocks are developed for da ta  collection and restora tion  between
heterogeneous computers.
Significant and T riv ia l M e m o ry  Block Nodes
In practice, keeping track o f a ll the memory blocks is quite expensive and unnecessary. 
O n ly  the memory blocks th a t are visible to m ultip le functions and those th a t are o r may be 
pointed to  by some pointers are needed to be recorded fo r process m ig ra tion . In the MSR 
graph these vertices are called signif icant  nodes, whereas the o ther vertices are called t r iv ial
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nodes. The sign ificant nodes and th e ir  properties w ill be recorded in the M SRLT da ta  struc­
tures. We classify nodes in the M SR graph in to  two types because during process m igration 
the significant nodes might be v is ited  m ultip le  times due to  th e ir m ultip le  references, while 
the tr iv ia l nodes are collected and restored only once via th e ir variable names o r memory 
addresses. For the sample program  given in Figure .5.2. let Gs.  Hs.  Lsmain. and L s j uo be 
the sets o f the  significant nodes o f g lobal, heap, local data o f function m ain, and local data 
o f function fo o . respectively. We get Gs = { } .  Hs  =  { 1:7 . eg. r9. clu }. Lsm,lin =  { i \ | .  C5 . r (i}. 
and Lsfoo =  { } .
A t com pile -tim e, a variable is registered to the M SRLT da ta  structure  when: 
t. I t  is a global variable referred to  in m ultip le  functions o r in a function w ith  possib ility 
o f d irect or indirect recursion. Since the variable's mem ory block can be accessed 
from  m u ltip le  functions in the activation record, they are significant.
2. The m em ory block address o f a variable is or may be assigned to a po in te r or used 
in the right-hand-side o f any pointer a rithm etic  expression. In ( '.  addresses and 
in fo rm a tio n  o f variables th a t app ly *&' are registered to  the M SRLT da ta  structure . 
For a rray  variables, their names already represent s ta rtin g  addresses o f m em ory blocks. 
Therefore, i f  an array name is used in the right-hand-side o f a po in ter a rithm etic  
s ta tem ent, its  address and properties in fo rm ation  are registered to the M S R LT data 
s truc tu re .
Special macros are inserted at the beginning o f the body o f the main function to  register 
in fo rm ation  o f significant global variables to the M SRLT da ta  structure , w h ile  those of 
significant local variables are inserted at the beginning o f the function in which they are 
declared. In case the local variables belong to the main func tion , the M SR LT reg istra tion  
macros are inserted righ t a fter those o f the global variables.
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In case a memory block is dynam ica lly  allocated in heap segment, we know tha t its 
s ta rtin g  address is assigned to a po in te r variable. Therefore, we record the address and other 
in fo rm ation  to  the M SR LT data s truc tu re . In our design, we create a function th a t wrap up 
the o rig ina l m emory allocation sta tem ent. The reg istra tion  o f an allocated m em ory space 
is performed righ t a fte r the memory a llocation inside the w rapper function. In C language, 
we replace the o rig ina l m a llo c  func tion  by our MSR_ALL0C function. For example, the 
statem ent
. . . =  ( s t r u c t  t r e e  * )  m a llo c (  s iz e o f ( s t r u c t  t r e e )  ) ;  
w ill be replaced by
. . . =  ( s t r u c t  t r e e  * )  MSR_ALL0C( t i d ,  s iz e o f ( s t r u c t  t r e e )  ) ;  
where t i d  is the T id  number o f s t r u c t  t re e .  The MSR_ALL0C function calls m a llo c  and 
then register in fo rm ation  o f the allocated memory block to  the MSRLT da ta  structu re . 
Likewise, the MSR.FREE is used instead o f the original f r e e  operation . It deletes the memory 
block's address and in form ation from  the MSRLT data s truc tu re  and then calls f r e e .  
D a ta  S t r u c tu re
The M SRLT data s truc tu re  is used to  keep in form ation o f significant memory blocks. It 
works like a m apping table between the physical m emory space and the MSR model. It 
also provides each memory block a logical identification th a t is used for reference for hetero­
geneous process m igra tion . Figure 5.4 shows the s truc tu re  o f the MSRLT D ata  S tructure  
consisting o f two tables: the m em .stack and mem_set tables. The m em .stack tab le  is a 
table th a t keeps track o f the function calls in the program  activa tion  record. Each record 
in  the table represents a particu lar da ta  segment o f the program . The first record denoted 
by m em _stack[0 ]  is used for keeping in form ation o f the set o f significant m em ory blocks 
o f the global variables. The second record. m e m _ s ta c k [l] . contains in fo rm a tion  o f  the set
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o f significant m em ory blocks in the heap segment. The th ird  one is used for the set o f 
significant memory blocks o f local variables o f the main function . The rest are used for the 
significant memory blocks o f local variables o f each function  call in the activation record. 
A record o f the mem_stack table consists o f two fields: a po in te r to a mem.set table and 
the number o f records in the pointed mem.set table.
me mo r y  b l o c kHeap
P r o g r a m  Me mor y  S p a c e
MSRLT D a ta  Structure
Figure 5.4: A Diagram shows the M SRLT D ata  Structures.
The mem.set table is used to store in fo rm ation  o f every significant memory block o f a 
data segment o f the program  represented by a record in the m em .stack table. Each record 
in the mem_set table consists o f the follow ing fields:
L. T id .  type iden tifica tion  number o f the object contained in the memory block.
2 . u n i t_ s iz e .  size in bytes o f each ob ject in the memory block.
3. element_num. the number o f objects stored in the m em ory block.
4. m e m _b lock_p o in te r. a pointer to  the s ta rting  address o f the memory block.
5. m a rk in g _ f la g . a m arking flag used to  check i f  the m em ory block has been visited
during  the m em ory collection operation.
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When the program  starts  its execution, the first three records o f the m em .stack table 
w ill be created. Then, whenever a function  call is made, a m em .stack record w ill be added 
to the mem_stack table in stack-like m anner. I f  there are s ign ificant local variables in the 
function, they w ill be added to the mem_set table o f the last mem_stack record. Note 
tha t significant variables are registered to  the MSRLT da ta  structu res using special macros 
inserted to program  source code. A fte r the function finishes its  execution, the mem_stack 
record as well as its mem.set table w ill be destroyed. In case o f memory blocks in heap 
segment, the in fo rm a tion  o f the m emory block allocated bv the function  m a llo c  w ill be 
added to the mem_set table o f the m e m _ s ta ck [l] record. They w ill be deleted from  the 
mem_set table when the f r e e  operation is called.
Every s ign ificant memory block can be identified by a pa ir o f indices o f its  m em .stack and 
mem_set records. This identification scheme w ill be used as a logical iden tifica tion  o f the sig­
nificant m em ory blocks across different machines. Let v. stack Jnde.£(v).  and s f t . i nd e£ (c )  
be a significant MSR node, the index o f its  m em .stack record, and the index o f its m em.set 
record, respectively. Thus, the logical representation o f v is ( s tac k J n r le x ( i ' ) . s e tJ n d c x (v ) ) .  
5 .2 .4  R e p re s e n ta tio n  o f P o in te r
As stated in the beginning o f this section, each edge in the MSR graph represents a pa ir o f 
memory addresses: the memory address o f a pointer and the m em ory address o f the ob ject 
to which the po in te r refers. The fo rm at is shown in F igure 5.5. There are three edges 
between nodes (.•[ and c-j in Figure 5.5. For example, edge e i is represented in the form  o f 
(addr i .add r^ )  where addr \  and addr.[ are addresses tha t sa tisfy the predicate Address .o f  
for node i’i and im. respectively, addr i  is a po in ter object th a t contains the address addr^  in 
its memory space. Therefore, given addry  we always get addr 4 as its  content. By tak ing  a 
closer look at e i .  we can also w rite  it  in  the form  of  (addry. head(L'2 ) +  (add r 4 ~  head(c-2 ))).
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The address he.ad(vi)  is called the pointer  head, and the number (addr.} — head(e-2)) is called
the absolute poin ter  o/Tset.
The representation o f a po inter in machine-independent form at consists o f the machine-
independent representations o f the po in ter head and the pointer offset. According to the
de fin ition  o f the s ignificant memory block, the node th a t is pointed to is always a significant
node. Thus, its  properties are stored in the M SRLT data structure . From the example in
Figure 5.5. the logical identifica tion  o f e-i is (stack Jndex(r - i ) .  set Jnde.x( (•_>)). We use this
logical iden tifica tion  to represent the po in ter head in the machine-independent in form ation
stream  for process m igra tion .
v l  v2
el = ( addrl, addr4 l, 
adar5 e2 = ( a d d r l ,  adrirc ), 
e3 = ( acdrS, addr3 ).
Figure 5.5: A representation o f po in te r between two nodes o f the MSR graph.
To represent the ofTset o f the pointer in  machine-independent fo rm a t, we have to trans­
form  the absolute po in ter offset in to  a sequence o f ( component pos ition , array element 
position ) pairs. The component position is the order o f the components in the memory 
space o f a s truc tu re  to  which the po in ter refers, whereas the array element position is the 
index to  the a rray  element th a t has the po in ter po in ting  to  its memory space. The sequence 
o f machine-independent po in ter offsets can be generated from  a given absolute pointer offset 
using the in fo rm a tion  provided in the c o m p o n e n t.la yo u t tables mentioned in Section 5.2.2. 
The absolute po in te r offset can also be derived from the machine-independent offset using 
the same in fo rm a tion .
a d d r l !
add:
addroe3
addr3
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For example, the absolute po in ter offset ( & a [ i ]  . c l  [ 1 ]  .c 2 [2 ] -  a) o f the memory block 
o f the variable a in Figure 5.6 can be translated in to  a sequence <  (0. i ). ( 1. I ). (2 .2) > . 
Note tha t we start indexing from  zero. From the firs t pair, the component position is 
zero because the memory block has only itse lf as a component. The a rray  position tells us 
th a t the po in ter points to the ( i  +  1 )th element o f the array a. The component position 
part o f the second pair (L. L) means tha t the po in ter points to the second component of 
the s truc tu re  stored in a [ i ] .  which is a [ i ]  . c l .  The array element position  part o f ( 1. I) 
tells us tha t a [ i ] . c l  is the array and tha t the po in ter points to the second element of 
th a t array. a [ i ] . c l [ l ] .  F ina lly, the component position o f the pa ir (2 .2 ) means that 
a [ i ]  . c l [ l ]  is the structu re  and the pointer falls on the th ird  component o f a [ i ]  . c l [ l ] .  
which is a [ i ]  . c l [ l ]  .c 2 . The array element position o f the pair (2 .2 )  indicates that the 
component a [ i ]  . c l [ l ]  .c 2  is the array and tha t the pointer points to  the th ird  element of 
a [ i ] - c l [ 1 ]  . c 2 . which is a [ i ]  . c l [ l ]  . c 2 [ 2 ] .
_______ a  [ 0 1  a [ i ;  1 ( 1 9 1  s t r u c t  s i  a ( 2 0 1 ;
| | s t r u c t  s l (
] ■ • - ■ cO c l  c 2  c 3  t l  CO;
j 1 s t r u c t  s2  c l ( 1 0 ] ;
--------------------------------- ;  ,  . ■ I I-----------------------------------------  1 3 c 2 :
* * * * • - -------  t 4 c 3 ;
a t i l  . c i : i : _______________
| ! j s t r u c t  s2{
c0 ! c ;  i ■•• ! -5 =0:
I > I Z<s C l :
1------------------------- 1----- — -- ----------l - . . ,  ------------- 1------------------------------------ * t 7  c 2 [ 3 0  ] ;
I j M a c h i n e - i n d e p e n d e n t  O f f s e t  f o r
j ' • • a ( i ] . c  1 ( 1 J - c l C l  i s  :
a i t l  . c i m - c 2 [ 2 ]
Figure 5.6: An example o f the machine-independent form at o f the po in ter offset.
5 .3  D a ta  C o lle c tio n  a n d  R e s to ra tio n  M ech an ism s
Figure 5.7 shows software components which support data collection and restoration mech­
anisms. The components are the M SRLT data s truc tu re , the Type In fo rm a tio n  (T I)  table, 
and the data collection and restoration lib rary.
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Modules Annotated to Processes a t Compile-Time
Type
Information
Table
Type
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& Restoration 
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Program Memory Space
MSRLT
D ata
Structure
MSRLT
Data
Structure
Program Memory Space
Process A Process
Source Process of D ata  transmission Destination Process o f D ata  transmission
Figure 5.7: Software components for data collection and restoration mechanisms.
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A t run tim e , the M SR LT data  s truc tu re  is created in  process memory space to keep track 
o f m em ory blocks. I t  also provides machine-independent identification to  the memory blocks 
and supports memory block search during  data collection and restoration operations. The 
M SR LT works as a mapping table which supports address transla tion  between the machine- 
specific and machine-independent memory address.
The T I  and data  collection and restoration lib ra ry  are linked to the process when the 
executable is generated. The T I contains type in fo rm a tion  o f every m em ory block in a 
process inc lud ing type-specific functions to  transform  da ta  o f each type between machine- 
specific and machine-independent form ats. We call these functions the m em ory block saving 
and restoring functions.
The saving and restoring functions have d ifferent structures for d ifferent kinds o f mem­
ory blocks. For a memory block tha t does not contain any pointers, we can apply XDR 
techniques [11] to  save and restore. For a memory block contains po inters, the function 
Save_pointer  and R e s to r e .p o in te r  are used to  collect and restore the po inter values, 
respectively. S a v e .p o in te r  in itia tes a dep th-firs t traversal through connected components 
o f the MSR graph. It examines memory blocks tha t are referred to by pointers and then 
invokes type-specific saving functions to  save the ir contents. During the traversa l, visited 
m em ory blocks are marked so tha t they are not saved again. A t the destina tion  machine, 
the function  R estore_p o in ter  is called recursively to  rebuild memory blocks in memory 
space from  the ou tpu t o f S a v e .p o in ter .
The Save_pointer . R e s to r e .p o in te r .  S a v e .v a r ia b le .  and R e sto re _ v a r ia b le  func­
tions are implemented and included in our data  collection and restora tion  lib ra ry . The 
app lica tion  o f Save_poin ter  and R estore_p o in ter  have two folds. F irs t, they are used to 
collect and restore live variables in source codes as mentioned in the da ta  transfer mecha­
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nism (Section 5.1). Another app lica tion  is tha t they are used in the saving and restoring 
functions as discussed above.
When process m igra tion  occurs. S ave .p o in ter  or S a v e .v a r ia b le  are applied to  collect 
live variables at a m igration po in t. The functions search for records o f memory block 
in the M SR LT data structure based on the memory addresses given to them as inpu t 
parameters. The machine-independent identifications o f m em ory blocks as well as their 
type in fo rm a tion  are returned as ou tpu ts . Then, the saving function  is invoked according 
to types o f the memory blocks to  encode memory block contents to  a machine-independent 
fo rm at, and save them to an o u tpu t buffer. .Vote that i f  the m em ory block contains pointers. 
S a v e .p o in te r  would be recursively invoked un til all components derived from depth-firs t 
traversal are visited.
A fte r the buffer is transm itted to  a new machine, the restoring function extracts in ­
form ation o f memory blocks, decodes them to a machine-specific fo rm a t, and stores them 
in to  appropria te  memory locations. We should remind th a t, according to the da ta  trans­
fer mechanism, the M SRLT data s truc tu re  has already been rebu ilt in the memory space 
o f the new process before the restoration o f memory block contents. Therefore, the map­
ping mechanism between machine-independent and machine-specific memory block iden­
tifica tions is provided. To extract memory blocks' in fo rm a tio n  from  the buffer, functions 
R e s to r e .p o in te r  or R e s to r e .v a r ia b le  are applied. These functions extract the type in ­
form ation and contents o f the m em ory block from the bu ffe r and invoke an appropria te  
type-specific restoring function to  convert memory block contents to  a machine-specific 
fo rm at. The functions also consult the M SRLT data s tructu res for appropria te  memory 
locations and restore the memory block contents there. N ote  th a t i f  the contents contain 
pointers. R estore_p o in ter  would be recursively invoked to  restore them.
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5 .4  A n  I l lu s tra t iv e  E x a m p le
This section gives an illu s tra tive  example o f the MSR model and explains how the data 
collection and restoration are performed on the MSR nodes and links. The emphasis is on 
mechanisms th a t work w ith  the MSR in high-level. More details on mechanisms to  convert 
the MSR components as well as memory blocks' data values between machine-specific and 
machine-independent form ats can be found in [9].
G iven a sample program  in Figure 5.2(a). Figure 5 .2(b) shows all m em ory blocks in the 
snapshot o f the program  memory space right before the execution o f the m em ory allocation 
ins truc tion  at line 2 0  o f function fo o . We assume tha t the for  loop at line 1 2  in the main 
function had been executed four  times before the snapshot was taken. Each memory block 
in F igure 5.2(b) is represented by a vertex r,. where 1 <  / <  12. The associated variable 
name for each memory block is shown in parenthesis. Let addr  be an address in the program 
memory space, addr,  where I <  / < -1 are addresses o f a dynam ically allocated memory 
blocks created at run tim e. We also use nddr,  as a memory block's name in th is example.
The memory blocks can reside in different areas o f the program m em ory space. I f  a 
memory block is created in the global data segment, it  is called a. global memory block. I f  it 
is created in the heap segment by dynam ic memory a llocation , we name i t  the heap memory  
block. In case the m em ory block resides in the activa tion  area for a function  /  in the stack 
segment, it  is called the local memory block o f  funct ion f .  Let Gm . H m .  L tn m,un . and 
L r r i f JO represent sets o f global memory blocks, heap m em ory blocks, local m em ory blocks 
o f function  main, and the local memory block o f function  fo o . respectively. From Figure 
5.2. we can define G m  =  { t ’t .c o } .  H m  =  { 1-7 . c8. c9. c10} . L m matn =  { C3 . c4. r 5. r8} .  and
L m / o o  =  { t ’n .  i’i2 }.
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Figure 5.3 shows the MSR graph representing a snapshot o f m em ory space o f the sample 
program in Figure 5.2(a). The edges e, where 1 < i <  12 represent the relationships between 
the po in ter variables and the addresses o f the ir reference memory blocks. To save a pointer 
value for heterogeneous process m igra tion , the value have to be converted into the machine- 
independent form at in form o f po inter header and offset [9], Supposed tha t a pointer 
value refers to a data element inside a memory block. The po in te r header is the logical 
identifica tion  (in  the M SR LT) o f the memory block where the po in te r value refers to . The 
offset is the ordering number o f the data elements inside the m em ory block.
Based on the example given in Figure 5.2. we describe the da ta  collection and restora­
tion as follows. Supposed tha t the m igra tion  point is set right before the execution o f the 
ins truction  at line 20 when the for  loop at line 12 had been executed for four times. Ac­
cording to the data transfer mechanism mentioned earlier in Section 5.1. the live da ta  o f 
function fo o  have to  be saved, fo llow ing by that o f function m ain. For brevity, we only 
discuss the collection and restoration o f the variables p (o r I’u )  in fo o  and f i r s t  (o r i-i ) 
in m ain. In data collection, the statement S a v e _ p o in te r(  p ) would be executed at the 
m igration point in fo o . and the statement S a v e .v a r ia b le ( & f i r s t  ) would be called at 
a location in m ain where fo o  returns. Likewise, the statements p = R e s to re _ p o in te r ( )  
and R e s to r e .v a r ia b le ( f c f i r s t  ) are operated the same locations in fo o  and m ain , re­
spectively. for data restoration.
Because the depth-firs t traversal, the collection o f r u  would result in the values o f 
cn . t’H- and t’ io to be saved firs t. Then, the a lgorithm  would backtrack to  collect 
e.s-1’9 - e 12* t’s- e11- i '7 and eio before backtracking again to save e4 and 6 3 . A fte r the collection 
process finishes in fo o . the data collection operation in m ain w ill s ta rt. Taken i’ i as an
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example, on ly the values o f tq and are collected for the f i r s t  variable. This is because 
the node v- and its subsequent links and nodes have already been vis ited.
In the da ta  restoration process, the variables in function  foo  and main are restored in 
the same sequence they are collected. The restoration functions w ill be invoked recursively 
on the destina tion  process. The functions use the M SRLT da ta  s truc tu re  to transla te  the 
graphical no ta tions (nodes and links) as well as the ir values back to  the machine-specific 
form at.
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Chapter 6 
Protocols
A ctiv ities  in a large-scale d is tribu ted  environment are dynam ic in nature. A dd ing  process 
m ig ra tion  func tiona lity  makes da ta  com m unication even more challenging. A  number o f 
fundam ental problems have to be addressed. F irs t, a process should be able to  commu­
nicate to  others from  anywhere and at anytim e. Process m igra tion  could occur during a 
com m unication. Mechanisms need to be developed to  guarantee correct message arrivals. 
Second, the problem o f updating location in fo rm ation  o f a m igra ting  process has to  be 
solved. A fte r a process migrates, o ther processes have to  know its new location for future 
com m unications. The updating  technique should be scalable enough to  apply to  a large 
network environm ent. T h ird , i f  a sequence o f messages are sent to a m ig ra ting  process, 
correct message ordering must be maintained. F inally, the com m unication state transfer 
needs to  be integrated in to  the execution and memory sta te  transfer seamlessly to form  a 
process m ig ra tion  enabled environm ent.
Mechanisms to  support correct data  com m unication can be classified in to  tw o different 
approaches. The firs t approach is using the existing fau lt-to le ra n t, consistent checkpointing 
technique. To m igrate a process, users can ucrash”  a process intensionally and restart the 
process from  its last checkpoint on a new machine. Since global consistency is provided 
by the checkpointing protocol, safe data  com m unication is guaranteed. P rojects such as 
CoCheck [33] fo llow  th is approach. On the other hand, mechanisms to  m a in ta in  safe data 
com m unication during  process m ig ra tion  can be im plem ented d irec tly  in to  the data  com­
m unication pro tocol. W hen a process m igrates, process m igra tion  operations coordinate 
w ith  data com m unication operations on o ther processes fo r re liab ility . O ur w ork and the 
M P V M  pro jec t [6] are along the second direction. We choose the second d irection  because
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the la tte r is more scalable and less costly than tha t o f the form er. Process m igra tion  is 
im p o rta n t enough to receive an efficient mechanism on its own righ t.
In this chapter, we have developed data communication and process m igra tion  protocols 
w orking cooperatively to  solve the aforementioned problems. Our protocol design is based 
on the concept o f po in t-to -po in t connection-oriented com m unication. It is aimed to  pro­
vide a robust and general so lu tion for communication state transfer. Mechanisms to handle 
process state transfer are im planted to  a number o f com m unication operations which could 
occur at data com m unication end points. These operations include send and receive opera­
tions in the data com m unication protocol and m igration operation in the process m igration 
protocol. They coordinate one another during the m igration to guarantee correct message 
passing. The protocols are na tu ra lly  suitable for large-scale d is tribu ted  environm ent due to 
the ir inherited properties. F irs t, they are scalable. During a m igra tion , the protocols coor­
d inate on ly those processes d irectly  connected to the m ig ra ting  process. The operations in 
process m igration are performed m ostly at the m igrating process, while com m unication peer 
processes are only in te rrup ted  shortly  for the coordination. Second, the process m igration 
protocol is non-blocking i.e.. it  allows o ther processes to  send messages to the m igra ting  
process during the m igra tion . These two properties are quite beneficial for large environ­
ments where the number o f pa rtic ipa ting  processes is high. T h ird , the protocols do not 
create deadlock. They prevent c ircu lar w a it, while coord inating a m igra ting  process and its 
peers for m igra tion . F ina lly , the protocols are simple in im plem entation and are practical 
for heterogeneous environm ents. They can be implemented on top o f existing connection- 
oriented com m unication protocols such as PVM  (direct com m unication mode) and TCP. 
We conduct em pirica l studies based on a pro to type im plem entation on P V M .
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The rest o f th is chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 gives the basic assumptions 
on the d is tribu ted  com puta tion  model and com m unication semantics. In Section 6.2. we 
discuss the basic idea about communication state transfer and the com m unication and 
process m igration a lgorithm s. Section 6.4 discusses correctness o f our algorithm s when 
process m igration occurs in different com m unication situations.
6 .1  B ackgrounds
We consider a d is tribu ted  com putation as a set o f collaborative processes { P0. Pt . • • ■. P \ } 
executing under a v ir tu a l machine environment. Each process is a user-level process which 
occupies a separate memory space. The processes communicate through message passing.
A v irtu a l machine environm ent is a collection o f software and hardware to  support the 
d is tribu ted  com putations. It has three basic components. F irs t, a network o f workstations 
is the basic resource for process execution. The workstations as well as the ir physical in ­
terconnection can be heterogeneous. Second, a number o f daemon processes residing on 
w orkstations comprise a v ir tu a l machine. These daemons work collective ly to  provide re­
source accesses and management. A process can access the v ir tu a l machine's services via 
program m ing interfaces provided in forms o f lib ra ry  routines. F ina lly , the th ird  component 
is the scheduler, a process or a number o f processes that con tro l environm ental-w ide re­
source u tiliza tion . Its  functiona lities include bookkeeping and decision m aking. Unlike in 
s ta tic  d istribu ted  environm ents such as tha t supported by P V M  and M P I. a scheduler is 
a necessary com ponent o f a dynam ic d is tribu ted  environment such as the G rid  [19]. For 
s im plic ity , we assume th a t the scheduler m igrates one process at a tim e.
We iden tify  processes in the environment in two level o f abstractions: application-level  
and virtual-machine-level.  In the application-level, a process is identified by a rank  number, 
a non-negative in teger assigned in sequence to  every process in a d is tribu ted  com putation .
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The rank number allows us to  make references to  a process transparen tly  to  its  where­
abouts. On the other hand, the v ir tu a l machine includes location in fo rm a tion  o f a process 
in its  nam ing scheme. A  virtual-machine-level process identi f ication ( v m id )  is a coupling 
o f w o rks ta tion  and process iden tifica tion  numbers. They both are non-negative integers as­
signed sequentially to w orksta tions and processes created on each w orks ta tion , respectively. 
The mappings between rank and cm id  are m aintained in a process location (P L ) table, 
where the PL table is stored inside the memory spaces o f every process and the scheduler. 
W h ile  the rank numbers are given on ly to application-level processes, the ctu id  is assigned 
to  every process in the environm ent includ ing the scheduler and v irtu a l machine daemons. 
We assume tha t both the scheduler and the daemon do not m igrate.
6 .1 .1  C o m m u n ic a tio n  C h a ra c te ris tic s
In ou r design, processes in teract by means o f message passing. Every message complies to a 
single fo rm a t, a coupling o f a header and a body. We define the header by a tr ip le  o f source 
and destination processes' ranks, and a tag. an integer used to d istinguish a message. The 
body is an em pty or fin ite  sequence o f values.
We require tha t message passing among processes in application-level follows blocking 
p o in t-to -p o in t com m unication in buffered modes. Assuming a message content is stored 
in a m em ory buffer, the send operation  blocks u n til the buffer can be reclaimed, and the 
receive operation blocks u n til the transm itted  message is stored in the receiver's memory. 
The sender process do not coord inate w ith  the receiver for data transm ission. Once the 
message is copied in to  in te rna l buffers o f an underly ing com m unication p ro toco l, the sender 
process can continue execution.
F igure 6.1 shows the pro toco l stack layout o f the com m unication system for process 
m ig ra tion  environm ent. The lowest layer is the OS-supported data com m unication protocols
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between computers. The second layer lies com m unication protocols provided by the v irtua l 
machine bu ilt on top o f the first com m unication layer. The v ir tu a l machine provides three 
basic com m unication services. They are the connection-oriented com m unication u tilities , 
the connectionless comm unication u tilitie s , and signaling across machines in a d is tribu ted 
environm ent. We assume the connection-oriented com m unication to create a b i-d irectiona l 
F IFO  com m unication channel between two processes.
The th ird  layer is the focus o f th is work. It consists o f the m igra tion-supported data 
com m unication and process m ig ra tion  protocols which are discussed in the next section in 
more details. The protocols in th is layer provide p rim itives for the fourth  layer, application- 
level process layer.
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ana  Migration Protocols
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Figure 6.1: The protocol stack layout.
6 .1 .2  Process M ig ra tio n  E n v iro n m e n t
Based on our previous works [S. 9. 34], the process m ig ra tion  environm ent consists o f 
the com pila tion  and runtim e systems. The com pilation system annotates process m igration 
mechanisms to  source codes. In the annota tion process, we firs t select a num ber o floca tions 
in  the source code on which process m igration can be perform ed. We call such a location a 
pol l -point .  The po ll-po in t where process m igration takes place is called the migra t ion point.  
A t each po ll-po in t. a label statem ent and a specific macro conta in ing m ig ra tion  operations
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are inserted. The macro includes operations to collect, transfer, and restore process states 
between computers. The selection o f po ll-po ints as well as the macro insertion are performed 
autom atica lly  by a source-to-source transfo rm ation  software (o r a pre-com piler). Users can 
also select the ir preferred poll-points i f  they are knowledgeable o f the ir source codes.
Under the m ig ra tion  environm ent, the annotated source codes are pre-d istribu ted to 
potentia l destination computers o f process m igra tion . Then, they are compiled (using com­
pila tion tools available on the ir host machines) and linked to three lib ra ry  modules which 
handle execution, memory, and com m unication state m igra tion , respectively. A m igration- 
supported executable, thus, is generated on each potentia l destination machine.
A t runtim e, a process m igration is conducted d irectly  via remote invocation and network 
data transfers. The scheduler manages process m igration. When a pa rtic ipan t in the 
environment want to  m igrate a process, it  sends a request to  the scheduler, which, in tu rn , 
decides the destination computer and rem otely invokes the m igra tion-supported executable 
to wait for process state transfer. We call the operations performed by the scheduler as the 
process ini t ial izat ion  mechanisms. D uring the m igra tion , the m ig ra ting  process coordinates 
the in itia lized process to transfer its state in fo rm ation . F inally, while the m ig ra ting  process 
term inates, the in itia lized  process resumes execution from the po in t where process m igration 
occurred.
6.2  D esign C on cep ts
This section presents the design concepts o f mechanisms to  m igrate the com m unication 
state. They give conceptual foundations to data com m unication and process m igration 
algorithm s in the fo llow ing section. Since the data com m unication at the application- 
level is performed on top o f the connection-oriented com m unication pro toco l, we define the 
com m unication s ta te  o f a process to  include all com m unication connections and messages
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in trans it at any moment in the process's execution. To m igra te  the com m unication state, 
one has to  capture the state in fo rm a tion , transfer it to  a destination com puter, and restore 
it  successfully.
M ig ra ting  a communication sta te  is non-triv ia l since various com m unication s ituations 
can occur du ring  process m igra tion . To better describe ac tiv ities  in a d is tribu ted  compu­
ta tion . we define each application-level process to generate a sequence o f events [23]. An 
event is defined as an encapsulation o f operations to  perform  certa in function. We are in te r­
ested in the com puta tion , send, receive, and m igra tion  events. Supposed tha t a migrat ion 
point  is a location in the space-time diagram  where a processor executes process m igration 
operations. Figure 6.2 gives example com m unication s itua tions when process P' l  migrates 
at a m ig ra tion  point MP.  There are four concurrent processes in the example. Based on 
the connection-oriented concept, a connection is established between P i and P2 when m l 
is sent. As a result, the same com m unication channel w ill be used to transm it m2 and 
m3. When the m igration occurs at MP.  there are three com m unication s itua tions to be 
considered as shown by the example.
1. We need mechanisms to handle messages in trans it du ring  a process m ig ra tion . From 
the figure, th is is the case for the transmission o f m2 and m3.
2. Mechanisms to handle message transmission from  unconnected processes during  a 
process m igra tion  must be considered (see the transm ission o f m-1).
3. F ina lly, we need mechanisms to  handle message transm ission after process m igration 
complete. This situation covers the cases o f transm ission o f mo and m6.
We describe the solution mechanisms to these s itua tions based on observations on how 
the elements o f the com m unication s ta te  o f a process are captured, transferred, and restored 
to support process m igration.
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Figure (3.2: Com m unication situations.
6 .2 .1  C a p tu r in g  a n d  T ra n s fe rr in g  Messages in  T ra n s it
In the firs t case, to  capture transm itting  messages in a com m unication channel, processes 
on bo th  ends can coord inate each other to receive the messages u n til there is no message 
le ft in the com m unication channel. The em pty channel is then free to  be closed for a process 
to  relocate from  one host to another. To do so. we present the fo llow ing schemes:
1. A process coord ination  mechanism is needed as a part o f the process m igration algo­
rith m . The m ig ra ting  process has to in itia te  the coordination w ith  every connected 
peer. From the example. P2 would in it ia te  such coordination w ith  P I .  Our message 
coord ination technique is based on the classical work o f C’handy and Lam port [10] 
and w ill be discussed more in Section 6.3.2.
2. As the result o f the coordination, messages are drained from the  channel as soon as 
possible du ring  a m igra tion  and are stored in the process m em ory space for future 
uses. A m em ory storage, namely the received-message-list. in user space o f every 
process is needed for such purpose. From the examples, m2 and m3 are kept in the 
received-message-list o f P I  and P2 respectively, as the result o f the  coordination.
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3. Because messages may be stored in the receive-message-List before needed, the receive 
opera tion  have to  search for a wanted message from  the lis t before tak ing  a new 
message from  a communication channel.
A fte r the coord ination , messages in trans it are captured and ex is ting  com m unication con­
nections are closed down. One may consider the messages stored in the received-message-list 
o f the m ig ra ting  process as a part o f the process's com m unication state which have to  be 
transferred to  the destination computer. Based on the example in Figure 6.2. F igure 6.3 
illustra tes a possible s itua tion  where a m ig ra tion  event .I f  is operated at the m igra tion  po in t 
.UP. In order to  capture the transm itting  messages. P'l  coordinates P I  and receives m3 in to  
the received-message-list which would be forwarded (as “ comm s ta te ") to the process .Yew 
P2 on a destination com puter. Note tha t .Yew P2 is a m igra tion-supported executable o f 
P2 tha t is in itia lized  on the destination com puter.
mJ
comm state
(In itia lize d ‘Process)
m4
Figure 6.3: A ctiv ities  in the m igration event M .
6 .2 .2  M ig ra t io n -a w a re  C o n n ec tio n  E s ta b lis h m e n t
To handle da ta  com m unication from an unconnected process, the connection establishm ent 
mechanisms have to be able to  detect process m igra tion  on one o f its endpoint processes 
and au tom a tica lly  resolve the problem. The fo llow ing schemes are employed:
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1. Since our message passing operations only employ send and receive prim itives and 
does not support explic it commands for connection establishm ent, the establishment 
mechanisms are installed inside the send and receive operations hidden from the ap­
plication process.
2. In connection establishment, we employ the sender-in itia ted technique where the 
sender send a connection request to  its intended receiver process. Having process 
m igration in to  the picture, the establishment mechanisms must be able to detect the 
m igration (o r the past occurrence o f the m igra tion) and in fo rm  the sender process. 
For the examples in Figure b.2. the mechanisms are applied to  the sending o f tn-\. mo. 
and mb. In the case o f m(i. we assume tha t the connection between processes P I and 
P'2 has been closed down before the transmission o f mb. Therefore, at the moment 
mb is sent. P I  is regarded as an unconnected process.
Supposed that the sender process defines the em ir/ o f processes which partic ipate connection 
establishment in a par t icipant  set. The em ir/ is used because identities o f host computers 
are required by lower-level protocol to establish a physical com m unication connection. I f  
the receiver process is detected to be m ig ra ting  during the com m unication establishment, 
its em ir/ in the pa rtic ipan t set must be changed to the vrnid  o f the new process on the 
destination com puter so that the sender process can re try  the connection establishment 
again. Based on th is  scheme, in Figure 6.3. when P3 tries to  send m4. the connection 
establishment mechanisms would detect the m igration o f P2 and redirect the establishment 
a ttem p t to the process .Yew P2 instead. S im ilar s itua tion  occurs in the sending o f mo. 
On the other hand, the connection establishment from P I  detects the past occurrence o f 
process m igra tion  on the sending o f m6 before redirecting its  connection attem pt to .Yew 
P'2.
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Observation I :  Because o f the process coord ination and m igra tion-aw are connection 
establishment mechanisms, a sender process is not blocked while sending messages to a 
m igra ting  process.
Observation 2: The update o flo ca tio n  o f the m igra ting  process is always performed by a 
sender process as a part o f connection establishment. Since the establishm ent is performed 
"on dem and" and does not need global synchronization, the upda ting  mechanism is scalable.
6 .2 .3  C o m m u n ic a tio n  S ta te  R e s to ra tio n
The scheme for the restoration o f com m unication state on a new process can be discussed in 
two parts. F irs t, contents o f the receive-message-list forwarded from  the m igra ting  process 
are inserted to the fron t o f the receive-message-list o f the new process. Th is scheme restores 
the messages which are in transit du ring  the m igra tion  on the new process. Second, messages 
sent from a newlv connected process to  the new process are appended to  the receive-message- 
lis t next to  the message contents inserted by the first part.
We use this scheme to ensure message ordering in a p o in t-to -p o in t com m unication. 
For Figure 6.3. the received-message-list o f P' l  would store m3 as the result o f process 
coord ination and then being forwarded to .Yew P2 as a part o f the comm state. Then, m3 
would be stored as a part o f the received-message-list o f .Yew P2. A fte r the coord ination, 
the com m unication connection between P i and P'2 is closed. m6 is considered as being sent 
from  an unconnected process and would be appended to the received-message-list o f .Yew 
P2  accordingly.
6 .3  A lg o r ith m s
Based on the scheme for com m unication state transfer, a lgorithm s are invented to support 
process m igra tion . The data com m unication a lgorithm s consists o f send and receive algo­
rithm s which take care o f the connection establishment and the receive-message-list. while
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send (m.  dest)
L: U(dest £  Connected)  then 
2: cc[r/e.sf] =  connect (dest):
3: end i f
4: send m along the ccfdest] com m unication channel:
Figure 6.4: The send a lgo rithm .
the process m igra tion  a lgorithm s consists o f two a lgo rithm s which run concurren tly  on the 
m igra ting  and new processes to carry process m ig ra tion . The algorithm s use the follow ing 
global variables. Connected  is a set o f rank numbers o f connected peer processes. An array 
pi  represents the process location table. The r m i d  o f process P, is stored in pl [ i \ .  The 
exe . f l ag  is a global variable ind ica ting  execution s ta tus o f a process.
6 .3 .1  D a ta  C o m m u n ic a tio n  A lg o rith m s
In o tir design, the send a lgorithm  in itia tes data com m unication  between processes by send­
ing a request for connection establishment to the receivers. In case the receiver cannot be 
found due to  process m igra tion , the send a lgo rithm  w ill consult the scheduler, a process 
which manages process a llocation in the environm ent, to  locate the receiver. Once the 
receiver’s location is known, the sender establishes connection and sends messages to  the 
receiver process. Figure 6.4 shows the send a lgo rithm  where a com m unication connection 
must be created before message transmission. The  connection establishment mechanisms 
are described in the connect!) function  in Figure 6.5. The function starts  by sending the 
connection request c o n .re q  to  a receiver process. I f  the  receiver is m ig ra ting , i t  w ill reject 
the request and send co n n .n a ck  back. Then, it  w il l consult the scheduler as mentioned 
earlier.
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co n n e c t(f/f.s /)
L: while (dest g  Connected)  do 
2: send c o n n .re q  to  pl[dest]:
3: i f  (receive corm _ack from  pl[dest]) then
1: cid : =  make.connect ion.wi th(p l [dest ) ] ;
5: Connected  :=  { c/e.sf} U Connected:
(j: else i f  (receive conn_req  from  any process p) then
7: grant_connection.to(p):
8: else i f  (receive conn_nack from  pl[elest\) then
9: consult scheduler  for exe status  and n r i c . c m id  o f
10: i f  ( status =  m ig ra te )  then
LI: pl[dest] :=  new .c m id :
12: else report "e rro r: destination te rm ina ted ” :
13: re turn e r r o r :  end i f
l- l: end if
15: end i f
16: end while
17: re tu rn  cid;
Figure 6.5: Functions connect().
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re c v  (src.  m. tag)
1: W hile  (m  is not found) do
2: i f  (m  is found in received_messageJist) then
3: return m.  delete it  from the lis t, and re tu rn  to a caller function:
4: end if
5: get a new da ta  o r contro l message, n :
6: i f  ( n is data message) then
7: append n to  received.messageJist:
8: else (handle con tro l messages)
9: i f  n is con_ req  then
10: grant_connection_to(sender o f n):
1L: else i f  n is p e e r .m ig ra t in g  then
12: close down the connection w ith  the sender o f p e e r .m ig ra t in g :
13: end i f
14: end while
Figure fi.fj: The recv a lgo rithm .
The receive a lgorithm , as shown in Figure 6.0. is designed to  collect messages in an 
orderly manner in process m igra tion  environment. The a lgo rithm  stores every messages 
arrived at a process in the received-message-list in the receiver's memory space.
The receive a lgorithm  also has functionalities to help m igra ting  its peer processes. In 
case th a t a process is runn ing the receive event while one o f its connected peer process 
m igrates, the receive event may receive a control message from  the m igrating process. The 
p e e r .m ig ra t in g  control message is a special message sent from a m igra ting  peer. The 
message indicates the last message sent from the peer and instructs the closure o f com­
m unication channel. The reception o f this message im plies a ll the messages sent from  the 
m ig ra ting  process in the com m unication connection have already been received.
6 .3 .2  Process M ig r a t io n  A lg o rith m s
The process m igration p ro toco l involves algorithm s to  transfer process state across ma­
chines. T w o  main a lgorithm s in the protocol are the a lg o rith m  to  collect the process state
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on a m ig ra ting  process and the a lg o rith m  to  restore the process state on a destination 
com puter.
The form er a lgorithm  is shown in Figure 6.7. On the m ig ra ting  process, the m igra­
tion a lgo rithm  first checks whether a m ig ra t io n .re q u e s t  signal has been sent from  the 
scheduler and is intercepted by the m ig ra ting  process. I f  so. the a lgo rithm  rejects fu rthe r 
com m unication connection so th a t i t  can coordinate w ith  ex is ting  com m unication peers to 
receive messages in transit in to  the receive-message-list. In m aking the rejection, the a l­
go rithm  first inform s the scheduler th a t the m igration has sta rted  and then changes the 
f x e . f l a g  variable which indicates execution status o f the process. Th is step is im p o rta n t 
because from this point beyond, a ll c o n .re q  messages from  unconnected processes w ill be 
rejected w ith  con_nack. Thus, according to the send a lg o rith m , the sender w ill have to 
consult the scheduler which already has in form ation about the m igra tion  in hand.
In process coord ination, the m ig ra ting  process sends d is c o n n e c t io n  signal and p e e r.m - 
ig r a t in g  contro l messages out to  a ll o f its  connected peers. The d is c o n n e c t io n  signal 
w ill invoke an in te rrup t handler on the peer process i f  the peer is running a com puta tion  
event. The handler keeps receiving messages from the com m unication connection u n til the 
pee r .m ig r a t in g  message is found and then closes the connection. In case the peer process 
is running a receive event, the receive a lgorithm  may detect p e e r .m ig r a t in g  while w a iting  
for a da ta  message. The peer process then w ill close down the com m unication connection 
by the receive a lgorithm  (see sta tem ent 12 o f Figure 6.6).
The last message from a closing peer connection is the end-of-message symbol. The 
m igra ting  process receives messages from  all com m unication connections to its  receive- 
message-list u n til a ll the end-of-message's are received. The m ig ra ting  process, then, closes 
the existing  com m unication connections and collects the execution state and m em ory state.
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Process: P, 
m ig r a te ( )
L: i f [ e x e . f l a g  =  m ig ra te .re q u e s t jth e n  
2: in fo rm  the scheduler  m ig r a t io n . s t a r t :
3: get new .vm id  o f P; from  scheduler :
4: exe - f l a g  :=  m ig ra te :
5: A ll the con_ req  messages arrive
beyond this point w ill be rejected:
(5: Send d is c o n n e c t io n  signal and p e e r .m ig ra t in g
contro l message to  a ll connected peers:
7: Receive incom ing messages to receive-message-list u n til ge tting  all
responses saying th a t the channels are closed by peers 
8: close a ll existing connections:
9: Send received-message-list (comm state) to the new process:
10: perform  exe and memory state collection:
11: Send the exe and memory state to the new process:
12: w a it for m ig ra t io n .c o m m it msg from  scheduler:
13: cooperate w ith  the v ir tu a l machine daemon to make sure tha t no more
c o n .re q  contro l messages left, to reject:
11: te rm ina te :
15: end i f
F igure (j.7: The m ig ra te () a lgorithm  on the m ig ra ting  process.
Then, it sends content o f the receive-message-list as well as the execution and memory 
state in fo rm ation  to  the destination machine. .Vote tha t, for heterogeneity, the execution 
and memory state transfers are based on the techniques presented in our previous works 
[8. 9] and the X D R  encoding/decoding operations are performed to  data  transmission.
On the destina tion  com puter, a new process is created to  w a it for the process state 
transfer from the m ig ra ting  process. The a lgo rithm  for this opera tion  is given in Figure 6.8. 
According to  the m ig ra tion  a lgo rithm , while w a iting , the new process grants connection 
establishment to  any peer processes who want to  send data to  i t .  We should note here 
th a t this g ran ting  opera tion  occurs sim ultaneously to the re jection o f connection requests 
on the m ig ra ting  process. Therefore, according to the send a lg o rith m , the sender processes
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Process: P,
in itia lize d !)
I: e x e . f l a g  :=  w a it :
2: A ll the c o n .re q  messages are accepted beyond this po in t:
3: Receive received .message Jist o f the m ig ra ting  process:
4: insert i t  to  the front o f the orig ina l received .message-list:
•5: e x e . f l a g  :=  re s to re :
6: Receive “ exe and mem state" o f the m igra ting  process:
7: Restore process state:
8: in fo rm  the scheduler  re s to re _ c o m p le te :
9: wait fo r contents o f the PL table and old.cm id from the scheduler: 
10: in fo rm  the scheduler  m ig ra tio n .c o m m it:
11: e x e . f l a g  :=  compute:
Figure 6.8: The in itia lize !) a lgorithm  on the in itia lized process.
whose connection request are rejected w ill consult the schedule and au tom atica lly  redirect 
the ir requests to the new process at the destination o f process m ig ra tion . A fte r receiving 
all the process state, the a lgorithm  on the new process w ill restore the state in form ation 
and resume execution.
6 .4  P ro to c o l A n a lys is
Since activ ities generated by process m igration are additional to  w hat generated in non­
m igra tion  s itua tion , the  d istribu ted  com putation logic must be preserved. This section
discusses the correctness o f our process m igration a lgorithm  in two aspects.
1. Despite the m ig ra tion , the message ordering semantics o f p o in t-to -p o in t communica­
tion  is preserved.
2. The process m ig ra tion  does not introduce deadlock, other than  w hat could be pro ­
duced by norm al operations o f the d is tribu ted  com putation.
6 .4 .1  P o in t- to -P o in t  C o m m u n ic a tio n
Figure 6.9 shows three possible "crossing-m igration" com m unication s ituations between 
two processes. We show tha t the mechanisms used to  capture the com m unication sta te
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also preserve message ordering semantics and m ainta in correct message delivery in d ifferent 
com m unication modes. Let S and M  represent the send and m ig ra tion  events, respectively, 
while X  could be a send, receive, or com pute event. We assume th a t there are two processes 
P I and P'2 in the environm ent and the m igra tion  event always occurs at P'2. The dashed 
line from  events X  to  .V/ indicates a tim e line  when a m igra tion  occurs.
■PI PZ ‘PI P2 P I ‘PZ
m l
m l
- O O -
m l
m l
- O O -
mZ
(a) (b) <c)
Figure 6.9: Three com m unication s itua tions.
S itu a t io n  1. For s ituation given in Figure (5.9(a). we show m l is received by the 
m ig ra ting  process before m'2. We consider the s itua tion  in tw o cases. F irs t, we suppose the 
two processes are connected. From the figure, m l is on its way to  P'2 before or during the 
m igra tion , while m'2 is sent after the m ig ra tion  complete. Based on the m igrate! ) a lgo rithm  
given in Figure 6.7. every message in the com m unication channel w ill be received in to  the 
received-message-list during  process coord ina tion . Since the received-message-list o f the 
m igra ting  process are inserted to the fron t o f the received-message-list o f the in itia lized  
process and P I  has to  establish a new connection before sending m2, m l always be in the 
message lis t before m2.
Second, i f  the connection does not exist before sending m l .  the send event has to wait 
for a conn_nack in response to its connection request, e ither from  the m ig ra ting  process or 
from  the v ir tu a l machine daemon (a fte r the m igra tion  process te rm in a te ). Then, according
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to  the send a lgo rithm , the send event w ill establish a new connection w ith  the in itia lized  
process. Since the same connection is shared by both m l and m2 and the FIFO behavior 
is assumed, m l is always received before m2.
S itu a t io n  2. S im ilar consideration goes to  the s itua tion  in Figure 6.9(b). We show 
th a t m l is received by P I  before m2, m l and m2 are sent before and after the m igra­
tion . respectively. In case the two processes are connected, the m igration event sends a 
disconnection signal and p e e r_ m ig ra t in g  contro l message to  P I .  causing P I to receive 
every message in the connection to  its message lis t. S imultaneously, the m igrating process 
receives a ll messages sent to the m igra ting  process to  the receive message list. It also makes 
sure tha t such receive operations on P I finishes before P2. As a result., unless m l is a 
wanted message o f any receive event on P I  before or during  the m igra tion , it would be 
stored in the message list o f P I  when the m igra tion  completes. Since the connection is 
closed during the m igra tion , the send event o f m2 has to  in itia te  a connection again before 
sending the message. Thus. P i  always receive m2 after m l.  In case the prio r connection 
does not exist, the send event o f m l (on P'2) has to wait u n til at least a send or receive event 
on P i  intercepts its connection request and establishes a connection. Since the m igra tion  
occur a fte r the send, the connection is always established before a m igra tion , and thus the 
previous reasoning holds.
S itu a t io n  3. In F igure 6.9(c). we test whether a m ig ra tion  can create add itiona l 
deadlock, o ther than what could occur in norm al operations. The send event on P I  can 
occur before o r during  a m ig ra tion : while the send event on P2 has to occur before the 
process m igrate. As shown in  F igure 6.9(c). the process P'2 would execute a m igra tion  event 
on ly  a fte r the send event for m2 has finished. Therefore, the m ig ra tion  implies the existence 
o f com m unication channel and a successful execution o f a send event in buffered mode for
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m2.  During the m ig ra tion , the disconnection signal and pee r .m ig r a t in g  control message 
w ill cause PL to receive all messages sent from  P 2  to  its receive message lis t and then close 
the connection. C oncurrently, the m ig ra ting  process keeps receiving messages from PL u n til 
the end-of-message arrives. Since the connection is bi-directional, the  receiving operations 
on both com m unication ends can be done simultaneously. The m ig ra tio n  a lgorithm  does 
not generate a c ircu la r w a it. As the result, the migration does not cause deadlock in th is 
s itua tion .
6 .4 .2  D e a d lo c k  am o n g  M u lt ip le  Processes
In this section, we investigate the possib ility  o f deadlock when a m ig ra tio n  occurs du ring  
the com m unication o f more than two processes in the environm ent. Deadlock is a result 
o f c ircu lar w a it, which could occur in the s itua tion  given in Figure (5.10. In case P0 has 
a connection to P2. the m igra tion  event has to coordinate P2 to  make a disconnection 
Since P'2 is running a send event, the disconnection would be perform ed a fte r the send lias 
finished. Th is , in tu rn , would cause the m igra tion  event to wait. Rem ind th a t, in our design, 
the send a lgo rithm  blocks when ( i )  it  waits for the response o f the connection request, and 
( i i )  the transm itted  message is too big and causes the contro l flow  mechanism o f the 
underlying com m unication protocol to  operate. I f  send events on P ‘2 and P I  are blocked, 
a c ircu lar w ait on the three processes would occur. One can scale th is  problem to the case 
o f m ultip le  processes.
To prevent deadlock, our m ig ra tion  a lgo rithm  is designed to  receive every message being 
sent to it  during  process m ig ra tion . Therefore, a sender process does not have to block and 
deadlock is prevented. Reminded th a t in Figure 6.7. the m ig ra tion  a lgo rithm  receives a ll 
messages from  its  connected peers during  process coordination. T hus, i f  P I  already has a
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Figure 6.10: A  com m unication s itua tion  which may cause deadlock.
connection w ith P3. the m ig ra ting  process, rn'.i would be received to the receive message 
lis t by the m igration a lg o rith m . As a result, the circular wait in Figure 6.10 is broken.
On the other hand, suppose that P I  and P3 are not connected. Since the send event 
on P I is performed du ring  a m igration, the connection recpiest would be redirected to the 
in itia lized  process. The sta tem ent at line 1 o f the in itia lize !) a lgo rithm , therefore, would 
take care o f this case by g ran ting  a connection and receive ml] to  the message list. Note 
th a t, from  the in itia lize !) a lgo rithm  in Figure 6.8. the in itia lize !) a lgo rithm  does not pass 
line 6 unless the the process coordination in the m igra te !) a lgorithm  finishes. Therefore, 
the Receive statement at line 3 o f in it ia liz e !) would keep on receiving a ll the messages from 
new connections which m igh t cause a c ircu la r wait to occur. Hence, deadlock is prevented 
by our protocols.
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Chapter 7 
Experim ental R esults
To verify  the correctness and efficiency o f the process m igration software system, we con­
ducted the prototype run tim e system and a number o f experiments for various purposes.
1. Section 7.1 presents the feasibility study on the potentia l usages o f heterogeneous 
process m igration to  improve performance o f parallel processing. We run a parallel 
m a trix  m u ltip lica tion  program on an early p ro to type  m igration software system.
2. In Section 7.2, we have implemented the da ta  collection and resto ra tion  runtim e l i­
b ra ry  to support memory state transfer. We tested our im plem enta tion  on a number 
o f programs w ith  different data structures and execution behavior. Experimental 
results advocate the correctness and efficiency o f the MSR model.
3. In Section 7.3. we improved the early p ro to type  and create a v ir tu a l machine envi­
ronm ent. Based on the well-defined algorithm s presented in the previous chapter, we 
implement da ta  com m unication and process m igration protocol.
4. F inally, in Section 7.4. we have tested our protocols on the paralle l kernel M G  bench­
m ark on homogeneous and heterogeneous testbeds. Results show the correctness and 
efficiency o f our protocol designs.
7.1  F e as ib ility  S tud ies
A para lle l m a trix  m u ltip lica tion  program w ith  Master-Slave com m unication topology devel­
oped in [3] was chosen to  test an early version o f our m igra tion  software system, namely the 
Mig ra t ion  point-based P V M  (M p P V M ) [8, 7]. M p P V M  is the firs t version o f our runtime 
system. I t  is an extended version o f P V M  which does not include mechanisms to transfer 
com plex data structures. I t  is used m ain ly to investigate potentia l o f process m igra tion  in 
a llev ia ting  load-imbalance problem in  paralle l com puta tion .
101
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In the M a tr ix  M u ltip lica tio n  experim ent, bo th  the  P V M  and M p P V M  versions o f th is 
program  are implemented. These two versions are d ifferent in th a t the M p P V M  one contains 
a num ber o f m ig ra tion  points at various locations in the program . Both experiments are 
perform ed on the same LAN  environm ent consisting o f four SUN Sparc IPC' and fourteen 
DEC 5000/120 workstations.
7 .1 .1  Process M ig ra t io n  in  a N o n -d e d ic a te d  E n v iro n m e n t
The purpose o f our first experim ent is to verify the heterogeneous process m igra tion  o f 
M p P V M  and to examine the performance degradation o f the P V M  version when parallel 
tasks have to compete w ith  local jobs for com puting  cycles. We assume the new process 
at a destina tion  o f a process m igra tion  is pre-in itia lized . Since p re -in itia liza tion  involves a 
certa in hueristic method o f the scheduler to foresee the w orkstations w ith  high ava ilab ility  
in the idle w orkstation pool, an efficient resource a llocation  policy in the environm ent is 
assumed.
In th is experim ent we run four parallel processes on two SUN and tw o DEC workstations. 
One o f the two DEC workstations was the test site tha t had continued requests from the 
machine owner (o r o ther local users). When the w orkload on the test site increased. M pP V M  
m igrated its  process from  the test site to  one o f the unused SUN w orksta tions on the network. 
In the com peting s itua tion , we sim ulate the increasing workload o f local com puta tion  by 
gradua lly  adding light-weighted processes, i.e. program s w ith  few flo a tin g -p o in t operations 
and sm all data size, to  share more tim e slices from  the CPU.
From Figure 7.1 we can see th a t M pP V M  achieved a superior perform ance over PVM  
especially when the owner's jobs request more C P U  tim e. In 7.1(a). a 3x400 and a 400x3 
m a tr ix  are m u ltip lied  for ten times. W ith  com peting w ith  local jobs, bo th  paralle l processing 
versions have an increased execution tim e w ith  the requests from  the owner. However, the
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Figure 7.1: Performance comparison between P V M  and M p P V M .
execution tim e increase o f M p P V M  is about a ha lf o f tha t o f P V M  when the machine owner 
actively uses the test site. This is because in th is im plem entation only one m igra tion-po in t 
is used and is located at the half-way point o f the to ta l required com puta tion . In 7.1(b). we 
s till use the same configuration as 7.1(a) except tha t we increase the order o f the matrices to 
3x1600 and 1600x3 respectively. As a result, the parallel processing performance becomes 
more sensitive to  the owner requests than in 7.1(a). In th is test we have developed two 
M pP V M  programs which w ill m igra te  from  the overloaded machine a fte r 10 percent and 
50 percent o f th e ir executions, respectively. The performance o f m ig ra tion  at 10 percent 
is better than th a t at 50 percent since the process spends less tim e com peting w ith  the 
owner com putations. In general, the more m igra tion  points in a paralle l program , the 
less the dura tion  o f competing w ith  local com puta tion  w ill be and. therefore, the better 
performance is achieved.
7 .1 .2  P e rfo rm a n c e  o f M u l t ip le  Process M ig ra t io n
In the second set o f experiments, the goal is to  investigate the effects o f process m igrations 
when both the problem  and ensemble size scale up. Since we want to  detect the degradation 
caused from process m igrations only, the tests are conducted in a dedicated environm ent.
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Note th a t the tests were conducted at m idn ight on Friday's when no one else was on the 
system.
We scale the problem size o f the M p P V M  m atrix  m u ltip lica tio n  program w ith  the num ­
ber o f processors on 4. 6. 8. 10. and 12 workstations by fo llow ing  the memory-bounded 
scale-up princip le [35]. respectively. We should note th a t fo r the m a trix  m u ltip lica tion  
.4 x B.  the order o f m a trix  A is 3x1000. 3x2400. 3x3200. 3x4000. and 3x4800 for ensemble 
size 4. 6. 8. 10. 12 respectively. The order o f m a trix  B is sym m etric  to the order o f m a trix  
A. A t each ensemble size, at most 3 and 5 slave processes are m igrated when the program 
runs on 4 and 6 w orkstations respectively: whereas, (j slave processes are m igrated when 
the program uses a greater number o f workstations. New processes o f process m igra tion  
are pre-in itia lized. and overlapping o f process m igrations are prevented in this experim ent. 
The experim enta l results are depicted in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: Performance comparison when the problem  size scales up.
In Figure 7.2(a). each curve represents a relationship between execution tim e and the 
scaled problem size, indicated by the number o f workstations, a t a specific number o f process 
m igrations (m ). A t m — 0. there is no process m igration. Likewise, the curves at m =  1 
to  m =  6 give the results w ith  one to  six process m igrations, respectively. We can see tha t
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these curves increase approx im ate ly  in parallel. For exam ple, the curve o f m =  6 (m igrate 
six tim es) grows in parallel w ith  the curve o f m =  0 (no  m ig ra tio n ). Since the difference 
o f execution tim e o f m =  6 and m =  0 is the m ig ra tion  cost, we can conclude th a t the 
m ig ra tion  costs caused by six process migrations at the scaled problem  size on 8. 10. and 12 
w orksta tions are approxim ate ly the same. Therefore, the  m ig ra tion  cost is a constant and 
does not increase w ith  the ensemble size in our experim ents. The execution tim e increase 
is m a in ly  due to the increase o f com putation and com m unica tion , not due to the m igration 
cost, which is especially true when the ensemble size is large.
F igure 7.2(b) fu rthe r confirm s that the m igration cost does not increase w ith  problem 
and ensemble size. In this figure, different curves depict the re la tion  between the execution 
tim e  and the number o f process m igrations at a specific ensemble size. We can see that 
the increase o f execution tim e w ith  the number o f process m igrations is consistently small 
compared w ith  the com puting and communication tim e. For example, at 12 workstations 
(p =  12). w ith  six m igrations, the to ta l m igration delay is less than 1091 o f the to ta l 
execution tim e. In add ition , the increasing rates o f the execution time at every ensemble 
size (p)  are approxim ate ly the same.
7 .2  D a ta  C o lle c tio n  an d  R e s to ra tio n
Software for heterogeneous da ta  transfer can be classified in to  four layers as illu s tra ted  in 
F igure 7.3. The first layer relies on basic data com m unication u tilitie s . M ig ra tion  in fo rm a­
tion  can be sent to the destination machine using e ither T C P  pro toco l, shared file systems, 
o r remote file transfer. In the second layer. XD R  routines [11] are used to transla te p rim itive  
da ta  values such as ’char'. * in t‘ . ‘ f lo a t’ o f a specific a rch itec tu re  in to  a machine-independent 
fo rm a t. In the th ird  layer, the MSR Manipulat ion ( .MSRM)  lib ra ry  routines are employed 
to  transla te  complex data structures such as user-defined types and pointers in to  a stream of
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machine-independent m igra tion  in fo rm ation . The M SRM  lib ra ry  provides routines such as 
S a v e _ p o in te r and R e s to re .p o in te r  and those for m an ipu la ting  the MSRLT da ta  s truc­
tures. These routines are called by macros annotated to  source programs to support a 
m ig ra tion  event. F inally, the annotated source code is linked to  the T I  table as well as the 
saving and restoring functions to generate a m igratable process in the application layer. 
The T I  table as well as the saving and restoring functions are also used by the MSRM 
lib ra rv  routines.
ADCiiconon Prccess
r i Tccie
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SavmQ ana I j Layer 4
Restoring Function I
j _________ i__________?
MSRM routines I Layer 3
 1I
 !  ,
XCR Stanacra ; Layer 2i
 i----------------------- 1----------- -
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Protocol aCP) 11 ?:|e System Layer 1
Figure 7.3: Software s tructu re  for data collection and restoration
7 .2 .1  H e te ro g e n e ity
We have conducted experim enta l testing on various programs to  verify our heterogeneous 
process m igra tion  model. The experim ental results o f three programs, namely, test.pointer.  
Unpack benchmark,  and bitonic sort  program , which represent d ifferent classes o f applica­
tions. are selected to  be presented here.
The tes t.po in te r is a synthesis program  which contains various da ta  structures, including 
a po in te r to  integer, a po in ter to array o f 10 integers, a po in te r to  array o f 10 pointers to 
integers, and a tree-Like data s tructu re . The MSR graph o f the tree-like data s truc tu re  is 
shown in Figure 7.4(a). The root po in ter o f the tree is a global variable. A ll tree nodes 
are generated w ith  dynam ic memory allocations. The program  works in two steps. I t  first
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generates and initializes every data structure, and then traverses the tree-like structure. 
In our experim ent, we perform  process m igration in  the main() function  a fte r a ll data 
structures have been generated and in itia lized. A fte r  the m igra tion , the tree-like data 
s truc tu re  is traversed on the m igrated machine.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.4: MSR graph for the test.po in te r (a ) and the b itonic sort (b ) program
The linpack benchmark from netlib repository at O R N L [29] is a com puta tiona l in ­
tensive program w ith  arrays o f double and arrays o f integer data structures. The ir MSR 
graphs are as simple as unconnected memory block nodes. Pointers are on ly  used to pass 
parameters between functions. The benchmark solves a system o f linear equations. Ax — b. 
M ost variables in this program  are declared in the m ain function. We have performed two 
experiments on this program  w ith  two different problem  sizes. F irs t, the program  solves 
a m a trix  problem o f order 200. The size o f the m a tr ix  .4 in this case is 200 x 200. In 
the second test, the order o f m a trix  is increased to  1000. A t run-tim e, we force the pro­
gram  to  m igrate when the function D A X P Y  is executing w ith  a func tion  call sequence 
m a in ( )  — D G E F A ( )  — D A X P Y { ) .  which means th a t the function ma.in() calls the func­
tion  D G E F A ()  which in tu rn  calls the function D A X P Y ( ) .
F ina lly , the b itonic sort program  [2. 4] was tested. In this program , a b inary tree, 
illu s tra ted  in  Figure 7.4(b). is used to  store random ly generated integer numbers. The
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program  w ill m anipu late the tree so tha t the numbers are sorted when the tree is traversed. 
The root o f the tree is defined in the main function . D ynam ic memory a llocation  operations 
and recursions are used extensively in this program . Tw o different problem sizes are again 
tested for experiments. One is a tree w ith 1.024 nodes: the o ther is a tree w ith  4.090 nodes. 
Process m igration is conducted in function bimerge()  w ith  a sequence o f function  recursive 
calls. m ain ()  — bi.sort{) — b iso rt()  — b isort{)  — b iso r t{ )  — bimerge()  — b im e rg t( )  — 
bim erge ( ) — birnerge. ( ).
In each experim ent, we o rig ina lly  run the test program  on a DEC 5000/120 workstation 
runn ing U ltr ix  and then m igrate the processes to  a SEX Sparc 20 w orksta tion  running 
Solaris 2.5. so the m igra tion  is tru ly  heterogeneous. It is tru ly  heterogeneous because both 
systems use different endianness. Both machines are connected via a 10 M b it /s  Ethernet 
network. Each machine has its own file system. A ll the test programs are compiled w ith 
op tim iza tion  using gcc on the Sparc 20 w orksta tion  and using cc on the D EC workstation. 
As listed in Table 7.1. we test all programs on tw o different data sizes, which create different 
size o f data transmission (T x  Size) (in bytes) during  process m igra tion . The to ta l cost 
o f process m igra tion  (M ig ra te ) can be split in to  three parts: the cost o f collecting data 
s tructu re  o f a m ig ra ting  process (Collect), the cost o f tra n sm ittin g  those da ta  (T x ) . and the 
cost o f restoring them on a destination machine (Restore). Note tha t the data collection 
and restoration in  all test cases appear to  be s ign ifican tly  different due to  the unparallel 
performance between the source and destination machine.
O utput results indicate a ll applications run correctly  under d ifferent testing circum­
stances. We inspected a ll da ta  structures and th e ir contents and found them  to  be con­
sistent before and a fter process m igration. In the tes t.po in te r program , despite m ultiple 
references to  MSR's sign ificant nodes, all m em ory blocks and pointers are collected and
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Table 7.1: T im ing  resu ts (in  seconds) o f m ig ra tion .
Program test.po in te r Linpack b iton ic
T x  Size L. 165.680 3.242.480 325.232 8.021.232 46.704 182.248
Collect 2.678 14.296 0.303 5.591 0.150 0.419
T x 1.200 4.296 0.357 9.815 0.053 0.191
Restore 2.271 4.563 0.095 2.962 0.077 0.278
M igra te 6.150 23.181 0.756 18.368 0.280 0.889
restored w ith o u t duplication. O ther da ta  structures such as the po in te r to an array o f 10 
pointers to integers also contain correct values under C dereferencing semantics. For the 
linpack benchm ark, large floating-po int da ta  are correctly transferred. The data collection 
and restoration process preserves the h igh-order floating point accuracy. The linpack bench­
mark also indicates the correctness o f m ig ra tion  in the presence o f m ultip le  function calls. 
Finally, the b iton ic  sort program tests capabilities o f our process m igra tion  technique under 
dynamic m em ory allocation and execution behaviors. During the b iton ic execution, the 
size o f heap and stack data segments change dynamically. The m igra tion  results indicate 
correct data transfer in all program segments.
7 .2 .2  D a ta  C o lle c tio n  and R e s to ra t io n  C o m p le x ity
Table 7.2 shows the performance o f process m igra tion  in a homogeneous environm ent where 
the linpack benchm ark and the b iton ic sort program are m igrated from  an U ltra  5 machine 
to another v ia  a LOOMb/Sec Ethernet. We define process m ig ra tion  tim e as 
M igration =  Data C o llection -I-T ran sm ission  +  Data R esto ra tio n .
By Table 7.2 the m igra tion  tim e o f the linpack and bitonic program s are 2.096 and 0.526 
second, respectively.
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Table 7.2: T im ing results (in  seconds) o f m ig ra tion .
Programs Collect T x Restore
Linpack 1000x1000 
b iton ic 8192
0.657
0.275
0.790
0.037
0.649
0.214
The com plexity  o f data collection and restoration is application dependent. For example, 
the linpack program  has a small number o f MSR nodes: yet. each node occupies substantia l 
am ount o f memory space. Therefore, most o f data collection tim e  is spent on encoding 
da ta  in memory blocks and copying da ta  to  a ou tpu t buffer. Likewise, the data restoration 
would m ostly involve decoding the transm itted  data and copying the results to the memory 
space. On the o ther hand, the b iton ic sort program contains a larg»' number o f small 
memory blocks. Thus, in data collection, we not only encode and copy data to the ou tpu t 
buffer, but also search for live memory blocks in memory space. For data restora tion , we 
do not have to search memory blocks, but a large number o f m em ory allocations has to  be 
considered.
Based on the da ta  collection a lgo rithm , we can define the co llection  com plexity as 
C o lle c t  =  MSRLT Search + Encoding and Copying.
where the MSRLT Search tim e is the tim e for searching the M SR LT da ta  s tructure . Suppose 
th a t there are n fully-connected MSR nodes in the program m em ory space and each node 
has D , bytes where 1 <  i <  n. then the MSRLT Search tim e depends on n and has the upper 
bound com plexity  o f O (n logn).  while the encoding and copying tim e  depends on the  size o f 
live data to  be m igrated. Di. The com plexity  is 0 (2 I"= l Z?,-). For the data restora tion  
a lgo rithm , we define
R estore =  MSRLT update + Decoding and Copying
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Since the log ica l location o f every m igra ted  memory block is attached to its data , the 
data resto ra tion  a lgorithm  only spends constant tim e to  restore the items according to  the 
MSRLT da ta  s truc tu re . Thus, the M S R L T u p d a te  tim e takes 0 ( n )  tim e com plexity, and 
the D ecoding and Copying tim e takes 0 (5Z "=1 D t ).
Figure 7.5(a) compares data collection and restoration tim e o f the linpack program . In 
this experim ent, we measure the performance o f matrices w ith  size -100 x 100. 000 x 000. 
800 x 800. and 1000 x 1000. respectively. A ll experiments are perform ed on two 1 'ltra  5 S l’ N 
workstations connected via a lOO.Mb/Sec network. Data collection and restoration tim e are 
shown together as a function o f m ig ra tion  data D t ). In the linpack benchm ark,
memory spaces for matrices are allocated as local variables at the beginning o f the rna/n( ) 
function and are referenced by other functions throughout program  life tim e. The program  is 
com putation intensive and contains no dynam ic memory a llocation . The increase o f problem 
size effects d ire c tly  to  the size o f m em ory blocks that hold the inpu t matrices. Since the 
number o f M SR nodes does not increase when the problem size scales up. the MSRLT se a rch  
time and MSRLT upda te  time are held constant. As the results shown, the data collection 
and restora tion  complexities scale linearly  w ith  the size o f live da ta  to be transm itted  
during a m ig ra tion . The tim ing differences between data collection and restoration are also 
a constant for a ll transm itted data sizes.
The b iton ic  sort program exhib its a different behavior. F igure 7.5(b) shows the data 
collection and restoration performance o f the bitonic program for different data sizes. Let n 
be the num ber o f the MSR nodes in the program and X IIL i D{ be the size o f all the data . As 
the input d a ta  o f the bitonic sort program  scales, both n and D, also increase. As a
result, the effect o f MSRLT sea rch  tim e  (O (n logn ))  contributes noticeable higher collection
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Figure 7.5: T im ing  for (a) the linpack program, (b ) the  b iton ic sort programs.
tim e than tha t o f the MSRLT up d a te  tim e ( 0 ( n ) )  for data restora tion , when the number o f 
data  to  be sorted scales up.
7 .2 .3  E x e c u tio n  O verhead
Source code annota tion may remove certain code optim iza tions and bring some overhead 
to  the execution. The overhead is application-specific and may come from  many factors. 
W ith o u t considering the external factors such as in teraction  w ith  the operating system or 
I /O  contention, experiences show th a t the overhead o f process m igra tion  depends mostly 
on two factors: the placement o f m ig ra tion  points and the number o f memory allocations.
Table 7.3 reports the execution overhead when m igra tion  points are placed on different 
levels o f a nested function call. In the linpack benchmark w ith  1000 x 1000 problem size, 
the execution overhead o f 0.07% is detected when m igra tion  points are put to  the rnain()  
function (o r 1 - le v e l  o f nested function  call). To make the process m igratable inside the 
function D G E F A ( ). the m a in { ) and D G E F A ( ) both have to  be annotated. The overhead 
appears to  increase 1.6% in the second level nested call. W hen we go fu rthe r and modify 
the D A X P Y { )  function in the th ird  level nested function ca ll, a significant increase (over 
64%) in execution overhead occurs. The reason for th is is th a t the D A X P Y ( )  is called
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by many functions over 13 M illion  times during execution, while D G E F A ( )  is called 26 
times and m a in ( ) is on ly invoked once. Moreover, since the am ount o f work for each call to 
the D A X P Y ( )  is small, the inserted m igra tion  macro w ill cause significant p ropo rtion  o f 
overhead. The overhead occurred is reasonable and m ostly can be avoided. In a practica l 
s itua tion , there is no need to insert a m igra tion  po int inside o f a sm all kernel.
Table 7.3: Overhead o f programs using different m igra tion  point placements.
Programs orig inal 1-level 2-level 3-level
Linpack 1000x1000 
b iton ic 8192
764.64
0.82
765.21 (0.07%) 
0.94 (14%)
777.61 (1.6% ) 
1.02 (24%)
1256.49 (64.32% ) 
1.54 (87% )
In case o f the b itonic sort, a s im ila r phenomena o f that o f the linpack benchmark is 
noticed. As we try  to  make the inner function o f the call sequence m igratable, s ignificant 
am ount o f execution overhead occurs. This overhead is also caused by the high frequency 
o f invocation o f the inner function and the low ra tio  o f work over the overhead o f source 
code annota tion.
The performance o f the bitonic program  also suffers from dynam ic memory a llocation . 
As stated earlier tha t the wrapper function  must be applied to  the orig inal m a llo c  and 
f r e e  functions, high execution overhead can occur when a large number o f small memory 
blocks are allocated during  program execution. To solve this problem , good m igra tion -po in t 
placement mechanisms need to be developed. Some works have been given in developing 
heuristic a lgorithm s [8. 34]. More investigation in to  this m a tte r is needed.
Since the data s tructu re  o f M SRLT depends on where m ig ra tion  points are placed, the 
execution overhead o f m ainta in ing these data s tructu re  is a function  o f the location  o f 
m ig ra tion  points and the number o f run tim e  m em ory allocations.
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7 .3  C o m p le te  P ro to ty p e  Im p le m e n ta tio n
To test the proposed reliable da ta  com m unication and process m igra tion  protocols, we have 
implem ented software prototypes and performed experim ents on a com m unication intensive, 
paralle l kernel M G benchmark program . The prototypes consist o f a software lib ra ry  for the 
protocol im plem entation and its supportive runtim e system. Figure 7.6(a) shows the pro­
tocol stack and program ming libraries used by m igra tion-supported app lica tion  programs. 
We m od ify  the PVM  com m unication lib ra ry  to accommodate our pro toco l. P Y M  has two 
com m unication modes. One is d irect com m unication implemented on top o f T C P /IP . the 
o ther is ind irect communication where messages are routed via PVM  daemons. We extend 
the d irect communication for our message passing pro toco l, while we on ly use the indirect 
mode for sending control messages. The direct com m unication establishes T C P  connection 
"on dem and" when a pair o f pvm .send and p vm .re cv  or a pair o f pvm .send are invoked 
by the processes on both ends o f com m unication. As shown in Figure 7.6(a). the TC P  lies 
in the lowest layer o f the protocol stack and has an extended PV M  com m unication library 
im plem ented on top. In the second layer, we m odify the pvm_send rou tine  to  consult the 
scheduler when it  tries to establish a com m unication channel w ith  a process tha t has been 
m igrated. We also add a number o f connectiv ity service routines p rov id ing  u tilities  for 
higher-level protocols to request, g ran t, destroy, and make status reports o f every commu­
n ication channel a process has. We found that the extension only causes sm all changes to 
P V M  source as most o f our pro toco l designs are implemented in next layer o f the protocol 
stack.
We im plem ent our data com m unication and process m igra tion  protocols in the th ird  
layer. A lthough  the send a lgo rithm  has most o f its  opera tion  performed in the extension to 
the pvm_send. operations to  access the PT are implem ented in this layer. The receive algo­
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r ith m  m aintains the receive-message-list here. Most im p o rta n tly , the m ig ra te  a lgo rithm  is 
implemented in tw o parts consisting o f codes to  be operated on the m igra ting  and the in it ia l­
ized processes. These codes cooperate the tw o  processes as well as the scheduler th roughout 
a process m igra tion . The m ig ra te  a lgorithm  uses the extended connectiv ity  service routines 
to  disconnect ex is ting  com m unication channel. Another im p o rta n t programming lib ra ry  in 
the th ird  layer contains u tilities  to collect and restore data o f a process. For m odu la rity , 
we im plement the da ta  collection and restoration functions separately from that o f the 
com m unication and m igra tion  protocols. T h is  lib ra ry  involves the collection, transfer, and 
restoration o f the execution and memory states o f a process. Instead o f using the data com ­
m unication routines, we implement the state transfer d irectly on the TC P  protocol to  avoid 
com m unication overheads. The details can be found in [9]. F ina lly , in the forth  layer, we 
have application programs annotated w ith  interface routines from  the lower-level libraries. 
We assume the programs containing m igration-supported language features as defined in
[32]. Figure 7.0(b) shows the prototypes runtim e system. We use the PVM  v irtu a l ma­
chine to handle process creation and te rm ina tion  and to pass con tro l messages and signals 
between machines. A simple scheduler is implemented to  oversee process m igra tion . In 
current im plem enta tion , the scheduler does not support any advanced allocation policy but 
basic bookkeeping fo r process m igration records.
7 .4  C o lla b o ra te d  C o m m u n ic a tio n
As a case study, we show here the app lica tion  o f the p ro to type  implementations on the 
parallel kernel M G benchm ark program [39]. The benchmark is w ritte n  in C' and o rig ina lly  
runs under P V M  environm ent. The kernel M G  program is an S PM D -sty le  program execut­
ing four ite ra tions o f the V-cycle m u ltig rid  a lgorithm  to ob ta in  an approxim ate so lu tion to  
a discrete Poisson problem  w ith  periodic boundary conditions on a P28 x  128 x  128 g rid .
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Figure 7.6: (a) Program m ing Libraries and (b ) ru n tim e  system.
T lie  m u ltig rid  a lgo rithm  involves a rithm e tic  on vectors a. r .  and a work vector r. Each 
vector is represented by a three dimensional array data s tructu res. In the m u ltig rid  recur­
sion. the a lgorithm  operates on the vectors s ta rting  at a 128 x 128 x 128 volume to 2 x 2 x 2. 
shrinking by 2 on each recursion. Then, as the recursion re tu rns, the volume o f vectors in 
operation are expended backward to 128 x 128 x 128. The benchm ark program executes 
the m ultig rid  a lgo rithm  for four times.
The kernel M G  program  applies block pa rtition ing  to the vectors for each process. A 
vector is assigned to  an array o f size 16 x 128 x 128 when 8 processes are used. Figure 7.7 
illustrates the da ta  p a rtition ing  and com m unication pattern on a 4 process example. Since 
each process has to  access data belonging to its neighbors, the da ta  must be d is tribu ted  
to the com putation which need them . Such d is tribu tion  occurs periodically during  exe­
cution. Every M G  process transm its da ta  to  its left and r ig h t neighbors. Therefore, the 
communication is a ring  topology. Details on how the m u ltig r id  a lgo rithm  works w ith  such 
pa rtition ing  can be found in [39]. D ata communication o f the M G  program is non triv ia l. 
The application exercises extensive interprocess com m unication: over 48 Mbytes o f da ta  on 
the to ta l o f 1472 message transmissions.
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process 0 process 1 process 2 process 3
Figure 7.7: Data p a rtit io n in g  and com m unication pattern o f the  kernel M G program.
We have annotated the program w ith  process m igration operations and linked the an­
notated program to  ou r protocols. We configure the kernel M G  program to generate S 
processes ranking from  process 0 to 7. We insert a m igration po in t in function kernelMG 
which would cause process 0 to m igrate when a function call sequence main — kernelMG is 
made and two ite ra tions o f the m ultig rid  solver inside the kernelM G  function are performed. 
For reliable data com m unication , we change the PVM  send and receive routines to the send 
and receive routines o f our communication lib ra ry . W ith  this con figura tion , the m igration 
is supposed to be perform ed on process 0 w hile  o ther processes keep executing and has no 
p rio r knowledge o f the m igra ting  incident. N ote tha t no barrie r is used to synchronize the 
processes during a m ig ra tion .
Three experiments are conducted to s tudy process m igration o f the kernel M G  program. 
F irs t, we verify the correctness o f the com puta tion  and com m unication  logics and analyze 
the comm unication pa tte rn  during a process m igra tion . Second, we measure the perfor­
mance overheads which occur to the annotated code w ith  and w ith o u t a process m igra tion . 
F ina lly , we run an experm ent to verify th a t the  proposed process m ig ra tion  mechanisms 
m igrates the kernel M G  program correctly in  a heterogeneous environm ent.
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7 .4 .1  C o rrectn ess  o f D is tr ib u te d  E xe c u tio n
To verify the correctness o f d is tribu ted  execution, a num ber o f testings are perform ed. 
F irs t, we compare the final outpu ts  o f the annotated application w ith  and w ithou t a process 
m ig ra tion  against the ou tpu t o f the o rig ina l benchmark. The three experiments are run on 
the same testbed, a cluster o f 8 Sun U ltra  5 workstations connected via lOO.Mbit/s E thernet 
network. Each machine hosts a kernel MG process. We consider the final value o f the u. r .  
and r  vectors to  be the final ou tpu t o f the applications. The comparison shows th a t ou tpu ts  
from  all experiments are identical. Second, we focus on the correctness o f the m ig ra ting  
process. Since the process 0 is m igrated at the beginning o f the th ird  m u ltig rid  ite ra tio n , 
we compare the interm ediate results o f the u, r . and r vectors at the point right a fte r the 
m igra tion  to those generated from  the orig ina l benchmark and found that they are identica l 
as well.
In add ition  to the correctness verification, we also has conducted performance study. 
F igure 7.8 shows a XPV.M generated m igra tion  diagram o f the kernel M G program running 
on a cluster o f 10 Sun U ltra  5 w orkstations. We set up tw o machines to run the scheduler 
and the in itia lized process. Process 0 spawns seven o ther processes on different machines 
as shown in F igure 7.8. Note tha t a line between two tim eline  indicates a message passing 
which starts  a t the point where pvm .send is called and ends when the matching pvm _recv 
returns. Since our com m unication routines are implemented on top o f P V M . these lines also 
show what are going on inside our p ro to type  im plem entation. Also, since we im plem ent 
the execution and memory state transfer d irec tly  on TC P . th e ir network transm issions are 
not displayed in th is  diagram , fn the figure, the execution is separated in to  d ifferent stages. 
F irs t, a ll pvmmg processes establish connections, d is tribu te  data , and perform  the firs t two
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iterations. Then, the m igra tion  is performed by relocating process 0 to the in itia lized  
process. A fte r the m igra tion , the kernel MG resumes the com puta tion  and finishes.
A t each ite ra tio n , each MG process period ica lly exchanges messages w ith  its near neigh­
bors. W ith in  an ite ra tion  tim e frame, the message size as well as the number o f partic ipan t 
processes are d ifferent as shown in Figure 7.9. From the figure, every process starts  the 
ite ra tion  by exchanging the message o f size 34848 bytes, then 9248. 2592 and so on. un til 
the size becomes 128. As the message size shrinks, the num ber o f partic ipant processes 
(in  the ring topo logy) also reduces from  8 to 4 for message size 288. and then to 2 for 
message size 128. A fte r th a t, the m u ltig rid  com putation expands the message size as well 
as the num ber o f partic ipan t processes in a reversed order. The last message size for every 
ite ra tion  is 135200 bytes. Note tha t we only show the firs t pa rt o f the ite ra tion  since the 
m igration occurs in this part.
We have observed a number o f in teresting facts through the space-time diagram . F irst, 
since the m ig ra ting  process has connection to  all other processes, i t  has to send disconnec­
tion signals and p e e r .m ig ra t in g  messages to them. When the m igra tion  s ta rts , we find 
tha t there is no message sent to the m ig ra ting  process from  any o f the connected peers. 
Therefore, the m ig ra ting  process does not receive any messages in to  the receive-message-list 
when it perform s message coordination w ith  connected peers. In o ther words, the "comm  
sta te ' as shown in Figure 6.3 is empty. A fte r the coord ina tion , every existing connection 
is closed. Th is operation is shown in area A in Figure 7.10. Note tha t we have performed 
ten experim ents under the same testing configuration and found th a t the tim ing  results ap­
peared to  be very s im ila r. There is no forw ard ing message in a ll tests. The com m unication 
pattern du rin g  the m igra tion  also does not exh ib it any va ria tion . Second, while process 0 
migrates, o the r processes proceed w ith  the ir da ta  exchanges norm ally. As long as a process
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Figure 7.8: A  space-time diagram w ith  a process m igration.
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34848 9248 128 2592 9248
I I \__ L
Figure 7.9: The space-time diagram  o f a m u ltig rid  ite ra tion .
migrating process-
process 0
process 1
process 2
process 3
process 4
;| | v-1process S
process 6
process 7
Figure 7.10: A  d iagram  show the beginning o f process m igra tion .
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does not have to w ait for messages, its execution continues. Area B in Figure 7.10 shows an 
evidence o f such execution. In normal operation, the kernel M G process would exchange 
messages o f size 34848 fo llow ing by 9248 and 2592, etc w ith  its near neighbors. In the area 
B. some non-m igra ting  processes proceed w ith  the exchanges up to the message size 2592. 
Then, they have to  wait for certain com m unication to  fin ish before proceeding fu rthe r un til 
only process 4 can transm it messages o f size 800 to  its  neighbors (area C in Figure 7.11). 
Beyond this po in t, due to  intensive near-neighbor com m unication , all non-m igra ting  process 
becomes idle and waits for process 0 to finish the m ig ra tion  and s ta rt sending data.
F ina lly, fo llow ing the m u ltig rid  a lgorithm , two messages o f size 348-18 bytes are sent 
from process 1 and 7 to  process 0 at the start o f the th ird  ite ra tion . Since the process 
0 is m ig ra ting  and the com m unication channels between 0 and 1 and between 0 and 7 
are already closed, both senders have to consult the scheduler to acquire location o f the 
in itia lized process for establishing new connections. Such com m unication are shown by the 
two lines captured by label D in Figure 7.11. By a closer analysis o f trace data, we find 
tha t the com m unication channels are established before the execution and memory state 
restoration o f the m igra ting  process, allow ing the senders (processes 1 and 7) to send the ir 
data to  the in itia lized  process in parallel to  the execution and memory state restoration. 
Since the send data  are copied to  low level OS buffers, the sender process can proceed w ith  
the ir next execution so tha t the com putation can continue in the area C. The sent data are 
received a fte r the restoration finishes, resulting X P V M  to  display two long lines cut across 
the m ig ra tion  tim e frame as shown in area D in F igure 7.11. A fte r th a t, the m igra ting  
process s ta rts  resuming its execution, sends two messages o f size 34848 bytes back to  its 
neighboring peers, and continues the m u ltig rid  com puta tion . These observations confirm
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th a t the case study represents general com m unication situations and validates the proposed 
com m unication protocols.
scheduler
initialize  
process 0
( MIGRATING )
process 1 
process 2 
process 3 
process 4 
process 5 
process 6 
process 7
Figure 7.11: The space-time diagram o f a process m igra tion .
7 .4 .2  O verh ead s
In the second experim ent, our objective is to  exam the overhead o f our communication and 
m igra tion  protocols and the cost o f m igra tion . Table 7.4 shows the measured turnaround 
tim e o f the parallel M G  benchmark. A ll tim ing  reported are averages o f ten measurements, 
o r ig in a l  means the wallclock tim e o f the o rig ina l code running on P V M . m o d if ie d  is the 
annotated code runn ing w ithou t a m igra tion . F inally, m ig ra t io n  is the measured tim e 
when a process m ig ra tion  is conducted.
Com paring the com m unication tim e o f our modified program  to  tha t o f the orig ina l 
code, we see tha t the overhead is very small. A lthough over 48 M bytes o f data on the to ta l 
o f 1472 messages are transm itted  during  execution, the to ta l overhead o f the modified code
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is only about one percent. We believe such small overhead is due to  the th in  layer protocol 
design on top o f PVM .
By com paring the execution tim e o f the m igration to  th a t o f the o rig ina l code, we find 
th a t a m igra tion  incurs about 16 percents higher tu rnaround tim e. A lthough processes can 
continue execution while the process 0 m igrates, due to the com m unication characteristic 
o f the kernel M G program, they eventually all have to wait for messages from  the process 
0 after its m igra tion . The w a iting  contributes to the m igra tion  cost.
Table 7.-1: T im ing  results (in  seconds) o f the kernel MG program.
Total orig inal modified m ig ra tion
Execution tim e 
Com m unication
16.130
4.051
16.379
4.205
18.833
6.6-17
Table 7.5 gives detailed m igra tion  cost. A ll tim ing  results are the average o f ten runs. 
"Coordinate '" indicates overhead o f process coordination. "C o lle c t" is the costs o f collecting 
execution and memory states. “ T x ” is the cost o f tra n sm ittin g  the collected data. "Restore" 
is the overhead o f process state restoration on the in itia lized process, and. "M ig ra te " is the 
average m igration overhead. The to ta l m igration overhead exh ib its  a small varia tion to 
the sum m ation o f the costs o f every operation due to miscellaneous im plem entation costs. 
From Table 7.5. the m igration average tim e is ‘2.2922 seconds. The m igra tion  transm its over 
7.5 Mbytes o f execution and memory state data. Both sta te  in fo rm a tion  are in machine- 
independent form at as defined in  [9]. The to ta l m igra tion  overhead can be divided in to
0.1166 seconds for com m unication coordination w ith  connected peer processes. 0.73 seconds 
for collecting the execution and m em ory state o f the m ig ra ting  process. 0.7662 seconds to
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transm it the state to a new machine, and 0.6794 seconds for restoring them before resuming 
execution.
Table 7.5: M ig ra tion  performance (in  seconds) in a homogeneous environm ent.
Operations Tim e
Coord inate 0.116
Collect 0.740
T x 0.766
Restore 0.679
M igrate 2.292
7 .4 .3  H e te ro g e n e ity
An experim ent is conducted to verify the correctness in a heterogeneous environm ent. The 
testbed consists o f computers and networks w ith  different powers and speeds. In this exper­
im ent. we run the kernel M G program on a heterogeneous testbed where, out o f 8 processes. 
7 are spawned on Sun U ltra  5 workstations running Solaris 2.6 and I is spawned on a DEC 
• iU V  120 w orksta tion  running U ltr ix . The DEC 5000/120 w orks ta tion  is s ign ifican tly  slower 
than the U ltra  5s. Network connections among these machines are also d iffe rent. A ll the 
U ltra  5 machines are connected via a LOOMbit/s E thernet, while the DEC 5111,120 is con­
nected to  the U ltra  5 cluster via a lO M b it/s  E thernet. We should note tha t the experiment 
is perform ed during  the weekend where the u tiliza tio n  o f machines and the netw ork traffic 
are low . We configure the program such th a t after tw o ite ra tions o f the V-cycle m ultig rid  
a lg o rith m , the process on the DEC 5000/120 machine m igrates to  an idle U ltra  5.
The experim enta l ou tpu ts  w ith  and w ith o u t the m igra tion  are identical. The outputs 
are also consistent to  those generated from  the homogeneous testbed reported earlier.
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Table 7.6 shows the performance o f d ifferent operations during a process m igration. The 
result is the average o f 10 runs. During the m ig ra tion , over 7.5 M bytes o f execution and 
memory state are transm itted . The m igra ting  process spends 0.125 seconds to  coordinate its 
connected peer processes. 5.209 seconds to  collect the execution and m em ory state. 8.591 
seconds to  transfer s ta te in form ation across machines via a 10M b it/s  Ethernet network, 
and 0.696 seconds to  restore the state in fo rm a tion  on an U ltra  5 machine. The nnparallel 
performance o f data collection and restoration is obviously the result o f different powers o f 
the two machines.
Table 7.6: Performance (tim ing  in seconds) in a heterogeneous environm ent.
Operations T im e
Coordinate 0.125
Collect 5.209
Tx 8.591
Restore 0.696
M igrate 14.621
Under the heterogeneous environment, the process m igra tion  p ro toco l shows an in ­
teresting com m unication coordination behavior in  which two messages are captured and 
forwarded during  the m ig ra tion . According to  the app lica tion  con figura tion , the m igrating 
process has to coord inate w ith  7 other processes to  capture all incom ing messages to the 
m igra ting  process before the com m unication connections can be closed. Because o f the 
s ign ificantly slower speed o f the DEC 5000/120 machine, the two neighbor processes on 
the faster U ltra  5 machines already sent messages to  the m igra ting  process before the m i­
gra tion  started. Thus, the  com m unication coord ina tion  o f the m ig ra tion  protocol resulted
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two messages received in to  the receive-message-list o f the m ig ra ting  process. Therefore, 
the first part o f the communication sta te contains two messages. The m igra ting  a lgorithm  
forwarded these messages to the in itia lized  process and inserted them to the fron t o f the 
receive-message-list o f the in itia lized process. The com m unication and m igra tion  protocol 
work well despite the hardware's d isparity .
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Chapter 8 
Conclusions and Future Work
In  th is d issertation, we have presented the design and im plem entation o f compile-time 
and run tim e systems to support process checkpointing in heterogeneous d is tribu ted  en­
vironm ents. This dissertation focuses on applying the  checkpointing mechanism toward 
high-perform ance by means o f process m igration.
8 .1  S ys te m  Design
There are three m ajor design concepts behind the checkpointing mechanism. F irs t, the 
program  analysis and source code annotation are applied to a source code and transform  it 
in to  a ‘•m igratab le" form at. We define m igration points as locations in the source code where 
process m igra tion  is allowed. The program analysis consists o f the m ig ra tion  po in t analysis, 
the scheme to choose m igration po in t locations, and the data analysis, the mechanism to  find 
a m in im um  set o f variables whose values have to be transferred at a m ig ra tion  point. For 
source code annotation, we apply a novel mechanism, namely the da ta  transfer mechanism, 
which governs the collection and restoration o f process state during process m igra tion .
Second, a fundamental technique for heterogeneous process m ig ra tion , low-level mecha­
nisms for da ta  collection and resto ra tion , is presented. A  graph model, nam ely the Memory 
Space Representation (M SR ) graph, is proposed to  id e n tify  needed da ta  in  memory space. 
M em ory blocks as well as relationships among m em ory addresses ind ica ted  by pointers are 
represented in the form o f nodes and edges in the M SR  graph, respectively. The Type In­
fo rm ation  (T I )  table is constructed to  store properties o f every data type  to  be used during 
program  execution. The development o f functions to  save and restore contents o f memory 
blocks is also a part o f the T I  tab le  construction. Then , the MSR Lookup Table (M SR LT) 
da ta  s truc tu re  is contributed to  keep track o f memory blocks in the p rogram  memory space.
128
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The M SR LT data structures also provides a logical scheme to  iden tify  memory blocks dur­
ing process m igra tion . In add ition , the representation o f pointers in machine independent 
form at is described.
F ina lly , we have shown the design and im plem entation o f a set o f com m unication and 
process m ig ra tion  protocols for d is tribu ted  com puta tion  in a heterogeneous environment. 
The protocols are bu ilt on top o f a connection-oriented com m unication model where a 
connection is established p rio r to message passing. We have designed and implemented 
a lgorithm s for send, receive, and process m igra tion  operations. These a lgorithm s work 
collective ly to  prevent loss o f messages and preserve message ordering semantic. In the 
send a lgo rithm , the sender-in itia te technique is implemented so tha t the sender requests 
the receiver for a connection. Tw o v ita l functiona lities are added to the send algorithm  
to support m ig ra tion  environm ent. They are the abilities to  reconstruct communication 
channels and to  search for the location o f a m igrated process. In the receive a lgorithm , we 
have in troduced the receive message list as a user-level buffer tha t keeps messages arrived 
before th e ir intended receive operations are executed. The a lgo rithm  is capable o f assisting 
a m ig ra tion  o f a connected peer process by receiving all messages from the communication 
channel and disconnecting it .  We have also implemented a number o f a lgorithm s for process 
m igra tion . The process in itia liza tio n  a lgo rithm  loads processes on poten tia l destination 
machines to  w ait for state transfer. The m igra tion  request a lgo rithm  commands a m igrating 
process to  m igrate to  an in itia lized  com puter.
The process m igra tion  a lgo rithm  is designed to  work jo in t ly  w ith  the send and receive 
a lgorithm s to  preserve the correctness. I t  performs the followings:
1. P ro h ib it add itiona l com m unication connection du ring  the m igra tion .
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2. Coordinate every connected peer to  guarantee no message loss and to disconnect 
existing com m unication channels.
3. Transfer com m unication state, follow ing by execution and memory states o f the m i­
g ra ting  process.
4. Restore the process state on the new computer.
8 .2  S o ftw are  Im p le m e n ta t io n
We have implem ented a number o f software components for the run tim e  system to support 
heterogeneous process m igra tion . They are 1) the checkpointing lib ra ry  to capture the 
memory state o f the m ig ra ting  process. 2) the v ir tu a l machine daemon to provide basic 
resource access and process management on top o f networks o f w orkstations. 3) the message 
passing lib ra ry  contain ing data com m unication and process m igra tion  protocols, and 4) the 
scheduler to bookkeeping resource u tiliza tion  in d is tribu ted  environm ents.
Three sets o f experiments are performed to  verify the correctness and p rac ticab ility  o f 
our system design. F irs t, we apply process m igra tion  to a paralle l m a trix  m u ltip lica tion  
program to  show poten tia l performance im provem ent. Second, we have tested our data 
collection and restoration mechanisms on three C’ programs w ith  difFerent data structures 
and execution behaviors to verify correctness and efficiency o f our design. Finally, we have 
implemented the p ro to type  data com m unication and process m igra tion  protocols by extend­
ing the P V M  system. We have presented a case study o f process m igra tion  on the paralle l 
M G benchmark running on homogeneous and heterogeneous testbeds. Experim ental results 
show th a t ou r protocols do preserve d is tribu ted  com putation logics and correctly capture 
and restore the com m unication state o f a process for process m ig ra tion . They also show the 
app licab ility  o f ou r design in a heterogeneous environm ent. The pro to type  im plem entation
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reports small com puta tion  and m igra tion  overhead and dem onstrates the real po ten tia l o f 
the protocols.
8 .3  F u tu re  W o rk
The need o f heterogeneous process m igration for fu ture  d is tr ib u te d  com putation is v ita l
[19]. \Vrork is s till left to be done in many areas. In the near fu tu re , more case studies 
should be performed on a number o f parallel applications w ith  different com m unication 
characteristics. We plan to  apply our m igration system to o th e r parallel benchmarks such 
as the kernel IS. CG. and FT . Then, we plan to develop a com p ila tion  system to  support 
sem i-autom atic process m igra tion . We believe that the development o f such tools w ill 
advocate new applications o f dynam ic programming to d is tr ib u te d  network com puting.
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